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Abstract
In this Practice as Research project I investigate the role that affect plays in collaborative
performance-making. This thesis offers a dance improviser’s analysis of the process of taking
choreographic material from the studio to a performance event. The underlying aim
throughout this project has been threefold: to find ways in which the study of affect can
become instrumental and meaningful for movement improvisers; to inform the study of
movement improvisation as an artistic practice; and to contribute to the wider critical field of
affect studies. For the theoretical underpinning of the project I contextualise my critical
research within affect studies, with a particular reference to conceptualizations of affect in
dance studies. However within this framework, I adopt a nomadic approach —a perspective
of non-attachment to any one conceptual model or theory— in order to allow for findings
generated during my artistic process to feed into the development of my theoretical analyses.
Through the making of five performance pieces, my inquiry focuses on the affective forces
that bring the collective work forward, which I articulate in two central research questions:
how do we create artistic work drawing from affects generated by shared improvisational
experience? What are the affective dynamics at play when we create with others? These
questions function as tools for awareness and critical reflection during the creative and
writing process. The thesis presents a detailed discussion of the process of improvising with
various mediums, including music improvisation, sonification of movement, sound art,
poetry, objects, and costumes. An important contribution of this project is the recognition that
‘the autonomy of affect’ (Massumi 1996) demands for methods of inquiry that allow for
multiple entries to the same process. In addition, this thesis offers an innovative take on
multi-modal techniques to documentation, integrating the voice of the dancer using video
editing techniques as a practice of artistic meaning-making that continues to feed into the
choreographic process. Using a conversation-as-documentation methodology, the project
presents evidence of the richness of the improvisatory and performance-making process for
the investigation of affect.
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Preface // note to reader
The text contains a combination of writing registers including the academic, the language of
visualisations and self-dialogues that take place in the intimacy of the dance studio, and
instructions to the reader to engage with the documentation of the practice. The language of
the improvisational practice is inserted into the text with a different font, marking the change
of voice. The instructions that direct to the multi-media material are inserted in text boxes
with hyperlinks that connect the text with the online portfolio platform. The reader is invited
to engage with the shifts in writing mode as an invitation to immerse more deeply into the
practice.
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Affect Theory and Movement Improvisation Studies
Introduction
This research is inspired by the realization that the choreographic process evolves and
develops as a result of distinctive affective forces experienced during movement
improvisation and articulated through choreographic composition. Improvisation as an
occasion of intimate sensory and perceptual experience reveals to the improviser the potential
of the choreographic material for future development. What is the relationship between affect
and conscious awareness as it takes place in the very moment of improvising? How is this
affective experience articulated in collaborative performance-making? How do we articulate
in the compositional process the creative forces experienced when improvising with others?
What do we sense in the work that we can carry forward into the development of the piece?
What is revealed about the practice of improvisation when considered in the context of the
concept of affect? What is revealed about affect when investigated through the practice of
improvisation? These questions emerged from my desire to continue to expand my
understanding of improvisation as both dance artist and scholar. These questions aimed at
opening my awareness towards what happens in my creative process.
In this research, I will argue that this becoming aware of affect ignites the performancemaking process, with other elements such as movement vocabulary, structure or technical
achievement being integrated on the way. I will suggest that affect is what activates and
elicits the improviser’s imagination and creativity in the flow of movement improvisation.
The underlying aim throughout this project has been threefold: to find ways in which the
study of affect can become instrumental and meaningful for movement improvisers; to
inform the study of movement improvisation as an artistic practice, and to add to the wider
critical field of affect studies. I maintain that the perspective of the improviser will offer
insights on the role of affective phenomena in improvisation practice and performance. The
lack of dancers' subjective experience in current dance discourse has been highlighted by
some dance scholars (Roche 2015, 2; Alexander Carter 1998, 53). In line with this argument,
I anticipate that a first-person account of the experience of affect in movement improvisation
will contribute to enriching dance discourse. My research contribution is to be located within
the work of dance practitioners and scholars that are interested in making affect a practical, as
well as a philosophical, tool for the advancement of dance and choreographic studies.
In this thesis I offer a dance improviser’s analysis of the experience of affect in five
collaborative performance projects and solo movement practice. In addition, in order to
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contextualise my practice within the field of contemporary choreographic practices, I
examine the work of other contemporary choreographers working with similar
methodologies. I articulate a Practice as Research (PaR) methodology using solo
improvisation, choreographic composition, collaborative performance-making, multi-modal
documentation, and critical writing. In this artistic inquiry, I focus on examining affective
experience in its relation to practices of awareness used in movement improvisation.
Following a well-established lineage in dance studies, I take the standpoint of movement
improvisation as a philosophical tool and an expressive medium for presenting my
discoveries (Foster 2002), since my experience of improvising provides the springboard from
where most of the knowledge of this investigation emerges. I articulate a movement inquiry
that involves working with mindful awareness over the affective relations that the body forms
in motion. I use affect as both the what of my research as well as the driving force of the how
in my artistic process. My main methodological goal centres upon finding ways to amplify
my experience of affect in dancing.
Deleuze and Guattari define philosophy as ‘the discipline that involves creating
concepts’ (1994, 5), which they defined as creative inventions that provoke thinking.
Moreover, they argue that a philosophical idea ‘refers back to the philosopher as the one who
has it [the ideas] potentially’ (Deleuze and Guattari 1994, 5). Following this argument, the
concepts I produced in the writing of this thesis refer back to my improvisational practice.
They point back to my motivations for improvisation, investigation, and creation. They are
theoretical creations that belong to my practice. As concepts, they contain the substance of
my work in a condensed form. Thus, they can work as enablers of critical discussion beyond
the limits of my own work. In this way, I argue that the philosophical ideas I engaged with in
the writing of this thesis extend my individuated experience of artistic practice into the realm
of contributions to wider discourses within the field they belong to, which in my case is
studies in improvisation and performance-making.

Practice as Research (PaR)
My approach to the investigation of affective experience has been a nomadic one in terms of
navigating theories, concepts, and practices. In this instance, I use nomadic to refer to a
perspective of non-attachment to any one conceptual model or theory. Instead, I aimed at
finding the concepts that would help me to bring further insight into the practice. By
extracting concepts out of their thinking structures, I took the risk of getting a blurred and
superficial understanding, undermining the rigour of an in-depth reading, particularly in the
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case of affect theory, since the magnitude of that body of research could easily have
overwhelmed me. However, in the long term, this approach proved fruitful, since the
application of concepts and models responded to the needs that emerged from a direct
interrogation of my movement practice. Dance scholar and improviser Vida L. Midgelow’s
study of the lexicon of movement improvisers highlights that,
Like nomads, improvisers are comfortable with transitions and
change; they do not cling to illusions of permanence and stability in
their dance. Instead they enact a kind of embodiment that celebrates
processes and emphasizes emergence and becoming. These
nomadisms, I suggest, reflect particularized ways of knowing and
being in dance and in the world (2012, 2).
Taking a nomadic approach in my PaR project enabled me to be open to the indeterminacies
of artistic creation. I share with cultural theorist Alanna Thain’s perspective on research, she
suggests, ‘[r]esearch implies an attentive posture, and openness to what is already happening,
an expanded perception of what we are already participating in.’ (2008, 1). These three
attitudes for research are shared with the practice of movement improvisation. Thus, a
nomadic approach supports a research mind-set in line with the attributes required for doing
successful PaR.
Nomadism has also enabled a strategic method for attending to what philosopher and
dance improviser Susan Kozel has described as the different rhythms of artistic research
(2011, 204). Performance research involves a dynamic interplay of various modes of doing,
including movement practice, performing, reflective analysis, and critical reading and
writing. These modes of doing research required specific modes of engagement and
readiness, which unfold at different paces and intensities. As such these methods of PaR have
benefitted from a nomadic research approach.
The Turn to Affect
Over the last two decades, a synchronicity of interests and scientific developments within the
social and natural sciences has resulted in a paradigmatic shift towards the affective
(Blackman and Venn 2010, 7). This turn signifies a focus on the processual and the transpersonal nature of the relations between bodies, and with it comes a proposition to rethink the
notion of body and embodiment (2010, 9). Affect theorists Lisa Blackman and Couze Venn
(2010) suggest that one consequence of the turn to affect is a heightened interest in the nonverbal and unconscious dimensions of experience, which resulted in ‘a re-engagement with
sensation, memory, perception, attention and listening’ (2010, 8). Blackman and Venn
highlight that these concerns are not new ‘as similar concerns have appeared and appear
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across feminist theories of the body, as well as in various psychoanalytic approaches that
appeared prior to the ‘affective turn’ (2010, 8). Considering the study of affect as a move
towards the non-verbal and the unconscious dimensions of human experience made me
question the role and place of the affective experience in artistic practices. In particular, in
artforms that involve embodied practices like improvisation and performance-making, which
are based upon the training of human sensibilities, including attention to sensation,
perception, feeling, listening, and emotions. What kind of methodologies are needed to
examine the affective within the realm of solo, and also collaborative process of
choreographic composition in which the material for creation emerges from the sensory and
affective attunement to each other’s artistic expressions? My contention is that affect is
communicative; it tells us something about the moment we are in, as well as telling others
something about our personal experience. On the one hand, affect is intimate —it is accessed
through tuning into our bodily experiences— on the other, affect is social and collective —it
moves among bodies, situations and places. Within the everyday flow of social events, affect
is spontaneously communicated to others sometimes in more indirect and unconscious ways
than others. Affect appears to encompass this two-sidedness of feeling and expressing. In the
context of artistic practices, the articulation of affect involves a process of awareness,
recognition, integration and expression.
Many affect theorists remark on the fact that there is no stable definition for affect
(Grossberg 2010, 316; Thrift 2004, 59) and, because of the many meanings in play, research
on affect could become very confusing (Wetherell 2012, 2). Some scholars maintain that the
problem of the definition of affect arises from affect not having a pure or ordinary state
(Seigworth and Gregg 2010, 1). Other affect theorists make use of emotion labels such as joy,
shame, anger, contentment, sadness, grief, to analyse affective experiences (i.e. Ngai 2005),
while others reject the usefulness of these titles to produce analyses of complex human
environments and its resulting effects (Thrift 2004). Interestingly, for dance scholars who
write from their direct experience as spectators or movers, emotion and feeling words appear
as useful ways to engage with the affective in the dance event (Dempster 2016; McGrath
2016). Concepts such as anger, joy, shame, sadness, fear, all appear as useful signifiers,
containers of meaning that make conversations on affect possible. For the purpose of
investigating affect in the realm of embodied research, I found that affect requires a definition
that embraces this dialogic nature between pre-reflective modes of feeling and mindful forms
of experiencing/understanding. My nomadic journey in search of an understanding of affect
that could support my artistic inquiry started with the work of social psychologist Margaret
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Wetherell.
Wetherell argues that ‘the turn to affect opens up crucial questions about meaning-making
practices, the articulation of the somatic with these, and issues about how the speaking
subject makes sense and communicates affect’ (2013, 353). She points to the fact that ‘any
initial body hit. […] is always already occurring within an ongoing stream of meaningmaking or semiosis’ (Wetherell 2013, 355). She uses the idea of “body hit” to refer to the
impact that events, people, and ideas have on the body. She points towards the ‘practical,
communicative and organised’ nature of affective experience, where ‘bits of the body (e.g.
facial muscles, thalamic-amygdala pathways in the brain, heart rate, etc.) get patterned
together with feelings and thoughts, interaction patterns and relationships, narratives and
interpretations, repertoires, social relations, personal histories, and ways of life’ (2012, 12).
This understanding of affect suggests how the movement of a signal through a network of
systems results in affect entering different modes of doing, becoming and relating. I applied
Wetherell’s perspective on affect to the making of my first performance piece I-Reflexes
(2015), which functioned as a form of pilot research project.
I-Reflexes was instrumental in the development of my understanding of affect and this
methodological approach helped me to articulate my initial thoughts, questions, uncertainties,
and curiosity through the medium of an embodied research inquiry that included six shows
and one paper publication (included in Appendix I). After this initial experiment considering
Wetherell’s ideas within the realm of my practice, I felt the need to search for an approach
that would place less emphasis on the social and on the use of discourse analysis, and instead
would offer me a philosophical tool for interrogating improvisation working with the affects
of musicality found in sounds (as opposed to taking sounds as perceptual stimuli), in the
affective power of objects, things and materials, and on my affective responses to places. So I
turned towards the work of dance scholars. Early in my research, from the studies I
encountered, I focused on the writings of Shaun McLeod and Nicole Peisl, and later on in my
project Philippa Rothfield, and Susan Kozel among others. These readings would eventually
lead me to approach the ideas on affect by philosopher Gilles Deleuze. In What is
Philosophy? Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari argue that,
[a]ffects are no longer feeling or affections; they go beyond the
strength of those who undergo them. Sensations, precepts, and affects
are beings whose validity lies in themselves and exceeds any lived.
(1994, 164)
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Considering the objects and forces that move within my choreographic process as
independent beings with their own capacities helped me to refine my sensibilities and
develop practical strategies so as to support a process for listening to that which is beyond my
conscious choices. For example, the vivid power of a poetic image emerged within my
improvisation, producing the unexpected in my dance (this is discussed in detail in Chapter
Four). Deleuze’s perspective of affect as a ‘passage of intensities’ inspired me to approach
the work of contemporary thinkers that stem from his work, including Brian Massumi, Erin
Manning, and Jean-Luc Nancy. It was around this time, that I started to perceive that the
affective force of the concept was producing something, not quite yet defined, in my practice.
I found that the turn to affect in dance studies has produced a congruency of interest between
dance scholars and practitioners, providing a common ground for academic discourses and
practice to flourish. This shift of direction felt like a promising choice in my nomadic journey
to search for ways to understand the experience of affect in my improvisational experience.

Conceptualisation of Affect in the Dance Field
In the field of dance studies, affect has received the attention of scholars that are interested in
the possibilities that a turn towards the affective can offer in terms of new forms of analysis
in dance research. In their edited volume on Choreography and Corporeality, Thomas
DeFrantz and Philipa Rothfield suggest that ‘the role and nature of affect within the field of
dance is open to new conceptualisations’ (2016). They suggest that affect stands for its
capacity for transformation,
[a]ffect signifies change, in the body, and in those composite bodies
that make up larger bodies. A performance that affects creates an
affect in the body of its audience. As a signifier of change, the notion
of affects suggests the possibility of another future, different to today.
(Thomas F; DeFrantz and Rothfield 2016, 31)
Defining affect in terms of ‘a signifier of change’ appears to suggest the intervention of
modes of action and perception that require self-awareness. In addition, this definition points
towards the two main areas of interest for dance scholars: the corporeal subjective experience
of affect, on the one hand, and, on the other, the supra-personal nature of affective experience
within the context of a dance event. Most of the conceptualisations of affect explored in their
selection of essays advance understandings of spectatorship, with the exception of DeFrantz’s
Afrofuturist Remains: A Speculative Rendering of Social Dance Futures (2016, 209–22).
Written from an experiential perspective, DeFrantz offers an analysis drawing from his
personal narratives of black social dance and ‘its potential for future recovery [which he
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argues] operates outside of current structures of racial understanding’ (2016, 209). From the
spectator’s experience, these new perspectives on affect provide a powerful case for the
potential of the affective in the performative dance event as a catalyst for challenging social
perceptions of the ageing body (Stalpaert 2016), as a space of affective adjacency that allows
for possible futures to be imagined (McGrath 2016), and as a way of rethinking pathways of
negative affects and its potential for transformation and creativity —as in shame (Dempster
2016). Apart from this collection of essays, I found a small number of dance scholars writing
from the perspective of affect. From an anthropological perspective, Carine Plancke (2016)
writes on affect within the context of contemporary Rwandan society. She describes how the
affective power of watching dance generates bodily intensities in the onlookers, contributing
towards the formation of a new national identify in post-genocide Rwanda. Not immediately
talking about dance, Canadian theatre maker Bruce Barton (2014) is interested in the tension
between interpretation and the affective. Barton is interested in the paradox of the emotional
connection to a performance and the intellectual understanding of the piece, which he
articulates as a fulcrum for the analysis of the spectator’s affective experience (2014, 64).
These new conceptualisations of affect in dance studies suggest a new way of thinking
and analysing the dance experience, pointing to the affective power of dance as both social and
artistic practice. While affect is not claimed as being the ultimate force for social change, these
scholars point towards the intensity of feelings and ‘affections’ as having the capacity to
influence dispositions, and to feel and potentially act in new and alternative ways. These new
conceptualisations focus on the relational dynamic of circulation, transmission and
communication of feeling. They centre on how the perceptual encounter of participating in a
dance event makes us feel, and the possibility of action that arises from it. These approaches
point towards the affective in-the-being of a specific moment as well as in the aftermath of the
dance encounter. These authors look for that which is not immediately accessible to the eye,
focussing on moving beyond common sense, to the shifting of perceptions in audiences and
dancers, and to the collective imagination as it arises in the moment of watching dance. From
this analytical stance, they highlight how the body and mind connection is heightened in the
dance event, encompassing modes of perceiving and feeling. Through an inquiry that centres
upon the power of feeling, the first-person approach to spectatorship advances understanding
of the relationship audiences, the dancers, and the dance within their wider social context.
In contrast, affect research written from the perspective of the dancer-choreographer is
a much smaller field of study. Nevertheless, the work that is being carried out demonstrates
the potential of affect research to expand choreographic and improvisational practices. I will
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illustrate the potential of this emerging body of research by introducing Shaun McLeod’s
doctoral thesis (2016), and dancer-choreographer Nicole Peisl’s currently in-progress
doctoral research project (2016). I use the term dancer-choreographer to define the role of
dance makers who either choreograph work for themselves or step in and out of the
performer’s role as they choreograph for a group of dancers. What follows is a brief outline
of their projects which I consider in the context of the aims and scope of my own thesis.

Embodied Research on Affect
McLeod’s doctoral thesis entitled The Movement Between. Dance Improvisation, Witnessing,
and Participatory Performance (2016) is a strong case evidencing the contribution of
embodied studies of affect for the advancement of dance improvisation practice and theory.
McLeod frames his investigation of affect within the psychological and non-positivist
theories of affect, in particular he draws from the work of Teresa Brennan (2004), Silvan
Tomkins (Sedgwick Kosofsky and Frank 1995) and Daniel Stern (1977), which influenced
his choice of Authentic Moevement (AM) as a suitable methodology for exploring affect.
McLeod offers a descriptive and critical account from an improviser’s perspective. His dance
improvisation inquiry focusses on two central overarching themes. His first question
concerns modes of doing in improvisation, he interrogates his practice by asking himself in
what ways he can foster discernment and interest while being in the moment of improvising.
His second question addresses the challenges of staging a therapeutic and intimate movement
methodology like AM for performance, while maintaining the authenticity and intimacy of
the relationship between the mover and the audience in the role of witness. McLeod applies
Brennan’s notion of discernment to his movement practice through which he articulates a
practice of discernment in improvisation. Brennan suggests that through the cultivation of
sensory awareness, we can gain access to the experience of affects in such a way that we are
capable of understanding their impact. This practice of discernment, as Brennan named it,
works through the senses –touching, hearing, smelling, listening, seeing- and the expression
of such sensing, particularly through words (2004, 120). Within improvisation practice,
McLeod incorporates this concept of discernment as a practice of ‘carefully noticing what
was happening in their bodies [himself and his dancers], placing their awareness on their own
tendencies, patterns and avoidances in improvisation (2016, 6). In addition, Silvan Tomkin’s
definition of affect as ‘an interest’ and as a ‘state of embodiment’ is fundamental to
McLeod’s own understanding of affect in his movement inquiry. Building on Tomkin’s
definition of affect, McLeod suggests that ‘[t]o become interested in one’s improvisation is to
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follow one’s physical imagination without reserve’ (2016, 7). McLeod further refines his
theoretical framework through Daniel Stern’s ideas on affect which Stern developed from
working on the psychological development of babies. Stern advances the notion of ‘vitality
affects’ to explain the affective attunement of movement, rhythm and vitality between mother
and baby. Stern defines ‘vitality affects’ as ‘particular qualities of embodied feeling’ (1977,
52–54). McLeod applies Stern’s concept of ‘vitality of affects’ to describe his experience of
improvisation. which he describes in terms of,
a shifting terrain of feelings, sensations and actions that are inflected
with particular qualities (vitalities) but which need not be attributed to
a specific emotion, or by implication, autobiographical revelation or
meaning. (2016, 7)
McLeod’s thesis has been influential and inspiring in my own journey of investigating affect
using improvisation. However, I was looking for a theoretical framework that was not
anchored on psychological analysis of sensory awareness, since my aim was to explore the
performance-making process from various entries points. By this I mean looking not solely at
the evidence that emerges from a practice of discernment in the moment of dancing itself, but
to other factors —external to the dancer and its audience— that inform the choreographic
process. Early in this project, through the experience of I-Reflexes, I discover there are
numerous non-human agents that partake in the shaping and movement of affective
phenomenon —such as the dance as a whole (Reynolds 2012), or in the case of cities (Thrift
2004), atmospheres (McCormack 2015), and inert matter (Bennett 2010)— narrowing the
analysis on psychological processes closes the conversation with these discourses.
Nicole Peisl’s practice as research project (2016) offers another example of how
embodied research on affective phenomena can produce new understandings of
choreographic practice. Peisl offers an interesting take on affect. She suggests that ‘affect
emerges from the activity [in this case choreographic practice] and the attunement towards
potentialities within and among a relation force-field’ (2016, 134). Peisl provides some
answers to the question of how affect and conscious awareness are articulated in movement
improvisation practice. Peisl suggests felt sense as ‘a tool that can afford the pre-articulated
qualities of affect and feeling to become more tangible’ (2016, 130). She describes felt sense
as having a ‘toolness’ about it that is enacted through 'a practice of attending with and
through a felt sensing of situations' (2016, 132). Peisl describes felt sense and affect as being
entangled and suspended within practice (2016, 132). This definition suggests a fragile,
floating and out of reach relational dynamic, that may require a process of disentanglement,
or discernment using Brennan’s term. Peisl expands her definition of felt sense by suggesting
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that it has the capacity to capture something of the immediacy of affect. From her movement
exploration, she suggests that felt sense raises affect through different layers (2016, 132).
Peisl proposes a framework of three layers, with each layer adding a new movement ordering
principle: midline, instinctive legs, and palpation with the eyes. Talking about her process of
composing her piece Vielfalt I (2015), Peisl writes: ‘we worked with the felt sense as a
fulcrum around which movement organises itself, this is situated in what we called the
midline.’ (2016, 135). Inspired by Charles Ridley’s approach to Biodynamic Craniosacral
practice, the concept of midline refers to the first layer of attending towards the vertical
direction within the sphere of the human body from which a multidirectional potentiality
opens up (2016, 135). The second layer, entitled Instinctive Legs, centres around notions of
moving from the Hara –a Japanese term used in martial and healing arts that refers to the
power centre around the abdominal and lower back area. The third layer relates to expanding
the relational field of awareness from where movement emerges. From the experience of
working through this three-layering approach, Peisl writes,
[fr]om working with midline practice as a threshold, that opens into a
relational dynamic force-field among multiple layers, this Instinctive
Legs’ practice affords the occurrence of being moved by the
contingency of the forces among and across layers. A synchronously
attending, listening, and potential following are forming movement
that is relational, processual, non-representational and thus opens up
affective spaces. (2016, 136)
This description has direct implication for my investigation of the relationship between
affect and practices of awareness. In her account of the formation of movement, Peisl
exposes a process of becoming aware. She describes the expansion of the field of conscious
awareness over the affective experience of moving. In moving from the internal and specific
(the midline) to the relational and expansive activity of ‘palping’ with the eyes, Peisl
discovers a wider affective space. It is through this specific and trained ability to work with
the accumulation of the senses that dancers can access their experience of affect —in their
bodies and in relation to their environments. Peisl aligns her discussion within the context of
non-representational theory, adopting the notion of affective spaces from the work of
geographer Derek McCormack (2015). She argues that ‘the key to the way these structures
[within the practice] become powerful tools that afford experience rather than representation
of movement lies in their nature of being relational’ (Peisl 2016, 133). Peisl draws on Erin
Manning’s notion of relation; Manning writes that ‘relation folds experience into it such that
what emerges is always more than the sum of its parts’ (2013, 2). Peisl argues that these
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relations form a relation force-field. While I agree with her argument that the movement that
emerges from such practice of engaging with the relational dimension of experience is nonrepresentational in intention, I maintain that emphasizing the non-representational qualities of
the work hides those moments where movement and language bond. As Manning suggests
‘[l]anguage is creatively mired within the affective tonalities of how it can be heard, lived,
written, imagined’ (2009, 5). Each new movement experience brings with it the possibility of
an idea, a metaphor, thoughts and the potential for words to arise.
For the purposes of my research, I wanted to acknowledge the dancing body’s capacity
to suggest an idea, an orientation, a motivation towards both the conceptual and the specific
and the definable. I base this argument upon my approach to movement composition that
emerges from the improvisational experience, and from my experience of participating in
movement improvisation workshops. I find that the language used by improvisers and
choreographers guide and influence awareness, appreciation and engagement with affect. In
my solo as well as in collective improvisations, I experience that narratives of, and for,
movement work as bridges that mediate access to affective experience.

The Language of Affect in Movement Improvisation
In somatic and creative movement training, dance artists develop advanced skills for sensing
external and internal stimuli, as well as sensibility through the practice of attention to the
moving body. Using mindful movement and reflective practice, affect is felt, discovered, and
sometimes interpreted, which in turn, feeds back to the practice. From my experience of
using language alongside the improvisation, I found that using language allows for the
articulation of affect between the realm of ideas and the dancing body. Descriptive,
metaphoric, poetic and sensory-filled language appears as a central mediating tool for
articulating affect in the choreographic process, feeding into the imagination of the sensing
body. Australian choreographer Rosalind Crisp talking about her solo choreographic
improvisation practice said ‘words are important, because they provoke something in the
body’ (from personal interview with the author, Crisp 2016). From another perspective,
English choreographer Rosemary Butcher, in an interview reflecting on her choreographic
process, said that “without employing demonstration or putting things in a prominent
position, it is the way I use language that became instrumental in how choreography evolves
for me.’ (2016, 56). These reflections on the process suggest a close connection between the
affective body and language in that language can allow and invite affective resonances to be
shared between choreographer and dancer in the in-between of dancing and choreographing.
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Likewise, in the case of self-choreographing, articulating the dancing experience through
language, such as in spoken stream of consciousness, fictional or poetic forms of writing, can
allow affect to become noticeable.
The language that choreographers use to reflect on their compositional process is
infused with metaphors and sensory images that refer, among other things, to the experience
of affect. Words and images are used to activate, steer, and make sense of affect within the
compositional process. Their carefully selected words suggest an affective encounter, a point
of confluence and emergence, where the affective experiences of the everyday meet with the
affective experiences of dancing. Within the choreographic improvisation process, this new
affective experience has the potential to influence the composition as well as momentum into
the future affective resonances within the practice. I am interested in how affect surfaces in
the language that emerges from reflecting upon the process of choreographic composition.
This has inspired a methodological approach of using spoken commentary over video
documentation of my practice, and voice improvisation as a tool that carries the dancing
experience into language (this is the focus of Chapter One).

(Solo) Dance Improvisation Practice – Affect and Movement
What strategies and tools from movement improvisation practice might facilitate the
investigation of affective experience? Dance improvisation involves the practice of paying
attention to the dancing body. Through training, dance improvisers develop the ability to
guide their attention to specific sensations in the body, acquiring a sensitivity towards sensing
and perceiving the body, places and surrounding objects. This practice of attention developed
in dance improvisation practice involves shifting, narrowing, expanding, and moving the
dancer’s field of awareness. At the start of her dance, the improviser pre-determines where
she will place her attention. This is often a flexible process. Movement invitations are sought
from within this responsiveness to the sensing body. In this process of attending to sensations
and experiences as they happen in the flow of dancing, the improviser may use a question or
a task to interrogate her experience. Questions are used to activate and prompt a deeper body
and mind connection. This practice of interrogation is unique to each improviser, reflecting a
specific concern or curiosity. Yet the narratives that are used to guide this process of
attending is passed by means of oral tradition from practitioner to practitioner. These
narratives contain the knowledge, experience, values and teachings that have developed from
the first lineage of post-modern dance teachers of the 1970s (Lisa Nelson, personal interview,
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2018). This practice of attention and questioning through dancing is at the core of what
makes dance improvisation both a skilful practice and a research methodology.
As a practice, movement improvisation encompasses a wide range of approaches for
working with the body and movement. Dance scholars and practitioners employ other terms
to refer to this practice. American dance improviser Melinda Buckwalter (2010) uses the term
contemporary dance improvisation, movement and multimedia artist Kent De Spain (2014)
refers to it as movement improvisation, American choreographer Deborah Hay talks about
performance practice (2000), Australian choreographer Rosalind Crisp talks about
choreographic improvisation, and English movement practitioner and writer Miranda Tufnell
uses the term improvised dance (2004). De Spain (2014) offers a useful open definition of
movement improvisation that focuses on the skills and processes involved. He describes the
art form as ‘a loose collection of skills and practices, one that can’t even quite decide on a
name’ (De Spain 2014, 5). De Spain suggests that ‘regardless of structure or resources or
when or how or even whether it is practiced or performed, movement improvisation includes
the process of creating and /or choosing your movements as you are doing them. The rest is
up to you’ (2014, 5). This definition highlights the fact that decision-making is central to this
practice. Moreover, De Spain also remarks that what expertise in this practice gives is a clear
understanding of how to manage the endless possibilities and resources.
In my dance improvisation practice, I have been influenced by the pedagogies of
international and local practitioners that regularly teach in the UK and Ireland. In particular
the work of Rosalind Crisp, Daria Faïn, Lisa Nelson, Sally E. Dean, and Miranda Tufnell
have informed my approach to movement improvisation and composition. The work of
Australian choreographer Rosalind Crisp has influenced the way I articulate my inquiry
through the body. Crisp questions her dancing by asking: ‘What keeps me interested?’ ‘What
am I paying attention to?’ ‘What do I warm up for?’ ‘How do I know that I’m not sleeping?’
Early in my doctoral research, when I was investigating mostly solo movement practice, I
used these questions in my own improvisation practice. Through which I discovered I was
experiencing the moment of improvising (and all it contains) as an affective encounter with
my own self in motion. While I noticed that my affective experience was all-pervading
throughout my experience of dancing, informing movement choices as well as aesthetic
decisions, I recognized that the movement and quality of my attention played an important
role in using that experience for compositional purposes. I soon became aware that my
undercurrent of bodily sensation was always shifting in response to a present state and the
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effect of an action that emerge from it. In paying attention to experience, it become more
noticeable the influence that affective experiences of dancing have on my body’s disposition
and readiness towards movement.
In trying to develop techniques for investigating affect in movement improvisation, I
placed my attention on the exchange of affective states and movement qualities in the
dancing. Yet I did not try to produce a description of these experiences, instead I focused my
attention on abstract qualities of movement. For example, attending to the experience of
speed, rhythms and vibrations in my body in a particular moment became a task for starting
an improvisation (I discuss this in detail in Chapter Two). Sensing the bodily sensation of a
given affective experience might direct my attention to a body part that I will use as a starting
place for movement. From this practice, I developed one way for generating choreographic
ideas that evolve from within the improvisational situation, as opposed to bringing a preconceived concept or theme as a starting point for making a dance. Such approach proved
only suitable when working by myself in the studio. In contrast to solo movement
improvisation and performance, after my first pilot performance project, I found that
collaborative performance-making offers a more expansive field of possibilities for
investigating affect. Collaborative projects place relations at the centre of attention. As a
context for artistic inquiry, collaborations stand as a working environment that relates more
directly to the tools for analysis offered by affect theorists. While in solo improvisation the
challenge lies at trying to articulate in words the experience of what might be called affect, in
collaborative practices the work becomes challenging in terms of being able to contemplate
and understand the multiple layers of interrelations at work: ideas, ways of doings, joint
experiences, desires and needs for creating, disagreements and misunderstandings, group
limitations and possibilities. In contrast to a somehow more controllable setting of solo
practice, I looked to interdisciplinary collaborations to present me with numerous contexts
and environments for performance-making, challenging my capacity to intentionally decide
on the source of inspiration that would motivate my movement.

Collaborative Performance-making Practice
Collaborative performance-making offered me a platform to create opportunities for
experimentation where the forces that stimulated the work were multiple. Collaborative
improvisation involves a process of doing and engaging with the doing of others. In addition
to becoming aware of my own experience of the doing, collaborating requires sensing and
perceiving how the other is also responding to the work. In this process we align doing to
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sensing in the improvisational moment in such a way that we can allow the affective forces of
the work to move freely. The affects of the improvisation shape both artists and the work we
produce. It is not a sensing of the individualities in the making but, instead, a sensing of the
collective in the work in which we are immersed. The improvised moment is the occasion in
which we found ourselves. In order to be able to build upon that experience, the
improvisation needs to exceed the moment of improvising through its potentiality.
The improvisation as an occasion of experience reveals the potential of the material for
opening towards future development. What is this thing we both share when experiencing the
work? What do we sense in the work that we can carry forward into further development?
The conversations that took place after music and dance improvisations about what worked
and what didn’t work, provoked us to question what we would explore next. Each new layer
of improvisational experience elicits, in a way, the next exploration. Often, the new layer
appears to incorporate movement material from a previous improvisation, the ones that left a
strong trace in my body, while new elements emerge as a response to the live dialogue with
the other artist.
In trying to describe and expand my understanding of the process of producing artistic
work collaboratively, I wondered about the forces that bring the work forward, as in what are
the excess of the improvisational experience that provoke the next iteration of improvising
together? What intrigues me about improvising with others is How do we create artistic work
drawing from a shared improvisational experience? What are the dynamics at play when we
create with others? The explorations to these questions are presented in chapter four, five,
and six, where I discuss in detail the process of working with musicians, sound artists, and
poets.
Overview of Performance Projects
This portfolio includes five interdisciplinary, collaborative performances projects:
I-Reflexes (2015) – an interactive performance of sound and dance improvisation,
including audience interaction (pilot project)
Artists: Paula Guzzanti (dance artist), Tristan Cut (sound artist), Martin Devek (composer)
(Duration 15 mins)
I-Reflexes captures the improvisational interaction of three performers: a solo dancer, a
musician, and a sonic artist. The audience also participates through the mediation of their
mobile phones. As the choreographic improvisation and original music composition evolves
and loops, the soundscape of improvisation created between the audience and the musicians’
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interaction merges, thus proposing new dynamics of movement for the dancer. In this
performance project, ringtones trigger unplanned, reflex-like movements in the body,
suggesting alternate terms of decision-making within dance improvisation practice.
Knowing the Dance (2017) — poetry, dance and music improvisation
Artists: Paula Guzzanti (dance artist), Olive Broderick (poet), Martin Devek (composer)
(Duration: 45 minutes)
Knowing the Dance is a process-based performance exploring how dance and poetry can
inhabit a shared creative space while honouring the individual practices of dance
improvisation, poetry composition, with music improvisation contributing to this
relationship. The performance was made of a three dance-poem sequence: Intertwine, Noose,
and Weight/Dissolve.
Falling (2018) — song, dance improvisation and sonification of movement
Artists: Paula Guzzanti (dance artist), Richard Davis (musician)
(Duration: 25 minutes)
Falling is an interactive music and dance performance exploring the relationship between the
embodied and disembodied voice though dance improvisation and the sonification of
movement. Using off-the-shelf technology, the singing voice is deconstructed and mapped
onto a dancing body, enabling the dancer to become a second voice —a digital echo of the
musician’s live voice. The affective resonances produced through this improvised
collaborative process extends the possibilities of performing the voice and choreographic
improvisation. This performance invites audiences to experience the relationship between the
body and the voice in new ways.

Silent Pact (2018) — voice, sound, and movement improvisation
A dance-theatre piece by Paula Guzzanti (dance artist) & Una Lee (sound artist)
(Duration 20 mins)
Silent Pact came about through re-visiting an event that affected me deeply on a personal
level. Back in 2015, I received a letter from my mother with a poem entitled Silent Pact. Her
letter tells the story of having to keep me in secret, as she got pregnant three months before
her wedding. I discovered my real birthday was three months earlier than the date I have
celebrated all my life. Three years later, I was commissioned to create a performance for
International Women’s Day in Belfast — the theme was women’s silenced voices. After
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considering various stories of women that were close to me, I remembered my mother’s
letter. This intimate personal event became the driving force for creating Silent Pact.

Arroz con Leche (2019) — voice, sound, and movement improvisation
A dance-theatre piece by Paula Guzzanti (dance artist) & Una Lee (sound artist)
(Duration 20 mins)
Arroz con Leche is a dance theatre performance that provokes us to question what it is that
shapes the gender identity in each of us, and female role models in particular. The
performance is inspired by a nursery rhyme of the same title, which the artists explore
through dance and music improvisation, and text.
The Online Portfolio
The documentation of these performances and my solo improvisation practice is available in
USB format, as well as on an online portfolio, accessible via the link:
https://paulaguzzantiphdportfolio.com

Throughout the thesis there are text boxes (like this
one) that connect the discussion with the
documentation of the practice. These are invitations
for the reader to engage with the multi-media material.
However, the reader may also choose to visit/revisit
the video material at other points in their reading as it
feels pertinent to the discussion.
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Overview of Chapters
This thesis presents an analysis from the dance-improviser’s perspective on the experience of
affect in collaborative performance-making. The knowledge produced through this research
has been organised into five chapters. The first two chapters provide the methodological and
philosophical underpinning for the rest of the chapters, which in turn focus on different
aspects of my artistic practice: dance and music improvisation; moving-with objects; and the
creation of the choreographic place.
In chapter one I discuss the PaR methodology used in the documentation of my
performance-making process. I describe the multi-modal approach developed for the analysis
of the creative process, which includes the making of video essays. This multi-media format
involves the use of video editing techniques for manipulating fragments of the documentation
together with the layering of spoken commentary. In this first chapter I introduce my ideas
on Walter Ong’s orality (1982) and its application in movement research. I suggest the notion
of documentation-as-conversation, including a step-by-step outline of this practice.
The focus of chapter two is on my solo movement practice. Here I discuss the practices
and philosophical ideas that have informed my investigation of affect in performance-making
and argue that trained improvisers may develop the skills for becoming aware of the passage
of intensities of affective phenomena. In this chapter I introduce the notion of movement
taking-form by Brian Massumi (2002) and suggest defining dance improvisation as the
practice of attending to movement forming. This chapter includes a consideration of the
problematic notion of the present moment in the creation of knowledge in movement
research. I also discuss the idea of affective traces as an embodied imprint that may surface,
activated in the choreographic process.
In Chapter Three I discuss the affects of musicality in the emergence of choreographic
material in Falling (2018), Knowing the Dance (2017), and Silent Pact (2018). Through the
notion of musicality, I critically reflect upon my experience of improvising in relation to
technology mediated (sonification of music and electronic music improvisation) and nontechnology musical affects (poetry and the human voice). I frame my discussion within JeanLuc Nancy’s concept of the sonorous presence (2007). In this chapter I engage with Susan
Kozel’s ideas on latency and Deniz Peters’ model of Sonic Spheres (2010; 2013). This chapter
contributes to studies in the field of dance and music interaction design.
In Chapter Four the focus of my discussion is on my improvisational practice of
moving-with objects, things, and materials. I employ Lepecki’s distinction between objects
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and things (2016) as a thread for the critical analysis of three of my pieces: Noose (2017),
Intertwine (2017), and Silent Pact (2018); I also engage with his ideas for the analysis of a
historical and a contemporary example of choreography that includes objects: Lucinda
Child’s Carnation (1964), and Simon Whitehead’s Studies for Maynard (2016). Through the
process of writing this chapter, I discovered that objects and things exercise their affective
power over my choreographic process in ways that I cannot anticipate. Drawing on Susan
Foster’s understanding of improvisation (2015), the ideas in this chapter advance knowledge
on the role of objects and things in choreographic practice.
Chapter Five continues my discussion on moving-with objects and things began in
Chapter Four in its consideration of what does this moving-with things and materials
generate for the choreographic product? In this chapter I investigate the ways in which the
animation of the place where I improvise is a part of my choreographic composition. My
discussion is contextualised within anthropologist Tim Ingolds’ concept of place as
delineated by movement (2011), and philosopher Edward S. Casey’s phenomenological
perspective on place as emerging from the lived body (1993). Building on their ideas of
place, I examine the making of the choreographic place is my pieces Arroz con Leche (2019)
and Silent Pact (2018), as well as the work by Irish-Argentinean choreographer Jazmin
Chiodi’s The Endless Story of Making New of Old Self (2016). Through a distillation of ideas,
Chapter Five concludes with a proposition for a notion of the choreographic place.
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Chapter 1: A Multi-modal approach to the documentation of movement
improvisation practice and performance
Introduction
How can I document the affective tone of a moment of movement improvisation? What tools
might allow me to record something of the moment of improvising which might afford a
future re-entering into the movement material, as required for performance-making?
In this chapter, I describe and reflect on multi-modal methods for the documentation of
movement practice that involves the use of the dancer’s voice. Including the use of video
editing, spoken commentary, and movement-initiated languaging, this methodology offers
applications as both a movement research tool —which I will refer as dancing-languaging
oscillations—, and for the documentation and analysis of performance practice —which I
will refer as documentation-as-conversation. As a movement research tool, the dancinglanguaging oscillations offers a way of articulating the affective experience of dance
improvisation into another modality of expression. This approach of using spoken language
as an expression that emerges from the immediacy of the movement experience reveals the
capacity of orality as an open and fluid semantic that relates to the non-verbal (W. Ong and
Hartley 1982). I illustrate my discussion with example dancing-languaging oscillation
explorations including solo improvisations, and explorations with three dancers of the
Artistic Doctorates in Europe research group (Stockholm, March 2018). As a tool for
analysis, the documentation-as-conversation method involves video editing techniques,
folding layers of movement improvisation over an improvise spoken-commentary that
emerges from watching the documentation of my own process and practice. This
documentation method affords a conversation between a past dancing experience and a
present narrating-self, offering a new way for entering the work and being an observer of my
own process. This aspect of my methodological approach to documentations shares Paul
Stapleton’s view that ‘documentation should have an important role in the exchange of
provisional forms of knowledge resulting from performance.’ (2007, 4). Echoing Stapleton’s
ideas on documentation as a dialogical practice that co-exists with performance, in the video
essay titled The Development of the Laugh in Noose (2017), I establish a conversation
between the documentation of the performance and its making process.
Drawing on the concept of ‘languaging’ coined by Chilean biologist Humberto
Maturana (Ortiz Ocaña 2015), I describe a practice of working with the spoken voice in
immediacy of dancing. Through this methodology I articulate ideas that position language
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side by side to movement in the wider spectrum of forms of expression. By moving language
away from being at a higher level of understanding and meaning-making, I resituate it in the
broader continuum of forms of expressions that evolves in the inflow of human relations.
Moreover, I propose languaging and video editing as methodologies that combined work as
‘unarchiving’ practices in the manner developed by the SenseLab.1
Tool 1: dancing-languaging oscillations
When considering suitable approaches for documenting my practice, I was interested in
recuperating something of the affective tone of the improvisation, as opposed to
reconstructing and defining movement materials. I felt the need for an approach and
technique for documentation that would allow me to express in a different medium the
affective experience of dancing. I found that producing phenomenological descriptions of my
experience of improvising was not enough to inspire the performance-making process. I felt
the need for a tool that would enable me to a amplify my affective experience of improvising.
I found that video recording was not enough to register the subtlety of forces that were
moving within my dancing. Watching an improvisation often did not resonate with my
experience of dancing. This led me to explore the use of my voice. I experimented using my
voice in different relations to the dancing, playing with the immediacy between languaging
and dancing. I explored using language as an improvisational tool for initiating and extending
the dancing experience.
My experiments evolved into a form of performance and video practice that I refer to as
dancing-languaging oscillations. Transforming the noun ‘language’ into the gerund
‘languaging’ suggests an unfolding of language in the present moment, freeing it up from the
rigidity of structure and pre-formulation. I borrow the image of ‘oscillating between dancing
and languaging’ from choreographer Juliette Mapp. Mapp uses this image to refer to the
practice of integrating the moving experience through the conversational and descriptive
exchange in a dance teaching context (Mapp 2014). Like the image of a sound wave, I take
the idea of oscillation to suggest a fluid back-and-forth between dancing and languaging, in a
non-hierarchical integration of experience where both modalities of expression need each
other in order to deepen an understanding of the experience of improvising that comes from

1

This idea is informed by my experience of visiting scholar to the SenseLab in May-June 2018. Founded and
directed by Erin Manning, the SenseLab is a laboratory for research-creation hosted by Concordia University, in
Montreal. Undertaken within the final stages of my project, this residency functioned as a platform to discuss
the implications of the dancing-languaging oscillations and conversation-as-documentation methodology
within an international research community.
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within the movement. The idea dancing-languaging oscillations suggests a fluid passage
between moving and languaging improvisation.
Maturana suggests ‘languaging’ not as a process of communicating knowledge or
information (Ortiz Ocaña 2015, 192), but as the coordination of consensual languaging and
emotioning activities that precedes the formation of language’ (Ortiz Ocaña 2015, 192).
Drawing upon the work of Maturana, the term languaging is used to refer to ‘a form of
whole-body behavior or whole-body sense-making’ (Thibault 2011, 75 in Raimondi 2019).
Within the literature that draws on Maturana’s model of biopraxis (the praxis of human life)
languaging is explained as the ‘[m]ultimodal (gestural, phonetic, prosodic, etc.) aspects of
linguistic activity, as well [as] its affective and social dimension, cannot be reduced to the
traditional idea of “language use” as verbal encoding —even though wordings play a part.
(Raimondi 2019, 20). Practicing languaging in the immediacy of dancing appears to carry
forward through the medium of the musicality of voice something of the affective force
experienced in the movement —the qualities of the rhythm, pace and affective tone of the
movement carry forward into the voice. This practice enables an exploration of the threads
and connections that relate the dance to the language.
I developed the dancing-languaging oscillation working first alone in the studio, and
later in my project I had the opportunity to explore the technique with other dancers –also
working solo– in the context of the Artistic Doctorates in Europe Intensives (Stockholm,
March 2018). The resulting films expose how the use of languaging can reveal aspects of the
affective experience of dancing. In watching the juxtaposition of voice and movement, I pay
attention to the emotional tone in the voice, the phrasing in language, and the oscillation
between imagining-in-the-act and those cues that suggest the somatic experience of dancing.
The layering technique produces some fascinating movements of rhythmic synchronicity
with other moments of friction. The video layering recreates the elements in a relational
plane, thus it moves beyond representing the dance. It creates a moving image with a new
expressive dimension; I don’t see the dance, and listen to the voice as a separate element, I
see and hear both simultaneously.

I invite the reader to watch the studio exploration
dancing-languaging oscillations.

By experimenting with other dancers, I was able to see how the technique of layering
the recording of languaging over the improvisation produces specific knowledge about a
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dancer’s expressive qualities. It is not just about the meaning of words, but in the phrasing
and rhythm of languaging that something else about the dancing experience is revealed. As
Brandon LaBelle suggests, it is through ‘this poetical production’ of the mouth that we can
engage with that middle place of ‘hinging of bodily rhythmicality with the force of vocal
expression.’ (2014, 13). Languaging allows the audible presence of the dancer’s voice in
various planes of relation to the improvising experience —in movement, through movement,
after movement, the multi-planes of experience and dance itself.
I invite the reader to watch the exploration of three
dancers performing dancing-languaging oscillations.

In the development of the practice, I experimented with various durations and
discovered that, in order to see the relationship between the dancing and the languaging
clearly, it was important to keep the length of the improvisations to short spans of time. In
longer improvisations, the expressive connections appear to get diluted. For example,
watching Robert Vesty’s exploration,2 I sense an ability to create movement phrases that end
in suspensions, with a balancing pose that slides into the next movement. I notice this in his
phrasing of speech too. In the counterpoint of movement and voice, I sense the speed of his
decision-making process becoming translucent. From watching Robert’s dancing-languaging
oscillation, I found a similarity between the way he follows movement sensations, and the
way he follows ideas to surface in languaging improvisation –which was different to the way
he follows sensation of mouth speaking. This is one way of application of the technique. The
technique also offers a creative and imaginative engagement with movement. If I was to
focus on the emergences of themes and scenarios, the practice affords the possibility for
developing theatrical narratives as a starting point for movement composition. This is one
avenue of the work that requires further exploration.
I want to make a distinction between my use of spoken language in movement research
practice and other artistic ways of using voice in choreographic and movement
improvisational practices. My proposition is a practice of languaging as a reactivation within
the performance-making process using movement improvisation. In contrast, in other
approaches voice and sound are employed as choreographic resources in the same hierarchy
as the movement of a limb. For example, Sher Doruff uses the term languaging to describe

2

It is relevant to mention at this point that Robert Vesty is an actor trained in Action Theatre with Ruth
Zaporah, what gives him a particular way of improvising speech.
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the piece Inging by choreographer Jeanine Durning (Doruff 2016). Doruff talks about
languaging –as used by Durning– as emerging in the ‘incipient middling of the event’ (2016,
485). The middling as the space ‘[b]etween conscious choice and intuitive impulse, between
thought and feeling.’ (Doruff 2016, 485). In Inging, Durning works with ‘the stutter of
languaging within the proprioceptive flow of spoken words.’ (Doruff 2016, 485). Durning’s
improvisational practice involves the coupling of moving and languaging. Another example
is William Forsythe’s ‘aural compositions’ where the voice and sound of the performers is
choreographed as part of the score. As Freya Vass Rhee described, Forsythe’s aural
choreography acknowledges ‘the muscular contiguity of the dancing body’s external surface
and vocal apparatus’ (2010, 389). Another example is Ruth Zaporah’s practice of Action
Theatre, who developed an improvisational practice that includes movement, vocalization
and speech for expanding the expressive capacities of the performer. In Action Theatre, the
voice is used to expand the vocabulary of the body, expanding the possibilities of a
compositional frame - understood as a constellation of elements interacting in each moment
in space and time.
In contrast to these approaches to the use of voice in choreographic practices, I propose
dancing-languaging oscillations as a form of experimental practice of documentation. The
use of video editing techniques for juxtaposing the dancing and the languaging offers a tool
for engaging with the material from the outside, as well as a possibility for re-entering the
movement material for further composition. By incorporating languaging in my practice of
movement improvisation, it became clear to me that improvisation involves a relational
movement which is informed from the contact with an otherness, affording a new sensibility,
a new understanding of my improvisational practice.
Tool 2: Documentation-as-Conversation
Performance-making involves a creative process that extends over days and months, and
which involves developing choreographic material through re-inhabiting past movement
improvisations. During these extensive processes, choreographers video record, notate, draw,
write, and score their dances to satisfy various artistic needs. Through these mediums of
documentation, the work can be developed, traces, archivabled, and reconstructed. In some
cases, these forms of documentations may even become performance practices in their own
right. For example, dance scholar and practitioner Alys Longley explains that the
underpinning idea of her movement-initiated writing,
is to unsettle the notion that methods of documentation are about
taming and containing creative practices in tidy, conventional forms.
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instead, i’m thinking about documentation as another means of
performance practice, where intuition, play, risk, experimentation,
feeling and frustration come into play as much as they do [..] in
producing choreography. (Longley, 2013, p 77)3
Longley’s desire/ intention/ aim of her documentation practice resonates with my practice of
multi-modal forms of documentation using video editing techniques for layering the video
documentations of my improvisations together with live spoken commentary. Over the
course of this research, this editing and layering technique evolved into a practice of
documentation-as-conversation with my own process. Using a visual essay format, I present
the documentation of my projects in a form of process-based analysis. The how-to steps to
documentation-as-conversation involve:
1. Video-recording dance improvisation explorations from the first iteration (it is
important to value each improvisation equally and document movement
exploration even when working with no clear sense of idea, concept, or purpose).
2. Considering movement ideas that remerge in each iteration of improvisation.
3. Start a video editing project, selecting movement ideas that reoccurred in threads
of improvisations.
4. Once the video project contains a substantial amount of movement material, watchand-converse responding to ‘what do I notice?’ while watching the documentation
footage for the first time.
5. Listening to the first spoken commentary, I make notes of ideas/reflections that
resonate with my process and needs in this given moment in time.
6. Playing with recording multiple commentaries, expanding the ideas that emerge in
the first narrative.
7. Connecting themes/ideas that emerge in the commentary with the
work/practice/writing of other practitioners.
8. Sharing one complete version of the video essay with others.
9. Re-starting all over again.
Video-editing allows the possibility of extracting one element —a moment in time of
improvisation practice - and placing it in a linear progression side by side another new
moment in time. As a result, a past dancing experience can be folded over a present moment
of speaking, forming a feedback loop of recalling, feeling, seeing and making-sense of the
seeing. The moving-image of my body improvising activates the affective traces of the
dancing within me. From using this strategy for layering materials, I noticed the revealing of
movement ideas as well as conceptual threads as they surfaced from the speaking-in-the-act
of watching the moving image. The conversation between my past dancing and the narrating-

3

In her article, Alys Longley explores ‘a kind of writing that is drawn from the felt sense of moving’ through
which she chooses to kept writing without capitalization (2013, 76).
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self produced a new narrative that revealed to me the capacity of self-self-conversation as a
methodology for understanding the unfolding of the performance-making process. Moreover,
playing with the temporal progression of the process offered me a new orientation for looking
at the emergence of choreographic material, a new positionality as maker and researcher that
blurs the boundary of performer-spectator of my own process. This alternative orientation
affords the possibility for new semantic associative processes to arise.
Robin Nelson observes that ‘individual or collaborative critical reflection on
experience, in the form perhaps of a documented conversation, may, through gesturing
towards a more abstract conceptualization, assist in disseminating the (initially embodied)
mode of knowing.’(2013, 57). Then, what might happen if I fold a conversation between
myself and the documentation of my own improvisations, with all its nuances, over the image
of my own body improvising? What might this layering of expressions reveal of the
movement practice? Gilles Deleuze’s idea of the fold suggests that because of the porosity of
matter, it is in the contact between the folds that a new event, a new becoming, an
unconceived idea emerges (Deleuze 1991). The digital manipulation of my moving image
allows me to fold pleats of video recordings of my own improvisation over live spoken
commentary. This creates counter points of moments that suggest new ways of looking at my
creative process. As a result, the practice expands into a conversation between myself and my
body dancing.
What possibilities might this process open up for the creative process? And what
possibilities does it offer for the critical creative researcher? In this process of self-selfconversation with different tenses and modalities of doing, I discovered a technique for
artistic sense-making. The first layer of spoken commentary produces a first point of contact
with a past moment of improvising. From this new position as spectator of my own process
through the camera lens, I place myself at a distance to the phenomenological experience,
while it simultaneously produces a new somatic and affective experience by way of seeing
and discovering my own body improvising, recognising patterns, habits, interesting moments,
and the movement material that sometimes surprises me, other times annoys or frustrates me.
It is about being able to recognise the potential within the improvisation as seen in the digital
format. In the moment of seeing and dialoguing with the video documentation, I activate a
passage to a different mode of understanding my creative process. For reflecting upon these
questions, I reposition myself again, this time as spectator of the visual essay. Now I am the
body writing, the spectator of the video essay, the voice narrating, and the body improvising.
The practice of documentation-as-conversation leads itself to a projection towards the
future in my performance-making practice. In folding over layers of movement improvisation
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with spoken commentary juxtaposed over my moving image, I am interested in allowing the
potential of the work to speak back to me, producing knowledge about my compositional
process that moves between the artistic and academic register. For example, in the case of
‘The development of the Laugh in Noose’ (2017), through the use of spoken commentary, I
gained knowledge about my view of feminine representation in popular culture that
nourished the creation of my next performance piece Silent Pact (2018). As researcher, the
technique offered me an alternative spatial and temporal proximity to my work, creating a
reflexivity that produces new critical associations and motivations for dancing and
performance-making. In this example, I found that the critical review revealed through the
spoken commentary did not coincide with the initial motivations of the artistic work.
Consequently, this practice of conversation produces a rich layer of knowing that reveals
various layers of experience that shape my movement experience. Furthermore, the technique
of documentation-as-conversation in the visual essay format opens up the possibility for
simultaneous readings of the same work. The spoken commentary is never a closed process,
watching the video essay again creates a subjective distance, producing a new perceptual
narrative.
I invite the reader to watch the visual essay ‘The
Development of the Laugh in Noose’ (2017).

Reflections on Languaging as an Anarchiving practice
It is in this folding of languaging and dancing that the oral imaginings and poetics of the
dancer’s voice may offer a new entry into the movement experience. As scholar and artist
Brandon LaBelle suggests, the voice is ‘that primary event that circulates to wrap us in its
sonorities, silences and rhythms, and intonations’ (2014, 3). Languaging brings into sounds
and words a resonance of the dancing experience. As LaBelle suggests, it is in the
corporeality of the mouth that the body is put into a relation with the inside and outside of our
embodied, and sensual experience (2014, 1). LaBelle offers a way to think about the use of
the voice and spoken language that is anchored in the body – in the physicality of the mouth.
He places the articulation of voice into language within the depth of embodied experience of
the mouth. He describes the mouth as a site that,
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draws into tension the relation between language, as an abstract
socializing system, and our embodied, sensual experience. It is a
meeting point, a contact zone where language performs as a powerful
agent, yet one that also spirits so many oral imaginings and poetics,
where surfaces and depths continually interweave in feverish
exchange. (LaBelle 2014, 1–2)
I discovered that the performativity of languaging, as used in the strategies presented in this
chapter, afford multiple ways for perceiving and informing the dancing experience, from the
sensing of the mouth speaking, to hearing the sounds and silences, to noticing its semiotic
value. As theologian and anthropologists Walter J. Ong suggested, ‘[w]ords are not a
substitute for the nonverbal (simply making the nonverbal “present”), but an interaction with
the nonverbal.’ (2017, 21). In this regard, the practice of languaging and video editing in
movement research is an ‘anarchiving’ practice.
One of the principles of anarchiving is the notion of repertory of traces as a ‘feedforward mechanism[s] for lines of creative process, under continuing variation’ (Massumi
2016, 6). Similarly, the dancing-languaging oscillations and documentation-as-conversation
methods do not attempt to make a faithful record of the studio practice and performances,
instead my aim is to developed strategies that continue to inform my performance-making
process. Echoing Caroline Rye’s argument on documentation and orality, oral modes of
analysis favours, like performance, the live as a ‘knowledge-producing encounter’ (2003,
115). The strategies of dancing-languaging oscillations and documentation-as-conversation
focus on the potential of the document for reactivating a re-encounter with the moment
material through the use of the dancer’s voice, which as performer Katye Coe points out ‘the
dancer’s experience [is] one where rich information is often held in silence.’(2018, 324).
Languaging involves an actualization of experience from the register of sensing and
feeling of movement to the register of spoken ideas. Language in spoken form imposes its
own forces of expression; the passage between these two modalities of communication and
expression involves spontaneous choices that imprints the experience with a somehow fixed
signifier —a word, a sentence, a story. However, before its capture in a written form, spoken
language belongs to the realm of improvisatory and processual meaning making, which is
shared across improvisatory practices. A word is pronounced, heard, felt, possibly understood
as a signifier, and then diffused in the soundscape of the moment. A recuperation of the
spoken involves a new iteration. Like movement improvisation, because of its ephemeral
nature, languaging is always subject to the new relational conditions of the next moment in
time.
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Conclusion
The techniques that I explore in this chapter offer strategies for multi-modal documentation
of movement improvisation practice. I have presented the use of languaging in the
immediacy of dancing as a methodological strategy for critically reflecting upon my
performance-making process, as well as for generating choreographic ideas. In this making
sense of the creative process, I use video editing techniques as a way for relocating the
different choreographic ideas that I produced in a span of weeks and re-organising them in a
sequence that suggests a new reading of the unfolding of my improvisation. In narrating the
dancing experience of improvising I don’t limit myself to write the experience of the soma,
but the experience of the soma in relation to the moving-with objects, things, and materials
(this is discussed in Chapter Two). The possibilities offered by this practice suggests a
rethinking of the play of relations between moving and languaging, and a repositioning of
spoken language away from the higher cognitive skills and, instead, as another entry point
into movement.
As the multi-media materials of this thesis are shared in the online portfolio, it opens up
the relational field towards others as spectators of my process. In this regard, I am interested
in exploring the possibilities that social media platforms might offer in terms of expanding
the relational field of documentation-as-conversation practice. Does it activate new
conversations among practitioners? How can the extension of the conversation be
facilitated? What might this extension produce? Might it produce orality? Might it produce
text? The question of modality facilitates the expansion of movement research
methodologies, in particular when those that engage in the conversation are being informed
by their own embodied narratives as movement researchers.
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Chapter 2: On the Emergence of Choreographic Material

Introduction
In this chapter I introduce the philosophical ideas that informed my investigation of the role
of affective experience in performance-making. I do this through a discussion of the practical
strategies and conditions required in an artistic creation for becoming a successful medium
for investigating affect. The proposition that the affective phenomenon may become
instrumental within a process of choreographic composition reveals my position of
understanding affect as felt and expressive phenomenon which may be manifested through
movement improvisation and articulated through performance-making. This standpoint
suggests affect as a tangible and observable force within and beyond the realm of bodily
experience which has provoked me to question in what ways my practice of dance has been
transformed as the result of investigating the experience of affect? The short answer is in the
practice of my attention. The focus of my discussion is on my solo improvisation practice,
since this is the critical component that feeds into my collaborative performance-making
projects (which are the focus of the following chapters). The aim of this chapter, thus, is to
discuss the strategies, the ideas, and the improvisational practices that have influenced and
transformed my practice of improvisation over the course of this research. Accordingly, the
chapter presents the philosophical reflections that are the underpinnings for the chapters that
follow.

Investigating the Experience of Affect in Movement Improvisation
The major transformation in the development of my improvisation practice as a result of
investigating affective phenomena was a shift from a practice of awareness over the
materiality of the body to awareness on the forming of relations among objects, other bodies,
and places. Working with the materiality of the body involves using body structures (i.e.
bones, muscles, organs), sensations (i.e. bodily impulses for movement), and bodily surfaces
(i.e. skin, limbs, torso, head) as objects for perceptual attention that are articulated using
specific tasks. For example, one of Rosalind Crisp’s tools in her system of ‘choreographic
improvisation’ is to move by drawing body parts away from each other. In this task, body
parts are spontaneously chosen by paying attention to the way sensations of a, for example,
shoulder and knee may enter into conscious awareness in the form of sensory information. In
contrast, a practice of exploring relational movement with objects, bodies, and places
involves placing mindful awareness over the arising of relations as they enter into my field of
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awareness in the form of a togetherness, which I will refer as a moving-with throughout this
thesis. Moving-with points to the fact that both bodies are required for a specific motion to
happen. In my piece Intertwine, for instance, the relational movement of dancing with twine
is expressed in tangling, knotting, and spinning available in this moving together. In addition
to the practice of moving-with, in my performance-making process, I became interested in the
semiotic power of the body in performance; the affective capacity of the body to mutate,
producing poetic imagery. This marks a significant moved from my previous training in
improvisation, which was largely informed by contemporary dance and Body-Mind
Centering.
By attending to the affective forces riding within the moving experience, I developed a
series of strategies for investigating the role of affect in collaborative performance-making.
My choreographic process involves working through multiple iterations of movement
improvisation, which I use for generating movement as well as the structuring of the work.
From engaging with a multiplicity of past experiences, yet with a desire for allowing
something new to emerge, I developed a practice of composing from layering and distilling
movement material. The technique of layering dance experiences involves working with no
set scores. I use the idea of layering to name a process of creating specific conditions for an
inquiry using movement improvisation, which I repeat over numerous sessions in the
rehearsal studio. After each round of improvisation, a distillation of movement ideas starts to
happen; a kind of filtering with only some elements reappearing. New movement material
starts to emerge. Repetition of movements became an important aspect in this practice.
Through repetition, I allow the build-up of intensity of a dance movement interval, until it
provokes a new movement pathway. In addition, my performance-making practice
encompasses the creation of aesthetically stimulating environments, which I define as the
choreographic place (this is focused of chapter six).
These strategies respond to a methodological approach that centres on finding ways to
amplify the experience of affects in the dancing. I found a thinking tool for investigating my
practice at the intersection of the Deleuze-Massumi’s philosophical ideas on affect, and the
embodied practice of performance-making. Drawing on Deleuze’s perspective on affect as a
passage of intensities (1988), I articulate a compositional approach that involves working
with mindful awareness over the relationships the body forms in motion. In this perspective
on affect, I understand passage as ‘displacement and assemblage’ (Nancy 1996, 119) and
intensity as a bodily experience of ‘…motion, vibratory motion, resonation.’ (Massumi 1996,
220) Massumi suggests that ‘[i]t is the perception of this self-perception, its naming and
making conscious, that allows affect to be effectively analysed —as along as a vocabulary
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can be found for that which is imperceptible but whole escape from perception cannot but be
perceived, as long as one is alive.’ (Massumi 1996, 229). My proposition is to articulate my
affective experience not solely using spoken and written language, but in the theatrical
language of the body in performance. This endeavour requires specific conditions for gaining
clarity of the activity of perception of self-perception.

Setting up the Conditions for Movement Improvisation Inquiry
In the dance studio, I begin the practice finding stillness and contemplating the movement of
the breath, from there I can sense multiple movement impulses arising, which start to reduce
as I choose and follow one particular dancing pathway. In stillness, I interrogate my
experience: what sense of speed am I feeling in my body right now?
What rhythm am I experiencing? What capacity for effort is
available in my body? I use these three questions as tools for narrowing the focus
of my attention upon the intensities experienced in my body. Interrogating the body in
stillness in terms of speed, rhythm and effort is aimed at observing the desire for movement;
this is what improviser Lisa Nelson refers as the noticing the ‘appetite for movement’ (Lisa
Nelson, Winter Lab 2017, personal journal). Feeling this immediate desire for motion
suggests the potential for movement available in the body at a given moment in time. This is
to what Massumi (2002) defines as the virtual — ‘The virtual…is the realm of potential.’
(2002, 224). As I hold stillness there is a sense of a virtual dance happening ahead of me,
which I often restrain for one, two, three possibilities, until I release myself into movement.
Yet in stillness, I enter into a mode of self-observation in which sensation surfaces into
mindfulness creating the possibility for the scrutiny of affect. Deleuze and Guattari offer an
insightful perspective on the act of contemplating sensation; they suggest that,
[s]ensation is pure contemplation, for it is through contemplation that
one contracts, contemplating oneself to the extent that one
contemplates the elements from which one originates. Contemplating
is creating, the mystery of passive creation, sensation. Sensation fills
out the plane of composition and is filled with itself by filling itself
with what it contemplates: it is “enjoyment” and “self-enjoyment.”
(1994, 212)
In this quote, Deleuze and Guattari propose self-contemplation as the creation of a new
sensory experience. While the faculty of the mind for contemplating oneself produces the
conditions for noticing a present affective state in the body, it may also function as a conduit
for the transformation of affective states. I experienced contemplation as an expansion of the
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mind where sensory experience surfaces as a more vivid plane of the present moment. Within
this phenomenological experience one also creates mind space for sensing what is expressing
in the body but has not yet actualised. It is then in this sensing without active doing that the
passive action of breathing anchors the mind onto the materiality of the body. Nevertheless,
my interest is not in staying in a place of motion-less contemplation, thus I use the breath as a
practice that breaks stillness into motion. Dance improviser Daria Faïn would instruct in her
Coremotion workshops: ‘be in a mode of contemplation’ (Daria Faïn, Autumn Lab, Siobhan
Davis Studios, personal journal, 22nd May 2017). Thinking contemplation as a mode of
being and doing suggests that it is not only in stillness that once can cultivate perception of
one-self, but that it might as well be found in motion. Standing still in the dance
studio, I recall Rosalind’s words: what keeps you interested? I
posed the question upon my experience, and I start moving.
Working with the breath works as a tool for activating relational movement within myself
when improvising solo in the studio.
It is widely recognised that ‘[b]reathwork has evolved as a significant part of the field
of somatic practices’ (Fraleigh 2015, 10). Experienced improvisers developed their own
signature practices of breath. For example, Rosalind Crisp uses the metaphors of pouring,
saturating, and fattening the body with breath. She delivers these instructions while dancers
are in motion, inviting us to draw more attention, more breath as such, on specific body parts.
In her workshops, I experienced her imagery creates an excess of sensation, which felt as a
kind of increased in body density or weight which allowed me to define the quality and
specificity of the movement of my attention. Through training with Crisp’s improvisational
tools, I discovered that attention, as a capacity of the mind, affords the possibility of moving
independently from the movement of the body. For example, shifting my attention quickly
from one body part to another, I can perform slow transfers of weight from one foot to the
other; while other times, letting my attention hover over my breath, I can improvise sharp and
fast movements. In contrast to the mostly fragmented quality of ordinary living experience,
following the movement of the in and out of the breath supports creating a feeling of
continuation in the improvisational experience. Drawing on Buddhist psychiatrist Mark
Epstein, philosopher Maxine Sheets-Johnstone suggests that breath-based experience is one
of fluidity (1999, 14:486). Such sense of temporal flow produces a feeling of spaciousness
and openness in the body and mind, which may produce the deceptive feeling in the
improviser of uninterrupted moment to moment experience. However, although our senses
might create a false perceptual experience for us, psychotherapy studies on practices of
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mindfulness provide evidence that experienced practitioners develop extended skills for
expanding their field of awareness as well as their capacity for concentration on own’s body
processes (Ie, Ngnoumen, and Langer 2014). These body of research offers a solid ground to
argue that skilful movement improvisers may be capable of registering in the passage of
intensities of affective phenomena. ‘For out of the pressing crowd [of incipiencies and
tendencies]’ as Massumi suggests, ‘…an individual action or expression will emerge and be
registered consciously. One ‘will’s into emerge, to be qualified, to take on socio-linguistic
meaning, to enter linear action-reaction circuits, to become content of one’s life’ (Massumi
1996, 224). Through the layering of improvisational experiences, I drawn upon those
individual actions that emerge most prominently in my field of awareness to develop the
material for choreographic experimentation.
In the following iterations of improvisation, my practice for activating an affective
experience of dancing requires the making of a place that I will refer as the choreographic
place. The creation of an aesthetically stimulating place as an environment fertile for
choreographic improvisation became a central condition for the emergence of movement
material in my performance-making process. The construction of such place evolves together
with the choreographic movement material. The choreographic place evolves from a
delineation of moving-with objects and other bodies (collaborators). This is an imaginary
constructed place constituted by movement and the bodies and things that inhabit it, which
together with the dance, instigate the unfolding of poetic imagery (this is discussed in-depth
in Chapter Five).
It is worth noting that although the setting of these conditions does indeed contribute to
the examination of affective experience in improvisation, affect is independent of
intentionality (Massumi 1996, 228). Massumi suggests that ‘[a]ffect is autonomous to the
degree to which it escapes confinement in the particular body whose vitality, or potential for
interaction, it is’ (1996, 228). This has been my experience in my solo improvisation practice
as well as in the collaborative performance-making processes, where each of the participating
artists feed the process and the development of the work, yet neither of us is the full agent
creator of the emerging work — I understand this as a compositional process involving
distributed agency (this is discussed in Chapter Three).

The Emergence of Choreographic Material
Each new performance- project involves a unique assemblage of materialities, which in turn
requires the development of particular sensibilities for contemplating the nature of the
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materials we are working with. In the making of performances using improvisation, the
choreographic material evolves in a process of composing movement taking-form (Massumi
2002, 9). Drawing on Deleuze’s notion of becoming, Massumi defines taking-form as making
that emerges through interaction (1996, 9). The concept of taking-form serves to consider a
choreographic process that focuses on working with dance material in motion. He argues that.
[w]hen a body is in motion, it does not coincide with itself. It
coincides with its own transition: its own variation. The range of
variations it can be implicated in is not present in any given
movement, much less in any position it passes through. In motion, a
body is in an immediate, unfolding relation to its own non present
potential to vary. (Massumi 1996, 4)
Arguing for a cultural theory model that incorporates movement, in this passage Massumi
describes the movement across the grid of social and cultural identities. Nevertheless,
Massumi’s idea of the body in transition is useful to reflect upon a compositional practice
that doesn’t aim to organise the body into a set movement vocabulary, but instead strives to
work with the formation of corporeal expression as it unfolds through time. While other
approaches to choreographic improvisation involve refining and perfecting movement, with
the aim of stabilising the choreography into fixed material, I work with movement in the
flow, never stopping to define shape or to set movement phrases, allowing the choreography
to continue to be transformed in the making. In contrast to the work of improvisers who have
directly influenced my work, such as Miranda Tufnell, Rosalind Crisp, Daria Faïn, and Lisa
Nelson, my interest shifted to the relations that the body forms in its interactions with objects,
other bodies, and places: a body that is situated within the particularities of a context and
place. My practice evolved into a kind of serious mindful play –an exploration of movingwith objects, where my attention is on the unfolding of a new poetic of things.
Drawing on Erin Manning’s ideas on relational movement, I think of this moving-with
in improvisation as a making of a togetherness, which affects my self-perception of my
experience of movement. Manning’s suggests that relation is the,
[...] making apparent of a third space opened up for experience in the
making. This third space (or interval) is active with the tendencies of
interaction but is not limited to them. Relation folds experience into it
such that what emerges is always more than the sum of its parts.
(Manning 2013, 31)
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Here Manning suggests that relation exceeds the elements that partake in this coming
together, and from the excess something new emerges. In this sense, I experience the
choreographic material emerges from the excess of relational movement. The idea of excess
points to the experience of movement material that becomes recognizable as it surfaces into
conscious awareness. The moments I can differentiate and identify are those intervals of
dance movements marked by passages of intensities. In this strategy of moving-with, I
established a conversational practice of dancing from attending to sensations within this new
relational experience of moving with objects and things, a fluctuating dance where I may
move the thing, be moved by the thing, or find a shared motion (this is different approaches
to interacting with objects is discussed in Chapter Four).
I use Manning’s framework as a lens for analysis of my improvisational process. By
applying Manning’s framework in my practice of juxtaposing spoken commentary over video
documentation (this is discussed in Chapter One), I found a new way for watching and
analysing movement: extending the boundary of my sensing body to the edges of the room,
and vice versa from the edges of the room back as sensations into my body, seeing the
dancing within a wider field of relations. This made me notice the ways in which the qualities
of the objects I move-with affected my movement, as for example in my experience of
gravity when dancing with the wedding dress in Silent Pact, or the red bag in Noose.
Working through multiple layers of improvisation, this practice of composing movement
taking-form while paying attention to the forming of relations in motion evolved into a
choreographic practice of working from the affects that carry on within the process of
multiple sessions, to which I will refer as affective traces.

Affective Traces
In practices and writings on somatic and improvisational dance are often references to paying
attention to the present moment of moving4. They place a particular emphasis on being in the
present, and on the presentness of the activity. Sondra Fraleigh talks about the practice of
present-centered awareness, which integrates teachings from phenomenology, somatics and
Zen meditation (2015, 63). As a mindfulness tool, the notion of the present moment offers a
way for grounding the mind, pulling it away from thinking about the future, the past, or from
daydreaming. However, in my movement research, I found the concept of the present is

4

See Vida L.Midgelow (2012), for another take on the problematic of the notion of the being ‘in the moment’
discourse in dance improvisation. Midgelow proposes the philosophical notion of nomadism to consider the
kind of knowing that emerges from dance improvisation practice.
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problematic as a perspective for knowledge production. Is it possible to grasp a present
moment of improvising in dance? Looking at the problem of the present in music
improvisation, musicologist Michael Gallope suggests that ‘[t]he instant cannot be presented
as a form of absolute knowledge without recourse to a mediating network of remembered or
‘absent temporal intervals…’ (2016, 146). Gallope draws on philosopher Vladimir
Jankélévitch who argues that the now might be articulated as an instant formed by its justbefore and just-after moments, together making an interval. For Jankélévitch, in the instant
we get access to a consciousness of the present. Based upon this idea, Gallope suggests that
‘[t]his leaves us with access only to the uncertain and approximate poetry of the “almost
inexistent”.' (2016, 146). Taking these ideas to dance improvisation, an interval of
improvisation forming may become available as I register the just-before and just-after
moments of the unfolding of a movement forming. However, what remains answered in
Jankélevith’s model is in what ways the just-before and the just-after moments of an instant
may become accessible to the subject of the action. For the purpose of further investigating
my improvisational practice, I found that applying Massumi’s idea of movement taking-form,
as discussed earlier in this chapter, offers a more fruitful thinking tool for articulating the
knowing that emerges in movement improvisation. Building on Massumi, the signs of the
present experience of dancing may be become accessible in the intensities of affective
phenomena, which I suggest may enter conscious awareness by means of trained mindful
movement skills. Therefore, I propose a definition of dance improvisation that integrates the
interconnectedness of the tenses in lived experience and suggest dance improvisation as a
practice of attending to movement forming, which constitutes —borrowing from Massumi—
'a field of emergence' (2002, 9). Massumi’s notion of the field of emergence offers a fruitful
framework for articulating the doing and knowing that takes place in embodied research in
dance improvisation.
Emergence and formation of movement suggest working with the body in motion, thus,
involving something of all three tenses of lived experience—past, present and future. In
motion, I can sense a temporality that centres around what I’m doing in a particular moment
in time. However, I encounter an impossibility in trying to recreate fully the present of
movement improvisations. For instance, as in a ‘pause and reverse’ call —from Lisa Nelson's
Tuning Score—, or when retrieving my movements by looking back at video footage, I faced
the challenge of re-inhabiting the exact same movements. While I cannot claim the skill to
recuperate a present moment of dancing, I can attempt, perhaps more successfully, to re-enact
the movement qualities that became noticeable through the sensing of an intensity. As in the
example of a graceful movement, Manning suggests that,
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[a] graceful movement is one that feels like it already carries the
fullness of the movement passing within the preacceleration [meaning
the virtual force5] of the movement taking form. Time collapses into
an intensity of process, and what we feel is not the object of the
experience but the flow of experience itself. (2009, 26)
The idea that ‘time collapses’ suggests the feeling of timelessness through the fulness of an
experience that merges all three tenses. It is when the dancer experiences gracefulness in
motion that a mark of intensity is formed; gracefulness gets registered as it travels through
the body. Thus, in trying to articulate the knowledge that emerges from embodied research, I
find the idea of being in the present can be deceiving. As a result, my work became about the
traces of affects of the dancing experience.
I think of the trace as an accumulation of instances that register on the body because of
their intensity. The experience of the affective trace is different from memory recovery.
Drawing on Spinoza’s perspective of affection as a trace, Massumi suggests that ‘[t]he trace
determines a tendency, a potential, if not yet the appetite for the autonomic repetition and
variation of the impingement.’ (2002, 32). The concept of the affective trace appears to offer
a felt-object or feeling (an affect in Deleuze’s terms) to attend to when improvising; an object
of attention that is embodied and belongs to my experience of dancing. As for intensity,
Massumi describes it as,
[...] the incipience of mutually exclusive pathways of action and
expression, all but one of which will be inhibited from actualising
themselves completely. (2002, 30)
Massumi’s idea of inhibiting and actualising pathways offers another way of referring to the
processes of layering and distilling that I endeavour to refine both practically and
conceptually in this chapter.

Conclusion
In this chapter, I articulated a way of thinking dance improvisation as a practice of attending
to movement forming and suggested that such perspective has theoretical as well as practical
implications. Addressing the notion of the present in movement research, I proposed the
concept of affective traces as a felt-object of attention that offers a choreographic tool for
improvisation. I defined affective trace as an embodied imprint that forms within the dancing
5

In her book Relationscapes (2009), Erin Manning proposes the term ‘preacceleration’ to refer to the virtual –
as that which is not yet happening– force of movement’s taking form (2009, p. 6).
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experience, different from cognitive approaches to memory. The creative proposition of
layering and distilling extends as an approach to composition working from the affects of
movement forming. In addressing the needs of my movement research inquiry, I have
considered Massumi’s notion of taking-form (2002), and Manning’s relational movement
matrix (2013). The critical reflections presented in this chapter will function as the
foundations for the concepts produced through my improvisational practice (this is discussed
in the Conclusion).
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Chapter 3: The Affects of Musicality in Dance Improvisation
To be listening is to be at the same time outside and inside, to be open
from without and from within, hence from one to the other and from
one in the other. Listening thus forms the perceptible singularity that
bears in the most ostensive ways the perceptible or sensitive
(aisthetic)6 condition as such: the sharing of an inside/outside, division
and participation, de-connection and contagion.
(Nancy 2007, 14)

Introduction
This chapter explores the affects of musicality in the emergence of choreographic
improvisation. I use the notion of musicality to refer to the qualities of texture, tonality, pitch,
melody, rhythm, attack, and polyphony as they are expressed in music, sound and the human
voice. I explore musicality in a multiplicity of sources, such as in sonification of movement,
music and song improvisation, and in the human voice as in poetry. The musicality that I will
explore is not the musicality of the body in its capacity to interpret music or sound,7 but the
music qualities present in auditory sources. I start my discussion looking at the relationship
between dance improvisation and technologically mediated musical affects, and finish with
the role of poetry as a form of musical affect that enters into the body through the vibrancy of
the human voice. Although all of the performances involve artistic collaborators, the
discussion is presented from the perspective of the dance improviser, occasionally
incorporating other voices using quotes from my recorded conversations’ archive.
By responding to the affects of musicality in dancing, I access multiple experiences of
agency in which the sensing of my somatic experience of improvising embodies the
perception of the sonorous presence, adopting the term used by Jean-Luc Nancy. In the idea
of the sonorous presence, Nancy highlights the fact that ‘listening takes place at the same
time as the sonorous event […]. Sonorous presence arrives. […] And animal bodies, in
general—the human body, in particular— are not constructed to interrupt at their leisure the

6

The term aisthetic is coined by phenomenology to describe a general form of perception, in contrast to the
term aesthetic that is used to describe a form of perception that is focused on a specific phenomenon.
7
My understanding of the relationship between music and choreography differs from choreography that is
created from a specific music score. Susan Foster’s analysis of Balanchine’s work highlights how the
relationship functions in Balanchine’s works. Foster suggests that in this case, ‘music should offer an
architectural framework for the dance’ by way of structuring and supporting ‘the replicate of gestures in the
dance’, as well as by ‘govern[ing] the selection of plot’ (1986, 21). Such choreographic practices implies the
ballerina re-enacting the qualities of the music through her physical expression.
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sonorous arrival. […] Moreover, the sound that penetrates through the ear propagates the
entire body something of its effect’ (Nancy 2007, 14). I can move with the listening; I can
move against the listening; I can be governed by the listening; I can direct the listening.
These are variants of relations that may be implicitly or explicitly agreed between the dancer
and the musician. In live improvisation everybody involved undertakes a sensory becoming: I
allow the music to partake in my dancing as much as my dancing is in the music. This idea of
sensory becoming is inspired by the philosophy of Gilles Deleuze who suggested that
‘[s]ensory becoming is the action by which something or someone is ceaselessly becomingother (while continuing to be what they are)’ (Deleuze and Guattari 1994, 177). This is an
interesting proposition for the dance improviser since it offers a way to talk about sensory
experience. Although an omnipresent phenomenon of the living body, sensations present to
the dancer as a process of becoming. As I place my attention upon sensation, by ways of
perceiving its presence, sensation is capable of augmentation and transformation. In this
sensing and attending there are both —sensation and attention— mutually transforming
processes that stimulate each other in the duration of the dance. Embodied listening presents
a qualitative difference to the act of ordinary listening. It is a listening that refers back to the
subject listening. Embodied listening is a process of sensory becoming with the sonorous
presence. It is this fundamental resonance found in the act of listening that Jean-Luc Nancy
refers to when he writes ‘listening with all his being’ (2007, 4), which I experience in dance
improvisation as a kind of listening that is expressed through movement.
The writing produced by dance scholars-performers working with musicians has
contributed to the expansion of choreographic practice. An example of such contribution is
Sophia Lycouris’ interdisciplinary practice of movement-related artistic work (2009, 350–
51). Lycouris describes how her collaboration with musicians brought her to transform her
understanding of choreography into a practice in which ‘sonic elements [are considered] from
a choreographic perspective and vice versa’ (2009, 350). She adopted ‘the idea of
choreography as a technique of movement composition which operates at a meta-systemic
level in order to bring heterogenous components to a coherent whole’ (Lycouris 2009, 351).
From the perspective of movement practitioners, the work of Rosalind Crisp and cellist Bo
Wiget, Julyen Hamilton and bass player Barre Philips, Katie Duck and her Magpie Dance
and Music Company, are some examples of movement improvisers that have made a critical
contribution to the artistry and pedagogy of improvisational practice. Nevertheless, while
collaboration among dance and music improvisers is an established practice, the body of
research on collaborations between dance and music improvisers remains a small area of
scholarly studies in the field of improvisation, which I believe deserves more attention. Thus,
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I want to argue that studying the practices of collaboration between dance and music
improvisers can offer insights to the body’s capacity to listen, and how listening with the
whole body provides a platform for investigating the sensitivity of the other senses.
The perspective on listening from philosopher Jean-Luc Nancy informs my critical
reflection of the experience of musicality in dance improvisation. I discovered his ideas
through Susan Kozel’s (2012) corporeal ontology of music interaction. Kozel draws on
Nancy to develop her ideas on how meaning enters in the act of dance improvisation to live
music, and in the sonified body listening to itself. In contrast to Kozel’s take, my focus is on
Nancy’s way of interrogating the act of listening, and on the concept of the sonorous
presence. Nancy asks ‘[w]hat does it mean for a being to be immersed entirely in listening,
formed by listening or in listening, listening with all his being?’ (2007, 4). This way of
critically questioning the act of listening resonates with my practical investigation of the
affects of musicality in movement improvisation. I am interested in how Nancy’s perspective
on how the resonance of the sonorous presence creates a perceivable model for the other
senses. In looking at Nancy’s ideas on listening as the resonance of becoming, my aim is to
develop insight on the listening that takes place in the improvisation of dance, with the
ultimate aim of understanding the role of listening in the composition of the senses that
allows me to become aware of my own body dancing. In this line of thought, Nancy further
stimulates my thinking as he asks,
[w]hat is at stake when one truly listens, that is, when one tries to
capture or surprise the sonority rather than the message? What secret
is yielded —hence also made public — when we listen to a voice, an
instrument, or a sound just for itself? [...]what can be the shared space
of meaning and sound? (2007, 7)
Asking some of these questions in the context of dance improvisation, the problem will turn
into what do I reveal in my dancing when I listen beyond the message? which in turn prompts
me to think about what kind of resonance is produced between the perception of the sonorous
presence and the sensing of my own body dancing? These questions will guide the approach I
take to reflect upon my own work.
In my practice I use two strategies for working with the sonorous presence: dancingas-listening, and dancing-from-listening. By dancing-as-listening, I want to point to the
simultaneous act of listening that takes place in dancing. In the case of Silent Pact (2018), for
example, the choreographic material evolved from dancing-as-listening to Una Lee’s
performance of my mother’s letter. In Falling (2018), the sonification of my own body
produced an immediacy between dancing and sounding that required a process of dancing-
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as-listening. In contrast, dancing-from-listening involves a dialogic approach of turn taking,
where I listen in stillness, and respond to the listening through the language of dance
improvisation. In Knowing the Dance (2017), my dancing evolved from the affects of Olive
Broderick’s poetry recitation as they carried out into my body after listening to her reading.
In contrast, because of its rich perceptual nature, the experience of improvising dance with
live electronics demanded a combination of both simultaneous and dialogic strategies for
improvising with music. Since the music was never the same, in the live performance I
required moments of moving together with the music, while other times I use stillness as a
way to understand the complexity of the experience of listening and dancing. The affective
force of the music felt like a tactile experience, similar to touching or being touched as in an
embrace, a pull, a push, or a caress.

As an example of dancing-as-listening, I suggest
watching the sound-making and dance improvisation
section of Arroz con Leche (2019)

In the sections that follow, I will explore each source of musical affect in turn,
reflecting on: what kind of motions are produced by the affects of the sonorous presence?
And, how are these motions composed into performances?

Sonification of Movement
The process of making and performing Falling (2018) invites a consideration of the
experience of the dancer’s agency in sonified environments. My discuss is situated in the
context of the Sonic Spheres project by Deniz Peters (2010; 2013), and the notion of
‘indirectness and latency’ proposed by Susan Kozel (2012) as a perspective for designing a
dancer-computer-musician interaction.
Falling is a music and dance performance created in collaboration with musician
Richard Davis. This project involved working with the musician’s live and extended voice
through the sonification of my movement using mediating technologies (Microsoft Kinect
Camera, and Synapse software). It was the dancing body that triggered the sound of the
musician’s pre-recorded singing voice. Moving my limbs away from my centre —situated
around my solar plexus— triggered sound. I was in charge of deciding when I wanted to
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produce sound. However, any time I moved I produce a sound, so only stillness felt like a
moment of discrete sonic agency. Drawing on music scholar Daniel Fischlin, I understand
agency as the ability to adapt, communicate, and respond to our environment (2016, 4).
When dancing, I felt sound exerted a stronger affective force over my movement, with the
attack, the pitch, and the timbre of the sound directly informing my movement response. Yet,
in the performance of Falling, my experience of agency was varied and more intricate than
an ability exerted in relation to movement or lack of movement. Deniz Peters offers a model
for the analysis of the complexity of musical and bodily agency in sonified environments.

Here I suggest watching the documentation of the live
performance of Falling (2018).

The Embodied Generative Music project (EGM) lead by Deniz Peters (2013)
influenced the way Davis and I conceived the sound-movement interaction for Falling
(2018). Peters’ research inspired Davis to consider the visual design of the music-dance
interface. In EGM, Peters created a non-touch-based digital musical instrument called
Spheres. This involved a sonic topology of sound spheres that dancers explored by way of
travelling across the room and discovering the sound effects of their movements, using
sensors attached to their body. In contrast to the sonification of the space in Peter’s
experiments, Falling involves a body related interaction, in which the sound sphere was
attached to my dancing body. My sonic orbit included an inner silent shell and an outer
louder shell (see image below). Despite the structural differences between our projects,
Peters’ discoveries on forms of agency are relevant to my work.
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Figure 1 Silent Shell designed by Richard Davis. Credits: Richard Davis.

A significant proposition that emerges from Peters’ discussion is that ‘[t]he sonic
sphere has a body’ which creates a distinction between oneself (as in the dancer) and the
virtual instrument (Peters 2013, 158). From this finding, Peters suggests the manifestation of
three forms of agency in the experience of dancers improvising in Spheres: gained agency,
musical agency, and sonic agency. By gained agency, Peters refers to the form of agency
experienced ‘in being heard in the music as an individual’s voice’ (2013, 159), which is
similar to the experience of listening to oneself playing an acoustic instrument. From the
dancer’s perspective this could be expressed as I am the one producing the sound. The
second form, musical agency, is experienced when the dancer becomes one with the music.
This could be expressed as I am the music. I found that musical agency is experienced when
the movement and the sound are so closely connected that their immediacy makes them feel
as a joint experience, not one causing the other but as both happening in unison. The third
form is sonic agency, which appears when the instrument feels independent from the dancer.
This can be illustrated as the instrument produces sounds that feel dissociated from my
movement. This last scenario occurs in situations where the instrument feels unpredictable,
and unresponsive. In Falling, the sensibility I was interested in developing was one for
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listening and being able to decide on the aspect of sound I wanted to dance with, trying to
avoid reacting to the sound in a reflex like movement impulse —as it was the case in my
performance piece I-Reflexes (2015). This suggests an expectation of feeling the kind of
gained agency described by Peters. However, the experience of performing in Falling
resulted in a combination of musical and sonic agency.
An important contribution of Falling is the inclusion of the dancer’s perspective as codesigner as well as performer, as it advances understandings of dancing in sonified
environments. The majority of research in this area comes from the perspective of a leading
musician-designer, with dancers taking the role of performers in a pre-established sonic
landscape. One exception is the ‘artistic creation and research work developed [by
choreographer Francisca Morand and sound artist Javier Jaimovich] for the interactive dance
and sound performance piece Emovere (2015)’ (2019, 1). Through the construction of an
interaction system for interpreting the physiological signals of dancers, their project’s ‘main
concern is finding new ways to present the relationship between body, movement, and sound
using composition procedures such as the metaphor, representation, and generative models’
(Jaimovich and Morand 2019, 2). In a similar manner of collaborative experimentation,
Falling integrates the experience of both dancing and music making. This unique aspect of
the project has critical implications for what is at stake in the experience of moving in an
interactive sonic environment. I will explain this point by means of reflecting upon my
experience of dance improvisation in the context of the ‘intermedial paradox’ proposed by
Deniz Peters (2010). Peters suggests that the dancer’s experience in the superimposed sonic
space is characterized by a combined experience where ‘[a] movement longing for
continuation may thus be pulled in two directions: one where the movement feels rightly
sustained but the sonic continuation is abandoned; and another where the sonic continuity is
preserved but the bodily motion disrupted’ (Peters 2010, 83). This is what Peters calls the
intermedial or intentional paradox. I argue that the case of the intentional paradox is in part
caused by the lack of integration of the dancer’s experience in the designing of the
interaction.
Although I experienced these conflicting movement impulses described by Peters, this
was the nature of the explorative phase in designing the dance-computer-music interface.
Later in the process, I used the interplay of disruption and continuity of bodily impulses and
sonic experience as the focus of attention for my choreographic improvisation. As a result,
the sonic-movement disruptions and synchronicity informed the aesthetic of the movement
quality of my dancing. Working through various layers of improvisation, Davis and I
explored the dancing and singing experiences, searching for sound-movement parameters that
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when applied to my way of dancing would bear something of my movement quality. Our aim
was to find a resonance between the bodily experience of triggering sounds and the affective
force of the sound returning back to me. In other words, our effort was on finding an aesthetic
congruency between corporeal and sonic expressions. In addition, our research involved
finding a stimulating interaction for dancing and singing for both of us, so that the sonified
body would also inspire Davis’ signing voice. As I became skilful at performing with
sonification of movement, the more satisfied I felt with the occurrences and textures I could
create by over layering sounds. When we found these resonances between the sonorous and
the bodily experience, I felt joy and delight. On one occasion, right after a practice
improvising with the sonic interface, my immediate verbal response was,
I wasn’t thinking of the sound being outside of me this time! It was in
my dance that the sound came. I felt almost no division. It was only
when we stop that we were separated, in a way. And when we started,
we were altogether again. We were one thing [my dancing and the
sound]. (transcript of conversation, 4th November 2017)
Here my words were filled with the joy of an improvisation that satisfied my senses. In this
occasion, the parameters allocated onto the sound map of my body produced a kind of sonic
experience that was effective in terms of matching the expressive effort of my movement.
Relating this back to Peters’ model on agency, my comment points to an experience of
musical agency —of being one with the music.
Sonification of movement presupposes a motion. Sound is played when a body part
moves matching a pre-set criterion. Consequently, silence is closely related to lack of
movement. For example, a vocal sound was heard when I raised an arm away from my centre
in an upwards direction. The interaction also included controlling the volume: moving the
arm from the silent shell to the louder shell, the higher I reach, the louder the sound, The preset movement-sound interaction in Falling was informed by an exploration of my most
common movement patterns, which I extracted from watching video documentation of
myself improvising in the dance studio, and outlined in the list shown below. Using this list
of seventeen movement combinations, Davis informed the parameters of the interface
between sound and movement. Then, he recorded, extracted, cut and pasted his singing voice
—vowel sounds and extracts of lyrics— to a map of my body. His aim was to create a pallet
of sounds which, in any random arrangement, it would play chords in the tonality of a song
he wrote inspired by our shared practice. The allocation of these parameters to the map of my
body function as a kind of enabling constraints, introducing a degree of certainty in my
sound-making experience. Yet, this formal constraint of the interface had to be flexible
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enough in order to allow to what Jaimovich and Morand suggest as ‘ the dialogic interaction
between subject and sound’ which is conducive to expressiveness in performance (2019, 2).
It is important to note that my task was not to make the harmonic possible —my attention
was not on creating harmonic progressions— since as Jaimovich and Morand observe ‘[t]his
interactive expressive process is characterized by bodily mechanisms that are preconscious,
not very reflective, and extremely skilful in finding the affordance presented by the situation’
(2019, 3), As such, the challenge of developing a successful movement and sound interface
lies in establishing the parameters necessary for this interplay of clarity, limitations, and
indirectness of interaction.

Patterns of Natural Movement Appearing in my Improvisation
1. L leg FW + R arm up + L arm FW
2. 2 arms up
3. R leg FW + 2 arms FW
4. 2 shoulders up
5. chin up + L arm out (to the side)
6. R arm out + L leg out
7. R leg out + L arm out
8. R knee up + 2 arms out
9. L knee up + R arm FW
10. L elbow FW + L leg FW
11. R elbow FW + R leg FW
12. L arm out + L leg out
13. R leg FW + L arm FW
14. L leg out + L arm FW
15. R arm out (on its own)
16. L arm out (on its own)
17. R arm out + L arm up
Figure 2 List of my most naturally occurring movement combinations.

The final performance involved five palettes of sounds that set the structure of the
choreography, marking different sections in the piece. From my experience of performing
Falling in Sonorities Festival 2018, and in Digital Echoes Symposium (2018), the affects of
the sounds triggered by the Kinect and Synapse interface and the live interaction with Davis’
signing voice produced in my dancing a new layer of motions that moved within the pregiven parameters of the interactive system. By subtleties of movement, I could dance through
the set motions, performing movement qualities that the system could not read. Coming back
to my discussion on agency, this experience suggests a form of sonic agency, in terms
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described by Peters, since it points to moments where I felt the virtual instrument was
independent from my dancing body, an experience of dancing closer to improvising with a
live musician. Still, the dance and the music are held together through the coherence of the
system and the pre-established aesthetic choices of sound.
The combination of musical and sonic agencies experienced in my dance improvisation
in Falling suggests an unpredictability in the interaction that resembles a dancer-musician
improvisation. This leads me to consider how this unpredictability was achieved and what it
offers for the expansion of artistry in dancer-computer-musician interaction performance. In
the following section, I discuss the perspective of indirectness and latency proposed by Susan
Kozel (2012) as a way to further expand understandings on how the affects of the musical
interaction in a sonified environment informs the improvisation of dance.

Dance-Computer-Music Interaction
During the designing of the interaction of Falling, Davis and I worked our way through the
challenge of what Susan Kozel refers as ‘the problem of literality in music interaction’ (2012,
63). By this, Kozel refers to the challenge produced by a prescribed computer interface. The
dance-computer interaction limits the dancer and musician mutual affective responsiveness
that characterizes the lived encounter (2012). Because the immediacy between the occurrence
of sound and movement in the sonified environment, both dancer and musician are faced with
the problem of literality. Drawing on the experience of performing in her piece immanence
(2005), Kozel describes how the directness of the interaction made her miss ‘an element of
latency or indirectness’ (2012, 64). This resonates with what musicians Paul Stapleton and
Tom Davis refer to as the positive role of ambiguity as a resource for the construction of
musical ecosystems (n.d., 9). Stapleton and Davis highlight the temporal and subjective
nature of ambiguity, ‘as something that is constructed in the moment through engagement
with an object or situation’ (Paul Stapleton and Davis, n.d., 9). Drawing on their project
Ambiguous Devices8 project (2011-2013), they argue that ‘ambiguous encounters impel
‘users’, be they performers or audience members, to assess the situation for themselves,
construct a personal understanding and connection to objects, and to question the function of
these objects within their contexts of use’ (n.d., 9). I found that indirectness and ambiguity in

8

Ambiguous Devices Stapleton & Davis, (2011-2013) is a distributed musical ecosystem that explores ‘nonlinear and resistive forms of networked musical interactions in an attempt to challenge and extend our existing
practices as improvisers and instrument makers’ (unpublished paper, p2).
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sonified interfaces creates a sense of space that allows for individual artistry to be articulated
and expressed.

Here I suggest watching the visual essay on the making
of Falling.

In contrast to the interactive system described by Kozel, the technology used for
Falling (Microsoft Kinect Sensor and Synapse software) did not afford accuracy of
interaction. The system would often incur various faults from misreading my body, for
example on occasions when turning, crossing over my limbs, folding my upper body over my
legs, or rolling on the floor. These errors resulted in unexpected combinations of sounds of
surprising textures and vibrancies that stimulated my dancing. This lack of accuracy of the
system offered an experience of latency in the interaction, as I couldn’t anticipate the results
of my movements. According to Kozel, '[a] sonic interaction characterized by indirectness or
latency introduces a dimension of unpredictability into the dance improvisation: dancing with
the system becomes more like dancing with another being inasmuch as the response to one’s
movement can be unexpected, lending a freshness and excitement to the exchange’ (2012,
65). However, too much indirectness can generate a feeling of disconnection. I recall the
initial stages of exploring sonification of movement produced feelings of boredom in me.
Triggering sounds felt closer to pressing buttons on a tactile phone screen, where the quality
of the movement I brought to the touch did not pass onto the sound I heard. As we progressed
in the development of the interaction, the quality of latency in Falling was created by
introducing live improvisation of song conversing with the sounds produced by my sonified
dancing. The latency produced by the human-human interaction enabled us to transcend the
restrictions of a prescribed interactive system.
On the occasion of performing Falling at the Digital Echoes Symposium (Coventry
University, April 2018), we incorporated the projection of the visual interface that captures
the body map and my movement. In this experiment, we found that incorporating the visual
display overtook the aesthetic of the performance, outweighing the presence of the live body.
The excess of visual stimulation provoked an audience member to question why we chose to
work with a technology that produced so many faults in the interaction since there were other
alternatives to Kinect that offered accuracy. Davis replied that his interest was in making
music that ‘would come from the heart’, as oppose to designing perfect interactions. His
response emphasized the fact that our process was guided by a deep connection to our artistic
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interests. His comment points to a compositional approach that aimed to create music from
what moved us as artists, composing from the affective traces which were preserved through
the accumulation of experiences of improvising together. This performance-making
methodology can be described using Deleuze and Guattari’s terminology as creating from
blocs of sensations (1994, 164), as opposed to making music that is primarily focused on
technical precision. Deleuze and Guattari defined a bloc of sensations as compound of
percepts and affects. They suggest that ‘[p]ercepts are not longer perceptions; they are
independent of a state of those who experience them. Affects are not longer feelings or
affections; they go beyond the strength of those who undergo them’ (Deleuze and Guattari
1994, 164). In this sense, I understand that the creative forces that carried forward from
improvisation to improvisation moved beyond our individual experiences, shaping the
choices we made during the course of the performance-making process.
From my conversation archive, I gathered that the process of composing Falling was
concerned with the designing of a system that could enable the most freedom of movement to
my body. Davis’ explained to me that his interest was about,
…making sure that the system allows you [myself as the dancer] to do
what it feels right to you, and not necessarily thinking that you are
hitting the right notes. I need to make sure that the palette of sounds is
there in a way that whatever you choose to do, always works. (Davis,
conversation archive, 21/02/2018).
Davis’ approach to designing the interaction suggests the creation of a sonic environment that
was conducive to what Kozel suggests as qualities of latency and indirectness (2012, 64),
which she describes as being based upon ‘inadecuation, distance, and noncoincidence’ (2012,
65). As a result, the variety of the music palette designed by Davis enabled us to overcome
the problem of literality in music and dance interaction. Reflecting upon the making of
Falling, I recognized that such conditions for indirectness evolved from a process of creating
structures for freedom, or enabling constraints as used by Paul Stapleton (from personal
conversation). From my experience of dance improvisation in Falling, I believe that such an
approach enabled me to respond to the musicality in Davis’ live and extended voice in a more
artistic way, transcending the direct sound implications of my movements.
Drawing on my dance improvisation experience in Falling, I want to suggest that
sound-movement interaction can make the dancer feel qualities of weight likewise to the way
physical bodies do. From looking at the video documentation of the performance I observed
that I choreograph the weight of the music by playing with suspension and balances.
Visually, my dancing body enacts soft ripples, light landing leaps, floating spirals, and soft
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touching of the air with my arms and hands, all movement qualities that suggests
weightlessness and elevation. The movement quality becomes so light as to the point of
becoming inaudible. In the context of the music element, I observed a relation between the
quality of lightness and volatile gestures of my dance and the melodic structure of Davis’
music, which was in the higher register of notes. As Deleuze and Guattari suggest,
‘[h]armonies are affects’, to which I add that other musical forces might as well work as
affects. I found that the affects of musicality produced in Falling, in particular the force of
the melodic lines, informed my way of relating to gravity in this work.
To conclude my critical reflection on the making and performing of Falling, I want to
highlight that the collaborative nature of the work meant my movement experience was
incorporated in the designing of the sound-movement interface. This presents significant
implications for understanding the experience of moving in a sonic interactive environment.
This final reflection leads me onto my discussion of the experience of dance improvising to
live electronic music, where the latency of the improvisational experience is driven by the
indeterminacy of human-human artistic responsiveness. In looking at improvising dance with
live electronics, I will draw on the dancer’s experience to develop an insight on the body’s
capacity to listen in motion, and the music’s capacity to affect the dance in real time.

Dance and Live Electronic Music Improvisation
In this section I reflect upon dancing-as-listening to live electronic music, drawing on my
collaboration with musician Martin Devek in the creation of the three dance-poems —Noose,
Intertwined, and Weight-Dissolve— that make the full-length show Knowing the Dance
(2017). My experience of dance improvisation with live electronics was very different from
the one of dancing with the sonified body in Falling (2018), as well as when working with
the live voice in Silent Pact (2018). The practice that Devek brought to the project included a
combination of sound design and music composition which he used for improvising in
performance. I discuss one dance-poem at a time with the purpose of understanding the
listening that takes place in dance improvisation with live electronic music, and thus, how the
affects of its sonorous presence shaped my improvisation.
Here I suggest watching the documentation of the live
performance of Knowing the Dance (2017). Following
the order of the discussion here, the video can be
watched one dance-poem at a time.
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The dance-poem Noose was inspired by the one-line poem by Olive Broderick ‘my
mother gave me a noose for a pendant’ (Noose, 2017). Initially, the choreographic movement
material emerged as a dance improvisation with no music. I improvised movement from
attuning my senses to my interaction with a red faux-leather bag, which inspired me as a
representation of the heart-beat that connects mother and baby. Using a dance improvisation
approach that centred upon moving-with the thing (this is discussed in Chapter Four), I
investigate the percepts produced by its colour, weight, and style, while holding in the back
of my mind the imagery I visualised while listening to Broderick reading of her poem. As
Deleuze suggests, percepts are not perceptions, but sensations that resemble something of the
materiality of the perceived object (Deleuze and Guattari 1994, 166). In other words, I did
not work with my perception of the bag as a whole, but with the sensations produced in me
by its combination of materials. In this sense, I found that the percepts produced by the
movement, the bag, and the poem were the materials for choreographing Noose. Like the
process of the visual artist, I found my movement creation approach resonates with Deleuze
and Guattari’s appreciation of the artist drawing sensations from its materials as,
‘a process of wrestling, the percepts from perceptions of objects and
the states of a perceiving subject, to wrest the affect from affections as
the transition from one state to another: to extract a bloc of sensations,
a pure being of sensations’ (1994, 167).
Following Deleuze\s idea, my method for wrestling the affects of the poem involved three
strategies: to move-with the object, be-moved by the object, and move the object. These are
three choreographic tools that I discovered in my practice, and which I later refined in a
mentorship with UK-based American choreographer Sally E. Dean (I reflect upon Dean’s
influence on my work in the video essay On the Emergence of Choreographic Material in
Silent Pact). The music element was introduced later in the process of making Noose for a
theatre space, when I sensed that in performing the work in larger spaces the introspective
and delicate quality of gestures of the choreography would get dispersed. Since part of its
affective power was produced by the intimacy created in the proximity between myself (as
the dancer) and the spectators, I decided to include a live music improvisation element in the
work. This decision-making process may be appreciated by a close look at the documentation
of the process of making Noose.
The compositional approach for creating the music for Noose was inspired by both the
musician’s experience as spectator as well as on the poetic imagery in Broderick’s poem. In
addition, the music composition incorporated the sounds produced in the interaction between
the dancing body and the bag, such as the bag shaking and hitting my chest, and the chain
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clicking against the floor. The sounds extracted from the interaction between body and bag
were sonorous gestures already audible to me while dancing. In hearing them back, echoing
through the speakers, the music reinforced the intensity of the becoming of the choreographic
moment. It worked as a form of extension of my own sound making. It gave me the
reassurance that the spectators could also perceive the sounds I was sensing so close to my
body, with the same intensity as I perceived them. Sometimes a musical gesture improvised
by Devek anticipated my movement, while some other times it trailed seconds after my
movement finished. In this way, I conceived the music as partaking in the becoming of the
choreographic moment, and as a form of resonance fusing the sonorous and visual moments
in the dance.
The listening experience in my dance improvisation in Noose reveals the sonorous
presence appearing and entering into the dance, producing a sonorous-visual unity for the
spectator. Jean-Luc Nancy describes the sonorous presence as an appearance that doesn’t fit
into the philosophic-scientific understandings of time. For Nancy, the sonorous presence
presents itself,
...in waves on a swell, not in a point on a line; it is a time that opens
up, that is hollowed out, that is enlarged or ramified, that envelops or
separates, that becomes or is turned into a loop, that stretches out or
contracts, and so on. (2007, 13)
The words Nancy uses to describe the appearance of the sonorous presence suggest an
encounter similar to the experience of a physical force, which resonates with my practice of
improvising with dance and live electronics. The affective force of the music feels as a tactile
presence that I can touch or that touches me in a pull, or a push, as an embrace or a soft
breeze. Nevertheless, touch does not imply direct physical contact between two bodies. In an
essay on the nature of touch, this idea is evocatively described by Sally Jane Norman et al.,
‘[t]ouch is physical and mental. We touch with our bodies and with our ideas. With our
limbs, with our gestures, with our speech, with our gaze, with our intentions, with our art’
(1998). Inasmuch as in this poetic and concrete sense, the movement score of Noose
generated moments of haptic awareness in my improvisation, which I use for producing
agreement, discordance, and friction between the music and the movement. While this might
be a common experience of music in dance performance in general, this experience is
meaningful to me as I use it as the anchor for choreographic composition in real time.
The choreography of Noose was structured around forming, and transforming a set of
choreographic gestures, a metamorphosis of moving imagery. When performed with the
music, the choreography does not resemble dancing to music, as in the sense of being in time
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with the music, nor structured or supported by the music —like in Foster’s analysis of
Stravinsky-Balanchine’s collaboration presented early in this chapter. On the contrary, it is
about disruptions of rhythms and pace, while also finding resonances, and making
propositions to move together. From the perspective of the musician, Devek explains that,
sometimes I like a movement idea, so I would continue playing the
same musical motif as a form of invitation for you to continue your
exploration; other times, I would get tired of something you do, so I
would introduce a new musical idea to provoke you to something else.
Yet, you [Paula] have an indulgence in slow, introspective moments,
and I don’t interrupt those moments. (Martin Devek, conversation
archive 10/Sep/18)
Thinking in terms of a dance and music improvisation as a dialogic relation blurs the roles of
who makes sounds and who listens, since both dancer and musician listen and make sounds.
In this mutual listening and sounding, resonance emerges, which Nancy proposes as
fundamental to the act of listening: ‘being as resonance’ (2007, 21). He proposes to consider
the idea that ‘the living present resounds’ (Nancy 2007, 19). It is in the experience of
resonating with us and others, and in how objects and the environment resonate in us that we
experience a sense of self. To what I add, resonance encompasses relationship. Through the
resonation afforded by the dancer-musician relationship, we enacted a dialogue of embodied
listening to our dancing and sonorous presence in the real time of the performance. It is then
and there that the affects of our collective experience of improvising in performance
produced motions that were revealed through the language of dance and music.
In contrast to the experience of live electronics in Noose, in Intertwine and WeightDissolve, Devek’s music offered me something like the weather conditions of the
choreographic place (this concept is the focus of Chapter Five), a kind of environment that I
inhabited through dancing. Following the analogy of the weather, if we are walking in a
forest, our movement will be coloured by the forces that the climatic conditions throughs
onto us, as in pouring rain, or a warm sun shining. Our body will make the necessary
adjustments to the strength of the wind, the atmospheric pressure, precipitations and the
temperature. The metaphor works for illustrating how the role of the music was not about
providing specific pointers or moments in the dance, but it offered me a living environment
that acted upon me, a sonorous place that affected the qualities of my dancing. In this
physical and all-embracing way, the music in Intertwined and Weight-Dissolve entered into
my dancing. Interestingly, this physical experience of improvising with live electronic music
relates to my experience of the sonified environment in Falling (2008), in particular in
moments of sensing the pull of gravity and the qualities of weight. Both types of forces
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suggest the music’s capacity to enter into the dance as a felt presence similar to a physical
body.
Another significant affective force in live electronics and dance improvisation is
offered by the physical presence of the musician. The physical force of the music
improvisation reveals the presence of the musician with both its bodily presence and his
musical affective power. This becomes more obvious with analysing dance improvisation
from the perspective of spectator. Thus, in the following section I reflect on the idea of
resonance between the music and the dance in the context of choreographer Rosalind Crisp
and cellist Bo Wiget’s collaboration. In this way I enrich my discussion by considering in the
work of others, the body’s capacity for listening and how the music enters in to the dance.

Crisp & Wiget (2017) - The Resonance of the Sonorous Presence and the Dance
What becomes public of the affective forces that are at play transforming both expressions in
real time? What kind of resonance is produced between the listening of the sonorous
presence and the watching of the dance? Adapted from Jean-Luc Nancy’s thinking, these
questions offer a critical lens to analyse music and dance collaborations. For the purpose of
clarity, the focus of my analysis is on an extract of the first four minutes of the video
documentation of the performance Crisp & Wiget (2017), a collaboration between Australian
dance improviser Rosalind Crisp and German cellist Bo Wiget. I want to suggest to the
reader to watch the video of Crisp & Wiget (2017)9 before reading my reflections on the
discussion of their work. In my analysis, I first look at elements of the performance
separately —I listen with my eyes closed, and then watch the dance without sound— and
then watched them as a whole.
Performed in a bare space, the cellist sits on a chair to the left of the dancer, who stays
at a distance from the musician. The musician plays, alternating between watching the dancer
and looking at his instrument, while the dancer’s gaze appears aligned to the attention of her
own body moving. Closing my eyes, I experience the music as elusive phantasmagorical
voices. Drones extend musical gestures with no defined sense of beat. As the drones evolve
in texture and dynamic, a percussive line emerges, exposing the wood and arc sound qualities
of the cello. This rhythmic line continues to transform, while a melodic one appears, its
phrasing hidden beneath layers of musical textures and cyclical drone sounds. The melody

9

Video reference https://vimeo.com/192437162, accessed 24th August 2018. Movement description is my
appreciation of extract from sec 5 to sec 15.
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includes medium to high pitched notes that resemble what I image the voices of sirens in
ancient Greek mythology.
What kinds of motions does this musical affects produce in Crisp’s dancing? In contrast
to Wiget’s performance, Crisp’s dancing evolves quickly. While the music gives me the
impression of a suspended moment in time, the dance is explosive, and like a substance in a
concentrated form, it appears to condense time. When looking at Crisp’s improvisation, it is
important to take into consideration her practice of noticing and responding to the beginnings
of movement impulses. She does not complete movements, instead she allows the eruption of
a motion to take over her body, threading it with the next impulse and the next one, and the
next one. As a strategy for movement analysis, I mute the sound of my speakers, and watch
carefully to Crip’s dance improvisation. In response, I write down an outline of the
movements I perceive during the first ten seconds of her improvisation,
she drags her left foot, then her right foot as her body twists over to
the right. Then, she raises her arms, and quickly thrusts them down.
She shakes both of her wrists with a sharp action. Next, right elbow
pulls upwards, right hand slaps the air once, two, three times, followed
by a quick backwards kick with her right foot...(from handwritten
personal document)
In this short description of actions, my aim is to illustrate what I perceive as improvising
from following a stream of bodily consciousness, which reflects Crisp’s improvisational
technique of a highly trained awareness to sensing and following the beginning of movement
impulses. Crisp’s practice of choreographic improvisation is based upon a practice of
attention. She is not interested in completing movement ideas, neither on composing
movement motives, instead she developed a rigorous methodology for improvisation that
builds on our human capacity for varieties of attention over the body in motion. Although
Crisp uses changes of speed and pauses that punctuate moments in her choreographic
exploration, I found it difficult to appreciate distinctive movement phrases. Her motions are
erratic, robotic, sudden and disperse.
Then, from my experience of watching both expressions together, I get a clear sense of
how the performance works as a whole. It appears as if Crisp gives a material presence to the
musical affects of Wiget’s performance. As she dances in a space filled with the music, she
too gets filled with the music. The music appears to be touching, rubbing, and pinching her
from within her body, as well as from outside her skin. Her gestures look as if pushing,
touching, kicking, lifting and moving the music in the physical space. A sudden turn of
Crisp’s head draws my attention to the music as if a sound has just poked her shoulder. Her
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quality of focused attention over her somatic experience of sound makes me sense in my own
body the vibration’s produced by the cello. Integrating to this analysis my direct experience
of Crisp’s improvisational practice, I recall her instructing dancers to ‘fatten the body with
sensations’. In the context of improvising in performance with cellist Bo Wiget, I can sense
how the musical affects infused her dancing with vitality affects (Stern 1985), meaning a
sense of aliveness and energy, that are unique to this co-presence in performance. This
section worked as a hiatus from talking about my own practice. Next, I take over my
discussion on the musical affects in my collaboration with poet Olive Broderick and voice
artist Una Lee.

The Voice as Musical Affect in Dance Improvisation
There is poetry in the voice. I want to start with this provocation to argue for the affects of
musicality in the human voice own a poetic force in the way they enter into the dance,
capturing the senses at the edge between meaning and music. As Nancy suggests, ‘[t]o be
listening is to be always on the edge of meaning’ (2007, 7), and it is in the intersection of
meaning and musicality that the voice enters the dance. What kind of motions are provoked
by the musical affects of the human voice?
In this section, I explore these questions, drawing on two of my performances that
involved dance improvisation and the performance of voice. Both pieces offered a contrasting
approach for working with dance and voice. In Knowing the Dance (2017), a collaboration
with poet Olive Broderick, we created a shared working space in which the poetry entered the
dance through the Broderick’s reading of poetry in the making. While in the performance and
screen-dance Silent Pact (2018), developed in collaboration with sound artist Una Lee, we
worked with a set text —a letter and poem from my mother— using a dancing-as-listening
strategy. I must note that my approach to the discussion of poetry is taken from the
perspective of the dancer’s experience of listening to the poems, as opposed to considering
the singularities of poetry as artform.
Dancers working with the written and spoken word have generated insights and
methodological approaches that situate and articulate the spoken word in the context of
choreographic practice.10 As Robert Vesty asserts ‘[t]he presence of words in dance invites a
different kind of listening to dance,’ which calls attention to ‘the sonic potential of
10

For example, poet/mover Scott Thurston and dancer/writer Sarie Mairs Slee investigate the relationship
between movement and writing poetic form, and propose a hybrid artform where dancer and poet are also
poets and dancers (2017).
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choreography overall’ (2017, 5). Indeed, incorporating the physical and audible presence of
the poet and the sound artist in my movement practice has demanded a different kind of
listening to my dancing. In this experience, I discovered that improvising to the voice
produces listening motions. By this, I refer to movement that is intimately responsive to the
voice, and which in their simultaneous appearance, they combine into interactive rhythms
made of stillness, silences, movement, and voicing. Then, it is in this coming together that a
musicality, unique to the performance, unfolds, making it the signature of the choreographic
improvisation.
Dancers’ experiences of improvising to spoken artforms draw attention to the fact that
‘the combination of concentrated listening, watching and moving that is required of the artists
actually results in a splitting of attention for the audiences and performers’ (Connell,
Newland, and Guzzanti 2017, 266–67). From her experience of participating in the improvise
dance and spoken word event Flow! (Dundee, 2015), dancer and musician Imogene Newland
describes,
I tried not to get drawn into either moving or listening entirely; at
times I caught myself being so engaged in moving that I neglected
listening to the words. In these times the enjoyment of the movement
itself became a primary focus and it was only by bringing my attention
back to the external environment that I was able to draw the words
back again. This, however, sometimes had the reverse effect of my
focusing entirely upon the words to the neglect of the movement. I
became so preoccupied with trying to process what was being said
through the act of close listening that I felt that I became disconnected
with my improvisation process to the point that my movements no
longer felt satisfactorily embodied. (2017, 266–67)
Newland’s experience exposes how dance improvisation to spoken word involves shifts of
attention from conscious to non-conscious listening. Attention appears to alternate between
the bodily realm to the aural one. In these motions of attention, the choreography unfolds an
unruly rhythm, unique to that improvisational event.11 Adding to this, in my experience of
improvising to sound and music, in particular by applying the techniques of choreographic
improvisation developed by Crisp,12 I found that the movement of the attention manifests and
shapes the movement qualities in the dancing.

11

Documentation of Flow! (Dundee, December 2015), https://youtu.be/3cDPcLwEzA4 accessed January 2017.
This is at the centre of Crisp’s practice. Using a range of choreographic tools that involve paying attention
and following the beginning of movement impulses, Crisp’s approach involves an investigation of the qualities
of attention —as in the speed, the weight (meaning how much focus the dancer can bring to her bodily
sensations), and the rhythmic patterns that forms as the attention moves from one stimulus to the next one.
These shifts of mindful attention shape her dance improvisation.
12
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In Silent Pact, I discovered that in the in-and-out of conscious listening to the voice,
what hit me first was the attack, the loudness, the rhythmic appearance, and the melodic line,
closely followed by the meaning. The semantics of words came riding on the musicality of
the voice, and when I shifted my attention to the movement experience, the performance of
voice carried on as an affective force in my dancing. In this piece, the text was a fixed
material from the beginning. I knew the letter well. I read it in Spanish several times and
translated it into English. Starting from this set text-based material, the performative qualities
in Una Lee’s voice evolved as our improvisations and ideas got more refined in the multiple
layers of improvisations. Nevertheless, the documentation of the making process reveals that
the choreographic gestures only coincide with the text in some specific moments in the letter.
For example, when Lee recites ‘those that think they are the owners of the truth’ in a staccato
and low pitch voice, I stand beside her, my back to the audience, and by way of arching and
hyperextending my back I show my face upside down while expanding and shaking my arms
in a proclamation style gesture. This choreographic moment became a set moment in the
piece, where the voice and the dance “clinch” tightly onto each other, to use Deleuzean
terminology (1994, 168), in the multiple iterations of the choreographic event. These
becoming of choreographic moments that emerge through synchronicity of improvised
movement and voice are best explained by the notion of the varieties of compounds of
sensations proposed by Deleuze and Guattari. In What is Philosophy? (1994), Deleuze and
Guattari identify three types of compounds of sensations: (1) the vibration, (2) the embrace or
the clinch, and (3) withdrawal, division, distension (1994, 168). These three overarching
categories serve to describe the methods by which artists wrestle percepts from perceptions
and the states of the perceiving subject (Deleuze and Guattari 1994, 167). Vibrations appear
as sensations that have a perceivable sense of duration through their rise and fall, which
Deleuze and Guattari describe as ‘an invisible thread that is more nervous than cerebral’
(1994, 168). This is a useful concept to think about how the body is moved by embodied
listening —a form of listening that is distributed throughout the body, in which any body part
may respond to the percepts of sound. The embrace or the clinch refer to the experience
where ‘two sensations resonate in each other by embracing each other so tightly in a clinch of
what are no more than “energies”’ (Deleuze and Guattari 1994, 168). The image of the
embrace serves to describe moments of encounter among improvisers. The third type of
compound of sensations refers to the affects of withdrawal, division, and distention. This is
experienced when ‘two sensations draw apart, release themselves, but so as now to be
brought together by the light, the air, or the void that sinks between them or into them’
(Deleuze and Guattari 1994, 168). In an improvisation, the action of withdrawing oneself
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from the main action may produce multiple effects in the choreography. For example,
retracting oneself from making sounds or movements may produce silence or stillness. It
could also cause a division of attention in the audience by having to follow a performer who
walks away from a scene while another that stays central. or perhaps restraining from
movement may stretch the audible forces of dancing bodies to the point of hearing the sound
of the room. The model of varieties of compounds of sensations offer useful concepts for the
analysis of choreography as well as discussing the way by which the choreographic material
generated in collaborative improvisation may evolve through the dynamics of resonating,
expanding or disappearing in the process of layering and distilling technique.
For the study of improvisation of dance and voice, Knowing the Dance and Silent Pact
present contrasting approaches to the relationship between the dancing body and the voice. In
Silent Pact, the choreographic material and the performance of voice evolved and were
performed simultaneously. With Lee, we worked in real time, creating a unique sense of
place and temporality. In that way we created a space of performative presence that had a
clear sense of duration. Lee’s voice filled the room, I could stop following the meaning of the
letter but I could not escape listening to her voice: the changes in intonation,
pitch modulations, melodic phrasing, and rhythmic alterations of the sentences penetrated my
improvisation. In contrast, in Knowing the Dance, the movement and the poetry were placed
in sequential order for two of the dance-poems Noose and Intertwined. In Weight-Dissolve
the poetry and the dance were juxtaposed to form a whole. The aim of the project was to
construct a middle place where the dance and the poetry could emerge together. There was a
strong emphasis on avoiding interpretation or translation between the two artforms. Thus, my
collaboration with Broderick evolved into a practice of making choices on the inspirational
stimuli we both wanted to work with. We created a working process that involved sharing the
material that we produced and allowed the affects of the listening to the poetry and the
watching of the dance to inform the development of our work. Working through various
rounds of creation in this manner, we would take the material to our studios, and work
individually. After a month’s time, we would come together again and share what we
produced. The affective traces of the sharing carried on from session to session, informing
the individual creations. Later in the process, the making of the performance piece involved
finding a meaningful relationship between the dance and the poetry. The signifiers that
emerged from the work functioned as threads that structured of piece. Because of the choices
we made in the creative process, in the making of the dances, the affective traces were mostly
gathered from the meaning convey by the poetic imagery. This was the stronger element for
me. However, in the rehearsal process, once the poetic images were in a process of refining,
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as Broderick was aiming towards a stability of the text, I allowed myself to be influenced by
the performative qualities of Broderick’s recitation and presence on stage.

The Affects of Silence
There is also language in silence. The silences of your work are
interesting - deep listening into those moments which expand into the
more-than reverberating through the silences.
(Audience’s feedback, Speakers’ Series, SenseLab, 15th June, 2018.)
This message was left by an audience member after my presentation at the Speakers’ Series
in the SenseLab (Concordia University, Montreal). The comment led me to consider silence
as a musical affect within my work. Upon reflection, I found that silences are like the inbreath of the dance; their happening is audible. They infuse my movement with new energy. I
experience listening to silence with a similar quality of attention as I would listen to music or
sound, sometimes while in stillness, sometime in movement. Yet, stillness does not
necessarily equal silence. In contrast to a music performance, where in general movement in
the musician creates sound, in dance performance, silence (as in lack of sound) and stillness
(as in lack of movement) can occur as two independent actions, which may or may not
coincide. This is something that becomes clear in the studio practice. I often use stillness for
attentive listening to sound, while I use movement for responding, activating, or sometimes
even for disturbing silence. The technique of dancing-from-listening described earlier in this
chapter best illustrates one form of relation between stillness and silence, where stillness
happens in the presence of music, and movement in the presence of silence. The pieces of
this portfolio offered contrasting examples of the affective power of silence in improvisation.
While in sonification of movement, silence was closely related to lack of movement. In
working with the live voice such as poetry recitation, stillness of movement served to
emphasize the music in the voice.
Perhaps this might be the reason why my improvisations in Silent Pact and Knowing
the Dance reveal more silences than in any other of my pieces —as observed in the audience
member’s comment quoted in the epigraph. Silences function as having the quality of
musical affects, since they produce particular motions in my improvisation. For example, in
choreographic moments such as in the opening scene of Silent Pact, or in the transitions
between one dance-poem to the next one in Knowing the Dance, I hear the silences in the
voice, the moments where the breath takes over. There, the possibility of voice is felt in the
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physical presence of the poet. When the poet is silent, her presence says something, like the
body of the dancer in stillness is also part of the dance, the silence of the poet is also part of
her poem. In this sense, the silence of the poet and the stillness of the dancer, work as the
silence in music. It is in the relation to sound and movement that silence becomes an
important element in choreographic improvisation. These reflections on the relationship
between movement/ stillness, sound /silence resonate with John Cage’s appreciation of the
role of silence in music composition. Cage suggests that ‘[t]he material of music is sound and
silence. Integrating these in the music is composing’ (1961, 95). In dance improvisation,
movement adds a dynamic component to the relationship between sound and silence, which
often alters this binary tension, since the human mind can perceive music in movement
performed in silence. Stillness and silence not only stand for what they produce for the
performers and spectators, but also for what they don’t do.

Conclusion
In this chapter, I have introduced an important building block of my thesis: the perspective of
Deleuze and Guattari’s notion of bloc of sensations, and the three types of compounds of
sensations —the vibration; the embrace or the clinch; and withdrawal, division, distension. I
used this model for understanding the way music informs choreographic improvisation and
performance-making. The focus of my discussion was on one aspect of the affective
experience that informs the emergence of the choreographic movement in my work: the
affects of musicality. The sonorous presence has been at the centre of my research. On the
one hand, this was accidental, since working in the context of the Sonic Arts Research Centre
offered me the unique opportunity to work with musicians and sound artists. On the other, as
beautifully expressed by Paul Valery ‘hearing is the sense most favoured by attention; it
holds the frontier, so to speak, at the point where seeing fails’ (1970, 270). Thus, in my study
of the relationship between practices of conscious awareness and affect, listening has
emerged as an activity that offers me the most immersive experience for investigating affect
in dance improvisation.
The three sources of musical affects —sonification of movement, live electronics, and
voice— explored in this chapter offered contributions to their singular areas of research
where they belong to. From my discussion on Falling I suggested that the sonic-movement
disruptions and synchronicity experienced in the sonified environment has the potential for
informing the movement quality of dance improvisation, similar to the experience of humanhuman interaction. Moreover, I suggested that it is in the balance between indirectness and
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accuracy of interaction where both dancer and musician need to search for a middle place
from where to expand artistry in their disciplines. Through my perspective of the dancer
collaborating in the designing of the sonic interface, I argued that incorporating the dancer’s
perspective has significant implications for understanding the experience of moving in a
sonic interactive environment. In addition, in line with some pioneer research involving the
collaboration of sound artists and choreographers (Jaimovich and Morand 2019), I proposed
that the dancer’s contribution in the designing process has the potential to advance new lines
of thought for the field of interactive systems in performance. Another important contribution
from my project is the perspective that the combination of musical, sonic and gained agencies
are all possible experiences available to the dancer.
My discussion of dance and live electronics improvisation in performance offers a way
to understand how music partakes in the becoming of the choreographic moment. I proposed
that the affective force of the music can enter into the dance through the tactile capacity of
the body, as in the feeling of touching or being touched. From the perspective as spectator, I
argued that the resonance between the sonorous presence and visual appreciation of the dance
creates a sonorous-visual unity for the choreography. In my discussion on the affects of the
human voice, I suggested that the performance of voice enters into the body through the
poetic vibrancy afforded by words and speech. From the experience of two contrasting
projects involving a collaboration with a poet and with a sound artist, I suggested that
although listening involves ‘being on the edge of meaning’, as proposed by Jean-Luc Nancy
(2007, 7), the positioning of the dance in relation to meaning-making, whether closer to the
semantics of words or closer to the sonorous quality of the voice, is a choice I make as a
dancer. In my practice, I am not interested in representing the said, I’m interested in dancing
what the said produces in me, and in the act of listening to voice, the musicality of the voice
reaches me first. The musical affect of the voice is unmissable. As in everyday listening, the
loudness in the shouting, the percussive rhythm in the insistency of a command, or in the
melody of a caring message, I would hardly remember the exact words, but I won’t forget the
music in the voice. In what ways do the insights that emerge from my discussion of the
affects of musicality illuminates my broader research questions? —What is the relationship
between the practice of awareness and affect in dance improvisation? I found that it is the
motions of the dancer’s attention to the sonorous presence what reveals in the dance.
In the next chapter I will look at my second most significant methodology used in the
process of investigating affect in movement improvisation, which is the practice of working
with objects and things. In Chapter Four, thus, I will discuss the practice I refer to as movingwith objects and things.
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Chapter 4: On the Affects of Moving-with Things
Improvisation provides an experience of body in which it initiates,
creates and probes playfully its own physical and semantic potential.
(Foster 2015, 8)

Introduction
The performances that emerged from my inquiry on practices of awareness and the
experience of affect strike me as having something in common: improvisations with objects
and things —real or virtual. In improvising with a red bag, a twine, a wedding dress, a virtual
music instrument, and the sound of the audience’s mobile phones, I discover an
improvisational strategy that responds to my interest in the possibilities for choreographic
composition inherent in moving-with things. Susan Leigh Foster’s quote in the epigraph
brings to the forefront three aspects of dance improvisation that are central to this practice of
moving-with things: initiation,13 creation, and probing. 14 Through their ambiguous meaning,
the choice of verbs used by Foster offers a rich description of the practice of improvisation
that I refined over the course of my four-years PhD project. I am interested in improvisational
situations that create a provocative perceptual experience for the body at the level of both the
physical and the poetics of meaning-making. Movement improvisation is an experimental
process-based methodology, which offers tools to explore dynamic relations. Thus, I adapt
such tools and strategies for investigating the way affects inform my choreographic
composition. As percepts and affects (Deleuze and Guattari 1994) influenced my
improvisation in real time, the techniques of conscious awareness in improvisation help me to
reveal the power of affects moving throughout the movement creation process.

13

In her statement, Foster uses the verbs to initiate, to create, and to probe. I found it interesting the
ambiguity of the verb to initiate —engage in a ritual, or a second meaning that refers to teach— as it
emphasizes the various dimensions of movement practice. While the Oxford Dictionary defines the verb ‘to
initiate’ as a form of admission into a group, The Cambridge Dictionary defines ‘to initiate’ as ‘to teach
someone about an area of knowledge, or to allow someone into a group by a special ceremony.’ The latter
definition reflects the ritualistic aspect of improvisation, as well as it asserts the body’s capacity to teach us
something.
14
Foster uses the verb ‘to probe’. This verb also has an interesting meaning that is not so obvious in everyday
use but in the context of thinking about improvisation it discloses the nuances of the practice. The Cambridge
Dictionary’s second definition of the verb to probe is ‘to examine something with a tool, especially in order to
find something that is hidden’. In the case of dance improvisation, the body may be considered as the tool that
allows us to look deeper into the phenomenon of sensing and perceiving through movement. I will use the
word discovery to refer to this aspect of the practice.
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The discussion in this chapter focuses on the affects of moving-with things, and the
making of a field of relations as it emerges from the interplay of things and the dancing body.
In moving-with objects the dancing becomes indivisible from the thing. In this sense, the
boundaries between dancer and things blur. The affective force of the movement is produced
by the moving-with and not by individual motions. In this togetherness, the ‘vitality of
matter’ (Bennett 2010) is unlocked into the choreographic situation. As for example in the
case of the aroma of things, smell produces invisible motions that may drive movement, as
well as the imagination. What I perceived and engaged with is a field of relations (Manning
2009). I want to suggest that it is through my moving-with things that a ‘relational
environment’ (Manning 2009, 150) emerges. I will refer to this as the choreographic place
(this will be the focus of the next chapter). In this chapter, I will centre my discussion on the
force and transformational capacity of things —including costumes and materials— in the
choreographic process through the analysis of three of my performances: Noose (2017),
Intertwine (2017), and Silent Pact (2018).

Here I suggest watching the video documentation
'Studio Practice: Intertwine’ (April 2017).

Referring to performances created from the mid-2000s onwards, dance scholar André
Lepecki argues that ‘the concerns about the relations between movement, objects, and things
expressed by certain experimental artists working between choreography and sculpture in the
1960s had begun to re-emerge, once again’ (2016, 32). From my experience as performancemaker and spectator of dance performances, I observed that the interest in working with
objects and materials continues, with some new experimental choreography exploring forms
of distributed agency15 between human and non-human agents. An example of this is the
work of Danish choreographer Mette Ingvartsen’s The Artificial Nature Series (2016). 16 In a
choreography of the abstract qualities of confetti and safety blankets, Ingvartsen searches for
‘a place where performers and materials merge into a third type of body.’ The Artificial
15

Building on the notion of agency as ability to adapt, communicate and respond to our environment (Fischlin
2016) introduced in the previous chapter, the notion of distributed agency is often used to refer to a network
or relations where action and adaptation is spread across interactions with human, the environment, and
non-human agents (Paul Stapleton and Davis, n.d.).
16
The Artificial Nature Series is part of Ingvartsen’s Artistic Research PhD (2016). This is available on
Ingvartsen’s website http://www.metteingvartsen.net/research_project/artistic-research-phd/, accessed
4/11/18.
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Nature Project involves ‘a constant trying to construct an artificial environment’ of natural
forms, such as storms and fire, which the choreographer proposes as a way of considering
‘how are we responsible for the making of the environment that we want to have round us?’
And, ‘how much work are we prepared to invest in making this ecosystem moving?’ (2012,
accessed 7 December 2018). Ingvartsen’s work stands as an example of new approaches to
choreographic creation that are not solely focused on the investigation of human movement
but expands into explorations of the physical relational processes of moving-with things in
their environments.
Against the grain of somatic practices that focus on exploring the inner space of the
body, 17 I discovered that improvising with objects and materials places the lens of attention
on the relation. This middle-place created at the intersection of movement and the sensing
and perceiving of things decentres the focus of attention of the performer from the somatic
experience of the body to the compositional constitution (Gallagher 2017, 8) of moving
together. This, I found, is a place where perception and affect intersect.18 In order to deepen
my understanding of compositional process involving objects, I drew on psychologist James
J. Gibson’s concept of affordances (1979). Gibson concept of affordance describes the twoway dynamic nature of relations between objects and the human body. (J. J. Gibson 1979).
As Shaun Gallagher explains, ‘[a]n affordance […] is defined, not objectively, but always
relative to the animal —to the kind of body one has. A chair affords sitting (or solving a
problematic situation) only if the organism has bendable joints’ (2014, 117). And as such,
affordances change depending on the body who uses them. I consider how the practice of
moving-with, for example with a red bag in Noose, extends the usage of the object beyond a
fashionable and culturally inscribed artefact for women.19
As a practice, moving-with involves an exploration of objects that removes the
emphasis from the construction of an image, which is central to the theatre of images of Pina
Bausch (Confino 2013, 45), the visual impact of DV8 Physical Theatre, or the poetic imagery

17

By ‘somatic practices’ I refer to movement techniques in which I have direct practice experience, including
Body-Mind Centering, Yoga, and Tai Chi. These primarily focus on making sense of the inner experience of
sensing and perceiving the human body.
18
This line of argument is also at the centre of the enactivist approach. As Shaun Gallagher explains, ‘[t]he
lived body in its full sense […] involves more than the sensorimotor body schema and body image. It involves
the full ensemble of bodily factors that govern conscious life, but that operate in a pre-noetic fashion [preconscious or pre-mental], below the level of conscious monitoring and manipulation. Such factors may or may
not be accessible to conscious awareness. They include the large realm of affect. This rich affective set of
bodily factors is partially constitutive of perception in ways that go beyond sensorimotor contingencies.’
(2017, 152).
19
In Noose, I think of the bag as an artefact since it is a man-made object. Throughout history and across
cultures, bags have been exclusively identified as women’s accessories.
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in the collaborative devising work of Complicité theatre company. In contrast, images may
arise from the contemplation, mindful movement exploration, and the development of a
relation with the object. Things are not asked to play a function, instead they take up a role as
a body, side by side to that of the performers. As Mette Ingvartsen describes talking about her
process in The Natural Series Project ‘we [the dancers] are putting energy into the materials,
but there is a certain moment when the materials start to act back on us...’ (PACT Zollverein
2012, accessed 10 December 2018).
In this chapter my aim is to provide a context to consider my work as well as that of
choreographers whose practices involve a choreography of objects and things that produce a
relational environment. Therefore, I extend my analysis of the practice of moving-with to
Lucinda Child’s Carnation (1964), Simon Whitehead’s Studies for Maynard (2016), and
Sally E. Dean’s practice with Somatic Costumes. Their work offers contrasting cases of the
role of objects and materials in performance, while they also stand as examples of milestones
in performance history. While Carnation (1964) presents the viewer with the product of a
process, Studies for Maynard (2016) composes the process. This choreographic move mirrors
the ‘practice turn’ in the arts (Spatz 2015) and humanities (Schatzki, Knorr Cetina, and von
Savigny 2001). Although I describe their work from the spectator’s experience, I consider
aspects of their process as revealed in the final work. I feel that this is an important part of
contemporary choreographic practice that has not been fully examined in performance
studies. The practice of moving-with and the relational movement20 lens proposed by Erin
Manning offer critical tools for addressing the practice of choreographing the abstract and
semiotic qualities of things.
To begin my analysis, I will offer a brief introduction to Lepecki’s perspective on
objects and things before I turn to the discussion of the performance pieces.

20

The concept of ‘relational movement’ draws on the philosophy of Erin Manning. She uses the term
‘relational movement’ to refer to an improvisational movement practice that involves face-to-face walking as
an enabling constraint. In this practice, Manning experiences that ‘relation is what gives movement its force’
(2009, 230). Manning argues ‘[o]ther forms of relational movement [practices] would have to design their own
enabling constraints to foreground relation. A movement fully unstructured would likely not be capable of
creating a sustained felt relation’ (2009, 230). In contrast to Manning’s practice, in my dance improvisation
practice, it is in the moving, sensing, and perceiving that I devise specific relational tasks that are unique to
each individual’s artistic process.
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things, objects, movement
In his book Singularities (2016), 21 André Lepecki offers a context for analysing the role of
objects in experimental choreography. Lepecki distinguishes between the role of objects and
things in the work of choreographers of the Judson area and contemporaries. Lepecki arrives
at the distinction between objects and things through the affirmation made by choreographer
Yvonne Rainer ‘move or be moved by some thing rather than oneself’ (Battcock 1995, 269).
Reflecting upon Rainer’s statement, Lepecki argues that the object emerges from the
subordination of the thing through control and manipulation. The thing is turned into an
object when we stop being subdued by its logic of uncertainty and wild autonomy. In
drawing a line between the perception of objects and things in the choreographic work,
Lepecki examines the approach used by the artist in composing the kinetic movement of the
object, which he describes as following a (1) the choreographic impulse to govern, (2) a
choreographic drive to “run things”, or (3) allowing the kinetic resistance of things to their
choreographic government. Lepecki suggests an interesting perspective on objects and things
for looking at their role in performance. Drawing on Heidegger’s interrogation on what is a
thing? Lepecki defines a thing as,
whatever escapes instrumental reason, whatever exists outside logics
of manipulation, whatever is unconditioned, whatever actively wants
to run away, escape, from being reduced to graspability and
comprehension, whatever reminds us that “uncertainty surrounds the
holding of things”. (2016, 26–27)
From this distinction, Lepecki looks for objects and things in the choreographic work of three
first-generation dancers22 of the postmodern era: Yvonne Rainer, Simone Forti, and Robert
Morris. He uses this study as a platform to leap forty years later to the work produced by
Trajal Harrell, João Fiadeiro, and Aitana Cordero for the INTRANSIT festival ‘08 and ‘09.
Drawing on Lepecki’s model on the role of objects and things in experimental choreography
21

The title Singularities draws on a concept by Gilles Deleuze. As Peter Borum highlights ‘[i]n Deleuze,
singularity replaces generality in the economy of thought. A Deleuzian singularity is an event, but the notion
comprises the effectuation of the event into form.’ (Borum 2017, 95) Dance scholar Alison D’Amato sates that
‘[t]hinking collectivity as singularity allows Lepecki to approach performance without reverting to notions of
totality and unity, especially in relation to selfhood.’ (D’Amato 2017, 101). This view is relevant to my
performance-as-research practice since it supports the underpinning values of this project where the
singularity of each performance event is central to the knowledge produced in this thesis.
22
By first-generation dancers I refer to the pioneers of post-modern dance, who broke through the
compositional rules and styles of modern dance and ballet, finding a new aesthetic. The second-generation of
post-modern dancers are those that started to develop pedagogies for passing to others these new ways of
investigating movement and artistic creation. Lisa Nelson, for example, recognises herself as belonging to this
second-generation of practitioners.
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(as experienced by the spectator), I will argue that objects own a transformational capacity
within themselves. As my explorations of moving-with things will reveal, the shift in objects’
affordances acts upon the dancer, making the label of object and thing unstable during the
creation process.

Moving-with red bag —Noose (2017)
Noose belongs to the series of dance-poems created in collaboration with poet Olive
Broderick. It is the second piece in order of performance in the show Knowing the Dance.
Broderick’s poem Noose, and its followed-up Neck, evolved from a process of improvising
and writing together, taking turns and sharing our work in a dialogic manner. In the creation
stage of this piece I introduced Broderick to some dance improvisation techniques that
involved touch-based work. This became an important aspect of this piece, since her writing
not only draws from her experience of watching me dancing, but also from her own physical
experience of received touch. In this particular task, the sensations produced in the touch of
her neck made their way into the poem Noose. This one-line poem ‘my mother gave me a
noose for a pendant’ inspired me to explore the relationship between mothers and daughters
through moving-with a red bag. A second poem, entitled Neck, evolved as we developed the
dance-poem Noose.

Here I suggest watching the video documentation of
the live performance of Noose (2017).
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As a process-based performance, in the show, in a ritual like manner, we re-enact the
touch of the neck that was the initiation of the creation process. This is followed by the
dance, and during the closing scene Broderick reads the complete version of her poem,
Neck
My mother gave me a present
of a noose as a pendant.

I wear it as a reminder.

The dance of the body free of the head.

The lace, not the loop, is around my neck.

The delicate balance of the neck.
A little touch on its tender side
and ripples spread through all the cells.

Or,

- a gibbet left to swing against the skin.

(Broderick 2017b)
Through the inhabiting of the images produced in this togetherness of dance and poetry, the
material qualities as well as the semiotic power of the bag were extended, so that its handle
does not only function as such but also as necklace, noose, and chain. Moreover, the
interpretations given to the image of the bag and female body are also transformed: from
baby, to new-born, to handbag, to symbol of oppression, to headpiece, to prison ball and
chain. Actions such as contracting my torso while sitting on the chair with my legs wide open
combines with the red bag in relation to the female body in such a way that forms an image
of giving birth.
The performance begins in blackout. In darkness, curled into a foetal
position, I hold a red bag tightly. Balancing on the chair over
one side of my body, I hold the bag tightly, close to my heart
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with both arms. I notice my breath, I wait. I wait, I notice my
breath. I initiate movement by pulsating and releasing the bag.
My ribcage starts to hurt. I follow my imagination: I think I’m
seeing my hands for the very first time, as if I didn’t know
what hands are and how to use them. What does it feel to have
these extensions that branch out into smaller limbs that move
independently? How do they work? Do they move by themselves?
Or do they move at my will? I continue following my
imagination. I extend one arm where my eyes can follow it. I
stretch it out, wiggling my fingers. As I bring my hand back to
where it was, I catch sight of one of my feet. I follow the same
procedure. How does it feel to have feet? How does the image of
my feet relate to the feeling of having feet and to the feeling
of moving feet? It appears that these experiences are not the
same. I shift to following sensations of feet moving. I move my
toes and realise that they don’t move as independently as my
fingers do. I follow the journey of one leg as it stretches out
and back. Then I try the same procedure but this time I extend
an arm and both legs at the same time. I get an experience of
my body suspended on my ribcage and one hipbone. This time I
experience the strength of my muscles working hard to keep my
body on its side. The discovery of hands and feet generates a
character, a sense of a performing persona. I immerse in a
fictional situation where my focus awareness moves between
three improvisational techniques: following my imagination,
moving from sensations of moving, and responding to the
poetic imagery.
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Figure 3 Noose, Brian Friel theatre, Belfast, November 2017. Image: David Copeland.

The bag transforms into a thing the moment I hold it close to my chest and animate it
through a pulsating motion, imagining it as a human heart. I open myself up to a new
perceptual experience by way of exploring its materiality through movement and
imagination.23 It is not solely the kinetic nature of the bag that moves me, but the playful
combination of that and its affordance and poetic potential. This capacity for transformation
makes the label of thing or object unstable throughout the choreographic process. In other
words, while it may function as a thing in the explorative phases of creation, it may work as
an object in the performative phase, or the other way around (which is what Lepecki
appreciates in the performed work).24 The most significant element arising from my
exploration is the metaphoric imagery that emerges from the relational movement between

23

An improvisational task that was central to the process of working with objects is Follow your Imagination.
This is a movement improvisation tool developed by choreographer Rosalind Crisp. This task is often practiced
in pairs, where one person takes the role of the mover and the other of observer. The observer has a handful
of set phrases that she/he calls while the mover improvises. One of these phrases is ‘follow your imagination’.
This instruction may be used to support the mover inspiring the improvisation, and to explore the movement
material as it arises through her/his partner’s input.
24
For the notion of explorative and performative phase as a model of practice I draw on the work of
psychologist Eleanor Gibson (1969). E. Gibson’s idea that the explorative and performative phase of the work
involves specific activities and processes runs throughout my thesis.
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thing and dancing body. The affective force of the imagery is so powerful that it defines
specific choreographic moment-becomings (I discuss this in Chapter Two).
Noose articulates and exercises the physical and semiotic potential of the body (Leigh
Foster 2015, 8). The beauty and provocative imagery presented me with a dilemma: a desire
to stabilize the movement into set choreography, a choreographic impulse to govern as
Lepecki wrote, and a simultaneous personal resistance to fix movement. I resolved this
problem by allowing each movement idea to re-emerge, refining its reoccurrence in the
multiple layers of improvisation and performances. The focus of my improvising thus centred
upon the emerging and transforming of each choreographic moment. Within this movementbecomings, the manipulation of the red bag reveals a process of transformation from object,
to thing, to object again. In this moving-with, the red bag appears as a mutating object
throughout the performance. The documentation of the performances in still images captures
this transformational quality of the bag. Each image illustrates a distinctive moment in the
performance, ranging from the emotionally intense to the humoristic.
Here I suggest watching the visual essay The
Development of the Laugh in Noose where I expand my
discussion on the movement-becoming in this
performance.
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Figure 4 Noose, Livestock Performance Arts Platform, GET REAL, The Complex, Dublin, October 2017. Image: Amber
Baruch.

Figure 5 Noose, Livestock Performance Arts Platform, GET REAL, The Complex, Dublin, October 2017. Image: Amber
Baruch.
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Figure 6 Noose, Livestock Performance Arts Platform, GET REAL, The Complex, Dublin, October 2017. Image: Amber
Baruch.

Figure 7 Noose, Brian Friel Theatre, Belfast, November 2017. Image: David Copeland.
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Somatic movement practices provide techniques for integrating into a conceptual
choreographic composition the sensory experience of the body moving. In the
improvisational technique of moving-with, I apply the training of somatic movement
practices —including Body-Mind Centring, Qigong, and choreographic improvisation— in a
way that serves me to expand my awareness from the inner body to the co-constitution of
moving together, to the mutual adaption that takes place between body and object. This
means that in addition to creating a movement task for myself, I also incorporate particular
strategies for guiding my attention over my perceptual and sensory experience of dancing.
Through this technique, I discovered that in the explorative phase, most often things rule out
my experience, while in the performance I am more in charge of controlling the kinetic
nature of things, which in Lepecki’s model would be the subordination of the thing into
object. Nevertheless, the bag stays a mutating object throughout the performance. The
continuous exploration of the transformational capacity of the object through movement
improvisation shapes the becoming of each choreographic moment. In this process, the
choreographic-becoming emerges from the unfolding of meaning-making. Meaning evolves
from the percepts produced by the placing of the object in relation to my body. In the
exchange of moving-with and being moved by the percepts of the bag, the affective tone of
my performance is transformed in such a way that the dropping of the bag from in-between
my legs completes the image of birth. From my perspective of improviser, Lepecki’s model
serves as a starting point for performance analysis, however the binary distinction between
object and thing does not capture the way in which the singular properties of objects and
materials inform dance improvisation. What aspect of the object am I being
carried by? am I moving the object? Or, is it the object leading
my movement? Or, am I improvising from the interchange of
both experiences? This is the relational place. A body made of
the two of us moving together. As I continue the flow of the
improvisation, I ponder whether I am following the abstract
qualities of the bag, as in the shiny red of its faux-leather
texture, or the fluffiness of its shape and weight. I let the bag
slide through the length of my arm, I feel the pull of its weight
hanging from my bent elbow. I notice the emergence of the
image of the feminine gesture of holding a bag, an image I
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often see in young women walking in high streets, and I follow
the image.
The concept of affordance supports a consideration of the questions I explore in my
improvisational practice. Under the concept of ‘affordance’, Gibson explains the way objects
present to us as having particular ways for being used and moved with them (J. J. Gibson
1979). He uses the example of a chair to illustrate how a chair as an object suggests a specific
way of moving towards it and sitting on it, whereas our body’s shape and functioning also
affects the way we engage with the chair. The theory of affordance highlights the ecology of
relations for thinking on how we design, engage, and develop techniques and practices
around the designing and manipulation of objects. Gibson’s notion of affordance was
influenced by the phenomenology of Edmund Husserl and Merleau-Ponty, as well as by the
pragmatist view on the organism and its relation to the environment developed by American
philosopher John Dewey (Gallagher 2018, 720–21). Later, the idea of affordances was taken
by enactivist philosophers25 who incorporate the influence of culture and institution to the
notion of affordance. As philosopher Shaun Gallagher explains, ‘[b]y conceiving of
affordances as relative to a form of life they [enactivists] introduce the idea that affordances
have a socially or culturally constituted objectivity independent of any specific individual’
(2018, 721). What interests me of this wider understanding of affordance is the idea that
feeling the call for acting upon or using an object in a particular way (referred to as
solicitation in affordance theory) is informed by ‘the agent’s interests, concerns, and bodily
states’ (Gallagher 2018, 722). This highlights the fact that although my phenomenological
experiences of moving-with objects are singular and subjective episodes of dancing, my
practice of improvisation is informed by the values and traditions of a community of dance
practitioners.
In the context of dance improvisation theory and practice, the way objects are used —
as manifested in performance—suggests that the field of affordance reflects the
characteristics of a particular milieu in the discipline. In other words, the techniques we
employ, as well as the perceived role of the object within the work, suggest trends of a given
socio-cultural context. To illustrate this idea, I analyse Lucinda Child’s Carnation (2014), as
an example of a first-generation postmodern dancer and Simon Whitehead’s screen-dance
piece Studies for Maynard (2016, dir. Tanya Syed) as examples of a historical, and a

25

Enactivism is ‘an embodied cognition approach that has roots in phenomenology and pragmatism.’ A
common shared view among enactivist philosophers is that ‘cognitive processes are not just in the head, but
involve bodily and environmental factors’ (Gallagher 2017, 1).
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contemporary work that explore the relation between movement and objects. In looking at
their work, I aim to situate my work within a particular context in choreographic practice.

Lucinda Child’s Carnation (1964)
Choreographic practices using objects and materials emerge in the postmodern dance
tradition that starts with the Judson Dance Theatre artists in New York in the 1960s. During
this time, ‘[a] strong affirmation about things and movement takes place’ (Lepecki 2016, 28)
across the visual and performing arts. The Judson dancers incorporate into their compositions
‘built structures, film projections, and ordinary objects’ (Morgenroth 2004, 9) creating dances
that involve setting up tasks and using ordinary movement. Postmodern performance
practices value experimentation with objects in non-conventional ways, fostering attitudes of
play, similar to those of a child animating an object through movement. The piece Carnation
(1964)26 by choreographer Lucinda Childs left a strong impression on me. In this work,
Childs is sitting on a small stool with a table, child’s size, in front of her. She holds a leg
stretched out, showing her lower leg wrapped up with a blue plastic bag. On the table she has
a number of objects. Her choreography of things involves taking a salad folding colander,
placing it on top of her head. Then, with methodical attitude, she picks up curling pegs and
hooks them around the colander. Then, she takes a set of dishwashing sponges and places
them inside her mouth. Years later, choreographer Yvonne Rainer commented on the power
of this solo: ‘this glamorous persona was doing these ridiculous things, turning her head and
face into a surrealistic micky mouse and Donald duck construction’.27 Carnation stands as a
piece that highlights the transformational capacity of objects.
Following Lepecki’s distinction between ‘a choreographic drive to “run things”’, or
‘allowing the nature of things’ kinetic resistance to their choreographic government’ may
suggest that Carnation stands as an example of desire to run things —to make things be in a
particular way. However, from the perspective of affordance and Deleuze’s affect theory, I
am inclined to pay attention to how the qualities of expansion of the colander, the gripping of
the pegs, and the moulding of the sponges may have provoked Childs’ choice of objects. In
the final performance, it may appear as if Childs is solely being moved by the percepts
generated by the transformation of her own image. Yet, the ceremonial pace and the delicacy
of movement speak of how the material qualities of clipping, expanding, and contracting of
26

Carnation was premiered on the 24th of April 1964 in the Institute of Contemporary Arts Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania (Childs 2018 accessed 9th December 2018). A video documentation of the performance became
available on YouTube in 2009.
27
https://youtu.be/ukbGiRyB8n4, accessed 15th October 2018.
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her objects interplay with the choreography of her own image. Thinking of objects in
performance as transformational things offers a richer tool for analysis, since it brings the
spectator’s gaze to the way things move together. And for the improviser, it expands the
possibilities of ‘I can’. How can I move with this? What else can I do
with it? How does it take my weight? How much can I stretch it?

Simon Whitehead’s Studies for Maynard (2016)
In Studies for Maynard (2016), Simon Whitehead investigates the experience of
gravity, location and object using a wooden table. He describes Studies for Maynard as a
practice: ‘a meditation on dislocation; the always unfinished practices of making home and
sheltering’ (Whitehaed 2018). This situates his practice with objects in the terrain of
mindfulness and ritualistic embodied movement practices. Although his work is shared in the
form of gallery performances and screen-dance, this particular work is not directly orientated
towards the choreographic situation. My analysis is based on my experience of watching the
film version of this work at the Light Moves Screen-Dance Festival (Limerick, 2015). The
film opens on a coastal landscape. The image is concealed. I hear the sounds of the wind and
the water before the image of cliffs and sea are revealed. The scene stops there for a moment,
long enough to give me a sense of place, and then moves to an indoor location, where white
walls stretched out the entire width of the room, and tiled floors give a sense of an old
building. I can figure out an object, a table, then the Whitehead enters into the frame, his
forehead resting on top of the surface of the table. The frame contains only portions of body,
and portions of the object. Then the choreography of movement starts to unfold. The dancer
steps back, and I only get to guess his hidden movements in the visible motions of the table.
The table flips over to a side, and the dancer walks through the legs of the table. The camera
moves around the action, following the table, focussing solely on an angle of the body and
the object. The film composition is a choreography of abstract motions. The work is
explorative and conceptual, an investigation of the kinetics of a moving-with a table, which it
may appear to resemble ‘the choreographic impulse to govern’ that Lepecki describes. Yet
the resistance of the table as material (as in its wood) and shape (of square angles) solicits
particular motions of the performer. And the other way around. The affordance of the table is
‘relative to the kind of body [Whitehead] has’ (Gallagher 2014, 117). Despite the fact that as
a choreography the movement may be seen as produced by the performer, he moves the table
as much as he is being moved by it.
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Studies for Maynard, through its balance of presence of human body and object, asserts
a move away from the dancer’s body-oriented choreography towards an ecology of relations,
shifting the relation between bodies, things, and environment. The body is a mover-with
others, being human bodies, things, or matter. As Gallagher points out ‘[m]y action, or our
conjoint action, or a collective action can define what a particular object means in relation to
the situation’ (2014, 117). Taken to the context of this work, the semantics of the table are redefined by the choreographic situation. Although not always immediately obvious to the
spectator, through its systematic movement, the old school table comes to reference,
...the biography of an embryo; the Apollo 9 mission; the territorial
behaviour of ravens, the writings and walks of Rajah Shehadah and
Starman by David Bowie. Home here is more than a place; it is a
network of resonances, as fragile and changeable as weather.
(Whitehaed 2018)
This positions Studies for Maynard as a choreography of moving-with that reflects a seminal
moment in choreographic practices, which is marked by the proliferation of individuated
somatic movement practices. The film Studies for Maynard co-created with film-maker
Tanya Syed conveys the conjoint action of Whitehead and the table through small reveals,
which are allowed through the repetition of a movement sequence and the changing of
camera angles. The piece is structured in two parts that are clearly defined by the movement
of the camera: moving with the action and filming the action from a still point. As spectator, I
see togetherness in motion. This is best illustrated in a frame where Whitehead moves his
head down towards the surface of the table, the motion and his expression make me sense the
place in-between —the relational point— where the touch happens.
The notion of moving-with points to a mode of experimentation, whose interest in on
the affects co-produced in togetherness. In the above discussion on the work of Simon
Whitehead, my aim is to integrate into my discussion how the practice of improvising with
things shapes the becoming of the choreographic moment but also produces a place for the
choreography to happen. While for the spectator, this relational environment may be
experienced as a distinct visual aesthetic, for the dancer it is a sense of familiarity (the
perceptual and affective feel that I address in Chapter Five) — ‘a network of resonances, as
fragile and changeable as weather’ (Whitehaed 2018).
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Moving-with material —Intertwine (2017)
Intertwine is the first of the three dance-poems that make the full-length show Knowing the
Dance, a co-creation with Irish poet Olive Broderick. The project comes together from an
invitation from Broderick to collaborate. While she was interested in interrogating the role of
movement in her poetry, I found in her proposal an opportunity to investigate the affects of
poetry in my improvisational practice. Here my discussion complements previous ones in
Chapter Two, in which I discussed the emergence of choreographic material from a practice
of creating a middle-place for poetry and dance making, and Chapter Three, where my focus
was on the role of the human voice in improvisation. In this section I want to focus my
discussion on ‘the agency of the thing’ (Bennett 2010, xii), in this case the twine, as material
and actant (Latour 2004) in the choreographic process, which I trace back through the
analysis of my performance and in Broderick’s poetry.

Here I suggest referring to the video of the
performance of Intertwine (2017).

In Politics of Nature Bruno Latour suggests the concept of actant to refer to ‘any entity
that modifies another entity in a trial’ (2004, 237). Latour’s proposition serves to describe
the way by which materialities may influence movement, not solely because of their kinetic
force, but through the combination of their acting properties. In my improvisations with
objects I found that often these qualities of things require investing energy for activating
these propoerties. For example, the quality of tangling of the twine needs me to go through
the motions of tangling. In this sense, I experience the spool of twine as force that acts upon
me not just because of its kinetic possession but through its materiality, such as its strength,
elasticity, and texture. Building on Latour, Jane Bennet suggests that materiality ‘draws
human attention sideways, away from an ontologically ranked Great Chain of Being and
towards a greater appreciation of the complex entanglements of humans and nonhumans’
(2010, 112). From this perspective, the capacity of the twine, which Bennet refers to as its
vitality (2010, vii), is granted an observable presence. The twine as material deploys
capacities to affect the creation of choreographic material, which I discovered through the
moving-with, yet it became more evident in my writing.
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In Intertwine28 I improvise with a jute twine,29 not the object but the material. I movewith the lengthening out of twine, not as a spool, but as a tangling force, as wild materiality
that has the capacity to burn my skin, to tangle my body, to strangle my arm. It is the
sensuous materiality of the twine that inspired the poet to write,
between the web of your fingers.
A faint smell of tar is uninvited
- a sense of once-commercial quaysides.
(Broderick 2017a, extract from Ghost Net)
It is the perfume of tar that calls the poet’s far-away memory of the quaysides of her home
city of Cork. The smell works here as a force that is not choreographed but emerges
‘uninvited’ from the moving-with, the rubbing off twine and body. The movement of odour
particles bursting through the space exposes the vitality of the twine. As Jane Bennett argues,
the vitality of matter —as in edibles, commodities, storms, metals— can ‘impede or block the
will and designs of humans but also to act as quasi agents or forces with trajectories,
propensities, or tendencies of their own’ (2010, viii). What I thought was the becoming of a
choreography conveying imagery of entanglement and confusion was deviated by the smell
of tar and the resonances of the poetry in my own improvisations. Instead, I became
interested in the sculpting of movement-becoming that emerged from moving-with twine.
The images below document and illustrate the emerging shapes of moving-with twine in my
improvisation in performance.

28

The dance-poem Intertwine includes two poems Ghost Net and Round Dance.
In the explorative phases of Intertwine I used jute twine of various thickness, but for the final performance I
use a thicker white nylon twine, since its soft quality and the way it catches the stage light was more
appropriate for the performance.
29
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Figure 8 Intertwine, Brian Friel Theatre, Belfast, November 2017. Image: David Copeland.

Figure 9 Intertwine, Brian Friel Theatre, Belfast, November 2017. Image: David Copeland.
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Figure 10 Intertwine, performed at Knowing the Dance show, Brian Friel Theatre, Belfast, November 2017. Image: David
Copeland.

The performance of Intertwine begins with an exploration of the motions of tangling,
and how in this becoming of one —a tangled body— the perception of the choreographic
moment was transformed.30
Intertwine begins with Broderick winning a spool of twine. Moments after, I walk
centre stage and place the spool of twine down on the floor. I step back and watch its shape,
paying attention to the individual lines that make the spool. ‘The spool / on the floor is an
invitation’ (Broderick 2017a, Ghost Net). Then I take one end and pull it out, stretching out a
length of twine. Now, there is a spool and a line. I repeat the same action: I notice, pull out
the twine, bend it drawing an angle, and step back. I repeat the same procedure, making
shapes with lengths of twine. After a few rounds, I set down a hand and a forearm in the
frame of shapes made with twine.

30

In How the Body Shapes the Mind (2005) Shaun Gallagher makes a strong case for how our ‘capacities for
perception and behaviour’ are shaped by movement and by the singularity of our human shape. His ideas have
inspired me to investigate perception in movement improvisation, focusing on particular aspects of perception
at a time, for example moving-with twine in Intertwine, in I-Reflexes on auditory stimuli, and in Falling on
haptic illusions of the virtual music instrument.
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Figure 11 Intertwine, Knowing the Dance, Brian Friel Theatre, Belfast, November 2017. Image: David Copeland.

The second section of the piece is an exploration of the kinetic nature of tangling.
Picking up one end of the spool, I roll over the floor. I come to standing —my body is
tangled. In each performance the sensations and the physical constraints are different. Once
standing, I explore the mechanics of moving with joints created between twine and body. As
I move in repetitive and mechanic motions, I am drawn to the rhythmic patterns that emerge
from the accentuation of both ends of the movement —the moving away from the body that
stretches the twine and the coming back that loosens it up. Sometimes, the twine sways
freely, producing graceful and interesting shapes in the space, other times the loops turn into
tight knots around my body, restricting my movement and creating provocative and
suggestive adornments over my skin. This is captured in the poem Round Dance,
An unintended body art of intricate
and beautiful designs. You are both
artist and bride. You are entranced
by the sight of your own decorated arm.
Caught up in the possibility of limits.
This twine can be a taskmaster
(Broderick 2017a)
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As a material, the twine ‘escapes my logic’ (Lepecki 2016, 26), its metaphoric meaning
mutates from performance to performance. It was only when I accepted this uncertainty and
lack of narrative arch in the performance that I was able to engage with the compositional
potential afforded by moving-with the twine. The forms that emerge escape my capacity to
govern the thing into choreographic form, yet I am the one pulling and spinning the spool.
Here lies the paradox inherent in the provocation of ‘mov[ing] or be[ing] moved by some
thing rather than oneself’ (Battcock 1995, 269) affirmed by Rainer: when I move the thing I
am simultaneously being-moved by the thing. While the object and thing’s labels proposed
by Lepecki are useful critical concepts for performance analysis, I found them unstable and
mutating throughout the choreographic process.
In the following section, I discuss the role of the affective power of moving-with
costumes and wearable objects.

Moving-with wedding dress —Silent Pact (2017)
In my practice of dance improvising with wearable objects and costumes, I became interested
in their potential for transforming experience through the tactile stimulation of the senses and
the imagination. In addition, garments also have a transformational capacity within
themselves; they carry the potential to expand their affordances beyond the use for what they
have being designed for. Yet as an improvisational tool, garments offer a resistance to
movement and for moving, functioning as enabling constraints.

Here I suggest watching the video essay On the
Emergence of Choreographic Material in Silent Pact in
which I explore the idea of moving-with the wedding
dress.

In what way do clothes transform the affective tone of movement in the choreographic
work? As dance scholar Rachel Fensham shows in her study of costumes in early twentiethcentury modern dance, the unique material qualities of costumes have indeed influenced the
construction of ‘natural movement’, as well as emerging visual aesthetics of the form. (2011,
94). In my research, I discovered how the particular semiotic connotations, as well as
material qualities of clothes, inform my movement. Improvising with clothes involves
working with conscious awareness over the haptic experience of touching and being touched
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afforded by fabrics. In Silent Pact,31 I was interested in exploring the possibilities for
movement offered by the poetic stimulation and physical sensations produced by movingwith a wedding dress. The task I devised for myself was to investigate the material qualities
of the dress in the act of dressing up without holding the dress up with my arms. By taking
out one element of the action of dressing up —the manipulation of the garment with my
hands— I opened up the potential for the relational movement experience between body and
dress, in a manner that resembles what dance scholar Phillipa Rothfield calls ‘subtraction’.
Drawing on Deleuze, Rothfield suggests that ‘subtraction constitutes a dynamic interruption
which destabilises the work so as to allow for the emergence of new possibilities’ (2016, 15–
16). In contrast to taking out an element of a choreographic work or material, I used this
strategy to remove a motion from an everyday action. Through this strategy, it became
obvious to me how the social meaning and materiality of the wedding dress was activated,
infusing the affective tone of my improvisation.
By improvising with a wedding dress, I discovered that clothes afford the possibility of
engaging with their outer surface as well as their inner surface —as in holding the dress or
dancing with the dress on. On the one hand, sensations produced by moving from touching
the material informed the speed and quality of the effort of my dancing. On the other hand,
sensations of moving-with the dress —as when wearing it— had a direct influence on my
experience of body weight, as well as it produced affects that informed the emerging of a
performing persona. This double implication for the becoming of movement and character in
dance improvisation points to the need for giving special consideration to the affects
produced by improvising with costumes.
Dance improviser Sally E. Dean addresses the role of costumes in improvisation using
the concepts of inner space and external shape of the body. Through her performance-making
practice she interrogates ‘[h]ow does what we wear affect how we move and perceive and
what we create and perform?’32 Dean investigates the possibilities for stimulating movement
experiences through the making of specially designed costumes and wearable objects.33

31

The concept of the piece was inspired by the affective response to my mother’s letter.
In the letter my mother does not describe her wedding day, however, the events and affects she describes
brought me to the intimacy of the moments prior to the ceremony.
32
http://www.sallyedean.com/publicationsresearch/somatic-movement-costume/overview/, accessed 18th
October 2018.
33
I discovered Dean’s work In a Somatic Costume workshop delivered by Dean at the London School of
Fashion (March 2017), where I had the opportunity of dancing with the heart protector, the pointy-hat, and
the bin-bag skirt. When dancing with the heart protector, a vest that has a special holder for a potato against
the chest and upper-back, I experienced sensations of my heart beating, touching me from the inside (front
and back) of my ribcage. Dean explained to me that the aim of heart-protector evolved from the need to
expand her awareness of the back space of the body. The pointy-hat, made of white fabric and bamboo canes,
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These Somatic Costumes (TM) are intended to ‘invite a meeting between internal bodily
awareness and the awareness of the external shape/form of the body’ (Dean 2016, 104). Her
creative methodology involves working with what she refers as somatic instigators, as for
example,
the weight of the pelvis; the volume and buoyancy of the head; the
sponginess of the feet; the space around the neck between the
shoulders and face; the connection between the sit bones and the
heels; the extension of the spine out the top of the head as an axis; the
boundary of the skin; the wildness of the arms; the lightness of the
shoulder blades; or the melody of the heart. (Dean 2016, 104)
Dean’s research points to the capacity of costume and wearable objects to stimulate particular
qualities of movement, and to be used as tools for expanding conscious awareness over the
body and movement.
In my explorations moving-with the wedding dress, I discovered that in moving-fromtouch, the texture of the silk and the embroidery informs qualities of delicacy. Texture also
influences the speed of my movement. For instance, I found that running my fingers through
the intricate texture invites slows movements, while silky textures suggests quick brushes and
sliding qualities of touch. In addition, I found that the weight and length of the fabric shape
the quality of effort and sense of gravity of my dancing experience. Furthermore, garments
carry the potential of the human presence in their shape. The tubular extensions that make
sleeves and trousers’ legs take the imagination to the physicality of moving-with the garment.
For example, holding up the wedding dress against my body made me dance as if being hold
in an embrace. Ultimately, my shifts of attention from attending to texture, to weight, to
length, and to the shape of the dress, informed the development of choreographic material in
Silent Pact.
Through my investigation of movement in Silent Pact it became noticeable how clothes
carry with them the potential for the occasion. They have the power of creating situations.
We dress up for a particular celebration or day. The potential exhibited in the materiality of
clothes, as enacted in their fabric, weight, condition —as in old or new—, and shape, calls to
multiple layers of meaning. What we wear carries a temporality, as it points to where we
might have been —its past— and where we may go —its future. Wearing a particular
garment informs the situation we find ourselves in —its present—, since the wearable objects
aims at extending sensations of the vertical plane of the body. The bin-bag skirt was the costume that
activated the most stimulating movement experience for me. The floating nature of the inflated bin-bags
provoked movement qualities of bounciness, lightness and elevation. These experiences point to the way
clothes work as perceptual objects that act upon the body through their properties of weight, texture, and
colour.
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produce percepts and affects for both the person who wears them as well as for the one who
perceives us. We read situations from the clothes we wear, and in this perception of the
occasion we partake in the making of it, as such, the movement that emerges is influenced by
the sensuous qualities afforded by garments as much as by the occasion they suggest. All of
these elements appear to influence my improvisation in Silent Pact, at both a conscious and
below the level of conscious monitoring and manipulation.
In my improvisational practice with everyday objects and costumes, I sense in the
moving in relation to objects, and moving-with things the emergence of a relational
environment, which I will refer to as the choreographic place. The concept of place in this
term points to the feeling of familiarity as well as to the material and emotional feeling that
emerges from inhabiting a certain place. Through the transformational capacity of things, the
choreographic place becomes an integral element of my choreography. In other words, Noose
doesn’t exist without the bag and the chair tied with women’s clothes, Silent Pact without the
wedding dress, the mirror and the chair, and Intertwine without the twine. Drawing on these
reflections of how things and costumes inform, shape, and shift my improvisation, the next
section will address the making of the choreographic place from a process of dance
improvisation with things.

Conclusions
Whether I follow my choreographic drive to “run things”, or I allow the kinetic resistance of
governing (Lepecki 2016), the materiality and the vitality of things exercises its affective
power over my choreographic process in ways that I cannot anticipate. Then, the dance
becomes a conduit for its forces. In this way, a poetic world unfolds, populating my
experience of body with particular affects. Moving-with is not meant as literally a body that
carries another but an encounter of movements. In a flirting instance of moving bodies that
meet, ‘[i]mprovisation provides an experience of body’(Foster 2015, 8). Through techniques
of conscious awareness, the affective forces provoked in this moving together become
material for composition. At the intersection between the accidental and the planned task, I
discovered the potential for choreographic improvisation and for performance-making.
In the practice of moving-with I found affect expresses in the choreography of relations
of things, bodies, and materials. This is what Manning refers to as the interval or the thirdplace (this is discussed in Chapter Two). From the perspective of improviser, I became aware
of the interval in improvisation through the intensity that accumulates in an encounter of
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things moving. I have aimed to understand what is required of me as mover for activating the
abstract properties of things in such a way that I can develop techniques for improvisation.
This chapter advances understanding on the role of objects and things in the
choreographic practice. I suggested that the capacity for transformation of things makes the
label of thing or object unstable throughout the choreographic process. Writing from the
perspective of the choreographer and performer, I argued that objects own a transformational
capacity within themselves which acts upon themselves as well as the improviser during the
creation process. Moreover I suggested that practices of moving-with materials and things
using improvisational strategies, place the body in relation to a constructed environment that
forms a visual poetic in movement. The presence of things, materials, and bodies moving
together create a relational field that can be identified as the choreographic place. The
making of such choreographic place is the focus of my next chapter.
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Chapter 6: The making of the choreographic place

The moment I call something I am making, ‘a place’, however small it
may be, it starts to become somewhere, it belongs with other
places...things could happen there.
(Crickmay and Tufnell 2004, 226)

Introduction
The concept of place that I am exploring to gain a deeper understanding of my practice is one
that could offer scope for discussing the co-emerging of improvisation and a sense of place.
A concept to account for the way places act upon the dancer, and vice versa, one that includes
the role of movement in the making of place. In this chapter, drawing on my discussion on
objects and things in Chapter Four, I investigate what does this moving-with things generate
for the choreographic product? Moving-with things intensifies the affective force of the
choreographic situation. Yet objects do not stand as separate entities, through their presence
and proximity they weave together a sense of place that stands out from other places. By
looking back to the performances that make this thesis, I found that the aesthetic
transformation of the place becomes indivisible with the choreographic work. Building on my
previous discussion (in Chapter Two) on the emergence of movement taking-form (Massumi
2002), I investigate the ways in which the animation of the place (through dance
improvisation) informs the improvisation. Whilst I act upon the objects and the organization
of the room, the affective forces of this new, produced place acts upon my dancing. A first
impression of watching the performances, where I improvise with objects, may suggest that I
am the sole agent in charge of the movement. However, from looking back to the
documentation of the choreographic work, it becomes evident that the choreographic place
and the dance evolve in a co-making process.
The experience of perceiving a sense of a particular place becomes important to me as I
recognize the way it influences my improvisation, as it permeates my choices of travelling
across the space, the speed of my movement, and the orientation I give to my imaginary
audience in the rehearsal room. The affective force produced in the activity of moving-with
things together with the workings of my imagination affords a capacity to create a sense of
dancing in a different place. I find that this new, imaginary, and living environment produces
a choreographic place; this is a place that it is not attached to the rehearsal room. Yet,
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drawing on my phenomenological experience of performing for an audience, I discovered
that the perceptual field of relations featured in a specific venue is likely to produce a sensory
experience that reiterates as I perform the work in the same venue, suggesting that the
choreographic place belongs to this specific physical place. Although these discoveries
appear to point towards contradictory experiences, drawing on the critical analysis of my
Silent Pact and the work of choreographer Jazmin Chiodi’s The Endless Story of Making New
of Old Self (2016), I found that the unique conditions afforded by the choreographic place are
constituted independently and prior to the setting of the venue.
In this chapter, I suggest that the relational movement that thread things and bodies in
improvisation, co-produces a sense of place that informs my choices within the process of
performance-making. What follows is a discussion on the creation of the choreographic
place in two of my collaborative performance pieces: Silent Pact (2018), and Arroz con
Leche (2019). The latter is work-in-progress at the time of writing this chapter. As such it
offered me the opportunity to experiment with a closer proximity between performancemaking and critical writing practice. In addition, I extend my ideas to the work of IrishArgentinean choreographer Jazmin Chiodi’s The Endless Story of Making New of Old Self
(2016) in order to strengthen my proposition of a concept of a choreographic place.

Considering the Concept of Place and Space
Place, and its counterpart notion of space, are both materials for choreographic creation.
Therefore, it is not surprising that these concepts have attracted the attention of dance
scholars, in particular in the field of site-specific dance (Hunter 2015; Kloetze 2015), and in
the analysis of postmodern dance work, as it presents a move away from traditional settings
of concert halls and theatres (Briginshaw 2009). In site-specific choreography, thinking about
space is often concerned with the dancer’s sensing and perceiving in the exploration of a site.
Whereas the notion of place is in general used to refer to a specific location that inspires the
choreographic work (Hunter 2015). Here place appears as a fix entity that informs the dance,
and one which is not necessarily expected to mutate as a result of the performance-making
process. On the other hand, in the analysis of theatre dance performances, the notion of space
used as in the ‘choreography of space’ can refer to the staging of a composition of objects
and dancers in their relationship with the audience (McGrath 2013). However, as many
philosophers of place have acknowledged, the concepts of space and place relate and need
one another (Casey 1993; De Certeau 1984; Augé 1992). As I travel across the length of a
dance studio or an open field, I think of space as the volume of each place. Here space is
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intimately related to the senses, while place appears as the recognition of being in a particular
constructed environment, one that is, as anthropologist Marc Augé proposes, ‘held in
common’ with others (1992, 46). For Augé the relation between space and place is one based
upon human activity. He talks about 'the organization of space and the founding of places'
(1992, 51). Augé refers to place as 'the symbolic construction of space' (1992, 51). Dance
scholar and choreographer Melanie Kloetze observes that the concepts of ‘place, non-place,34
and space [leak] into and through one another’ (2015, 252), suggesting that as philosophical
concepts they inform each other, and the three have the capacity to expand understandings of
the choreographic process. Thus, rather than limiting my analysis to one sole approach, I
endeavour to build upon understandings of place that appreciate and integrate the role of
movement in the making of human environments. From there, my main goal is to refine a
concept of choreographic place that will invigorate and offer insight into my artistic practice
of moving-with things.
A similar interest on the relationship between the making of place and movement is the
subject of Tim Ingold’s essay Against Space: Place, Movement, Knowledge (2011, 145–55).
Ingold is here concerned with finding concepts for describing the world we live in that take
account of human experience. His ‘contention is that lives are not led inside places but
through, around, to and from them, from and to places elsewhere’ (Ingold 2011, 148). For
addressing this way of thinking about movement and place, Ingold proposes to use the term
‘wayfaring’ to ‘describe the embodied experience of this perambulatory movement’ (2011,
148). In this line of thought he argues that ‘human existence is not fundamentally placebound […] but place binding’ (2011, 148). As such, he concludes that ‘[p]laces […] are
delineated by movement, not by the outer limits to movement’ (Ingold 2011, 149). This
conception of the relationship between the human way of being in the world and the making
of places can be applied to the concept of the choreographic place. Building upon Ingold’s
understanding of place, I will propose a choreographic place that becomes alive in an
encounter of movement, which is not attached to a particular location, as in a theatre or a site,
but produces a sense of place in its becoming.
Ingold argues that ‘[of] all the terms we use to describe the world we inhabit, [space] is
the most abstract, the most empty, the most detached from the realities of life and
experience’, which ‘results from the operation of […] the logic of inversion’ (2011, 145).
34

In Non-places: Introduction to an Anthropology of Supermodernity (1992), Marc Augé argues that
'supermodernity produces non-places' (1992, 78). Augé suggests that '[i]f a place can be defined as relational,
historical and concerned with identity, then a space which cannot be defined as relational, or historical, or
concerned with identity will be a non-place’ (1992, 77–78). In this sense, a dance or rehearsal studio may be
conceived as a non-place.
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Ingold explains that [l]ife according to this logic, is reduced to an internal property of things
that occupy the world but do not, strictly speaking, inhabit it. A world that is occupied but not
inhabited, that is filled with existing things rather than woven from the strands of their
coming-into-being in a world of space’ (2011, 145). Although the notion of space is useful in
dance practice and studies for describing pathways of movement and spatial interactions (i.e.
Rudolf Laban’s movement analysis), the concept of place offers a sense of particularity that
serves to refer to the creative process that goes into making a place from a practice of
moving-with things. The concept of the choreographic place allows to expand the
understanding of choreographic thinking by considering how dancers transform the places,
and not just by the obvious that is the affective force of their dancing, but also the less
obvious, that is the composition of relations between things and bodies.

Towards a Concept of Place in Performance-making
After many layers of improvising with things I notice that the room where I dance shifts and
re-shapes. In the experience of moving-with things, I get a sense of being in a new place, and
often, this place gets a name —my mother’s bedroom in Silent Pact, a TV studio in Arroz con
Leche, a barricade in Chiodi’s piece. As Augé suggests ‘[p]lace is completed through the
word’ (1992, 77). The relationship between language and the construction of place is also
shared by other thinkers of place. Michel De Certeau establishes a relationship between
walking and acts of enunciation as in the use of signifiers of spatial ‘language’ (1984, 77).
For De Certeau,‘[i]n the framework of enunciation, the walker constitutes, in relation to his
position, both a near and a far, a here and a there’ (1984, 99). Augé and De Certeau’s ideas
connect to Miranda Tufnell and Chris Crickmay’s observation quoted in the epigraph of this
chapter (2004, 226) —when a place is acknowledged through language the creative act can
happen there.
As I work on a new performance idea, I seem to become more sensitive to the affective
powers that objects have in my everyday activities. For example, when preparing for the first
studio rehearsal of Arroz con Leche, I found myself contemplating the shape and weight of
the wooden spoon I used for making rice pudding that morning, and the shine of the steel
scrub I used later to wash up the pot. This may be described as a kind of contamination in
which the creative process absorbs impressions of the everyday. Cultural theorist Sarah
Ahmed explains this quality of objects through their capacity for sticking. Ahmed suggests
that ‘[a]ffect is what sticks, or what sustains or preserves the connection between ideas,
values, and objects’ (2010, 35). It is in these moments when the affective traces of the
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everyday re-emerge in an improvisation, that a sense of place starts to arise. This is an
imaginary and constructed place that belongs to the performance. I identify this place in its
distances, its colours and textures, in the feeling of familiarity that runs through my body as I
dance within it. The choreographic place starts to unfold clearly and provocatively as I
inhabit this place, which becomes visible through the ‘delineation of movement’ (Ingold
2011, 149).
As Ingold points out, the transformation of a place happens in the experience of moving
from one place to another, from our homes to our workplaces, from the living room to the
kitchen, from the countryside to the city (Ingold 2011). Taking this idea to the realm of the
smaller distances of the performing situation, for example in my first layer of improvisation
for Noose, the distance between chair and the floor became unique to this piece; the stretch of
space I pulled away from the chair towards my invisible audience. For Ingold ‘movement is
itself the inhabitant’s way of knowing’ (2011, 154). His observation combines the quality of
stability of location with the fluidity of movement, which as a result makes the concept of
place not a container or network but what Ingold calls a meshwork. He proposes the
meshwork as a concept that brings awareness to the way the physical world is weaved by the
inhabitant’s movement. Ingold explains that ‘[t]he lines of the meshwork are not connectors.
They are the paths along which life is lived. And it is in the binding together of lines, not in
the connecting points, that the mesh is constituted’ (2011, 151–52). Ingold’s view supports
my exploration of the making of the choreographic place as evolving in an encounter of
imagination and moving-with things in improvisation.
Through the making of performances that evolve from moving-with things, I found that
improvisation sets in motion the place of the choreography, activating what philosopher of
place Edward S. Casey describes as a ‘kinetic circumstance’ (1993, 48). Casey observes
that‘[d]espite the settled character of the room as architecture’, the place becomes ‘mobile in
time as well as in space, constantly changing aspect and content’(1993, 48). In line with the
anthropological take on place by Ingold, Casey argues for a phenomenological understanding
of place. For Casey, places emerge not as a result of the materiality of the architecture of
buildings and structures but from the lived body, ‘which, more than any other entity, ensures
that space has been, in every instance and from the very start, “split up into places”’ (1993,
105). For me, the notion of place as a kinetic circumstance becomes evident in the case of
sites that are identified because of their functions, such as a market place, a hospital, or a
museum. Although these places may feature distinctive architectures that expose their
functions, they are defined as particular places because of their dynamic interplay between
bodies, objects, materials, and the life that happens within. Likewise, I propose the
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choreographic place as constituted by the interplay of performers, objects, materials, and the
activity of choreographic improvisation. In the sections that follow I will consider the process
of making the choreographic place through a practice of improvisation, paying particular
attention to the ways in which the affects of this emerging place influence the collaborative
performance-making process.

The Making of the Choreographic Place in Arroz con Leche (2018)
Arroz con Leche is my second collaboration with sound artist Una Lee, and the last work of a
series of performances I produced for the purpose of investigating affect in performancemaking. Writing this chapter while Arroz con Leche is in progress, afforded me the
opportunity to interrogate the notion of the choreographic place in the making. I was able to
contemplate what the concept does to the practice in the actual doing. In my previous
chapters, concepts emerged from a careful consideration of the practice. In contrast, in the
case of Arroz con Leche, the concept precedes the work. The idea of the choreographic place
emerges upon reflection and critical discussion of its immediately previous project Silent
Pact. This shift in the relation between my critical thinking and my improvisational practice
heighten the tangible presence of the concept into the realm of the studio, enhancing my
experience of things as composites of percepts for ‘thinking through movement’ (Manning
2009, 3). Drawing upon Susan Kozel’s proposition that ‘concepts have their own materiality,
and movement provokes a dance of materiality and meaning’ (2011, 204), I want to address
this interweaving of the materiality of the concept in the experience of making Arroz con
Leche. Because of its work-in-progress nature, instead of describing the piece, I will discuss
the various layers of improvisation that have taken place up to this point in the form of a
visual exposition. In this way, my aim is to expose the co-emerging of movement material
and the choreographic place.
The inspiration for the work is a nursery rhyme of my childhood known as ‘arroz con
leche’ (rice pudding with milk) and the activity of cooking the traditional dessert of the same
name, which I recently learnt to make. The connection between these two creative stimuli
emerged from a personal exploration on the kind of girls’ practices that shaped my female
identity (I discuss the role of affective traces in my practice in Chapter Two). This process
was also influenced by considering Judith Butler’s ideas on the ‘performativity of gender’
(1993). Butler suggests thinking about ‘performativity’ as ‘the reiterative and citational
practices by which discourse produces the effects it names’ (1993, 2). Here Butler highlights
the interviewing roles of traditions and the labelling of such ways of doing in the
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development of gender’s identity. This led me to question in what ways girls’ songs and
games shaped my female identity: why do I like cooking? Why do I like dancing? Why do I
like sewing? Why am I not interested in fixing my car? Why do I not like getting dirty? What
are the things I don’t even dare do?
In the dance studio working with Una Lee, I proposed three tasks for stimulating the
affective force of the song and the activity of cooking rice pudding. The first task involved
singing along to a cartoon video animation of the song while re-enacting the video. Secondly,
I was interested in working with smells —also a way to access memories of being a young
girl— through live cooking during the performance. I anticipate the affects produced by the
aroma of the ingredients used in the recipe —milk, cinnamon, nutmeg, oranges— would
inform our improvisation as well as the audience’s experience of the work. Thirdly, reflecting
upon how my childhood experiences formed my gender identity, I was interested in exploring
the balletic movement language of pointe shoes. I feel that using some recognizable ballet
vocabulary would allow me to convey ideas of the female body being moulded into a
particular shape through the use of garments and practices of repetition. All three tasks were
related to memories of my own childhood and have direct connotations to girls’ practices that
perform gender. From the studio explorations, two characters started to emerge. Inspired by
the physicality and use of language of celebrity TV chef Nigella Lawson, Una Lee takes the
role of a TV chef, and I perform the role of a housewife watching Nigella’s programme. The
objects we improvised with in the studio include a large projection screen, a short video clip
animation of the nursery rhyme, an array of cooking utensils, and two tables which were
turned into two kitchen-like environments —one in a TV studio setting, and the second one
in a family home. The place was set in motion through our moving-with these objects. As the
composition of the choreographic place evolves, the movement material relates to this place
in ways that starts to unfold a narrative. This is the story of these two characters inhabiting
this imaginary place.
The opening of the piece was inspired on an image of a theatrical nature: I imagined the
cartoon projected on a large translucent screen that had the purpose of concealing an ordinary
housewife’s kitchen setting, which we would use later; both characters would appear lit from
back stage (see image of 2nd layer), so that only our silhouettes would be revealed to the
audience (see image of 3rd layer). The goal was to resemble two small girls watching telly
and singing along. Working in the studio with this simple composition of objects, materials,
and bodies created in us a sense of being in a living room.
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1st Layer

2nd Layer

3rd Layer

These images show three layers of improvisation of the process of making Arroz con
Leche. They are stills of video documentation showing a moment in time of the opening
scene. Here we are siting facing backstage with the aim of drawing the audience’s attention
to the cartoon projected on the screen, as well as on our girl-like movement, which we
emphasize through high pitch signing. This composition of objects and bodies influenced the
unfolding of the next section. How and where do we move to next? I used this question to
move the improvisation forward. As we explored different ideas, we produced what I call
undomesticated movement material —material that appears not to follow my initial
intentions, continuously challenging the decisions I take as I choreograph. In the first and
second layer of improvisation, with no more character directions than being young girls, we
sat and watched the English version cartoon of the nursery rhyme. Later, watching back the
video documentation of the studio practice, I considered movement choices for standing up,
and the need for transforming our performing personas from girls to women. In the silence
produced at the end of the cartoon, I sensed the potential for coming up using slow sensual
movements and gestures that suggested the age mutation. In the next studio practice, I
became aware that the place was transformed from a living room into a different
environment. This felt as an abstract performance place that was in the process of becoming
the choreographic place of Arroz con Leche. The third layer shown in the image above is in
the venue where the work would be performed; this change of rehearsal venue altered the
dynamics of the choreographic place. This time we played with a large screen and the
composition of distances and travelling pathways. The lighting and the size of the video
projection affected my appreciation of the place, which in turn informed the quality of my
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movement as well as the choices I considered for the narrative line of the work. In this
process, I experienced that the feeling of a sense of place performed upon our movement
improvisation, informing how we made meaning of our bodies in performance. In other
words, the perception of place in the work influenced how we read the body dancing. In the
general sense of performance-making using improvisation, I experienced that the sense of
place evolved synchronously with the movement, suggesting what Alanna Thain calls
‘affective commotion’ (2008) to define processes where multiple compositional forces propel
the making of artistic research. In Arroz con Leche, this co-emerging of the choreographic
place and the movement material becomes clearer as I navigate deeper into the making of the
work.
The capacity of the choreographic place to influence the reading of bodies in
performance also appears to be the case from the audience’s perspective. For example,
discussing the work of Portuguese choreographer João Fiadeiro’s Este corpo que me ocupa
(This body that occupies me, 2008), André Lepecki perceives Fiadeiro’s movement as
projecting a “proper” subject of society —an individual that through his ways of doing
complies with the demands of society. This reading of Fiadeiro’s performance is suggested
by a sharp shift in the sense of place that unfolds through the structure of the piece. Fiadeiro
creates a sense of two different places by relating to the objects used in Este corpo que me
ocupa —a sofa, a stool, a plant, a lamp, a TV set— in two oppositional and contrasting ways:
a proper mode, and an ‘improper’ or unusual fashion. Lepecki suggests that ‘Fiadeiro
becomes a “proper” subject only the moment he starts using objects in a “proper” way’
(2016, 38). This reading of Fiadeiro’s performance becomes accessible to Lepecki the
moment the composition of objects interweaves with the body in performance, to the point of
revealing a specific place, which in Este corpo que me ocupa is an urban living room. The
sense of place here works as a frame against which to evaluate adequate-inadequate forms of
behaviour. Lepecki’s description of Fiadeiros’ choreographic place supports my argument,
[a]fter proposing a non-instrumental scattering of objects, and after
tarrying along with them on a shared horizontal plane, Fiadeiro
performs a choreographed re-organization of the objects according to
their putative “proper” use and assigned functionality. Restoring each
object’s instrumental mode of being (sofa and stools right-side up; TV
and lamp in their properly functional positions, plugged into a power
outlet, and turned on; vases and their plants standing vertically),
Fiadeiro creates the image of a well-furnished, generic urban living
room. (2016, 38)
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In other words, Lepecki’s appreciation of proper and improper subject is informed not solely
by an analysis of the manner in which Fiadeiro uses his objects but by way of perceiving a
sense of place in the interrelation of things and movement.
While the analysis from the audience’s perspective gives insight on how the work is
perceived as a totality, the improviser’s analysis offers an understanding on how the practice
of moving-with objects and things produces the conditions for the emerging of the
choreographic place (I discussed the conditions for improvisation in Chapter Two). As Casey
affirms ‘[m]y lived body is the locatory agent of lived places, the subtender of sites, the
genius loci…’ (1993, 105). In improvisation, I experience the unfolding of the choreographic
place as an encounter of movement where imagination, mindful awareness, and corporeal
expression creates a new place for the choreography. For example in Arroz con Leche, as I
found myself improvising in an imaginary kitchen, my movement acknowledges this
becoming aware of a sense of place through the particularities of corporeal expression and
intention.
In Arroz con Leche, I experienced that the distance and orientation among objects play
a decisive role in the early stages of creating the choreographic material. The proxemics
between bodies and objects became an important factor for the development of the role that
each character portrays in the piece. The still images below evidence some features of the
spatial organisation of the choreographic place that reappear over the course of the three first
iterations of improvisation. They show a scene of the middle section of the work where Lee
enacts the TV chef, while I, in the role of housewife, follow the recipe in my home kitchen.
In the 1st and 2nd layer, we are exploring the moving-with cooking utensils (I dance improvise
while Lee explores sound making and text); in the 3rd layer I am testing the idea of
performing behind the translucent screen. Looking at the images, it is interesting to notice the
relational distance between bodies remains constant in the 1st and 2nd layer. The spatial
composition of the room also gave origin to particular elements of the choreographic place.
In the 2nd layer, the front kitchen area evolved into the idea of a TV filming studio, and the
back-kitchen suggested a family home. These two contrasting places became central in the
development of our characters as they produce the feeling of a relational environment that
influences our movement as well as our voice and sound improvisations.
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1st Layer

2nd Layer

3rd Layer

The perceptual familiarity experienced in each new layer suggests the emergence of an
identifiable visual composition in which the precise organization of objects and bodies
produces the aesthetic identity of the choreographic place, making it distinctive from other
pieces. Under close observation, the location and positioning of my body is recognizable over
the three images. My left arm is extended away of the body, and my right hand is engaged
into the action of stirring milk. This composition remains throughout the three layers of
improvisation. By the 3rd layer the shape of the arm has evolved into a soft curve with fingers
pouring down towards the table. The spatial composition of the performing area also shows a
relational harmony of bodies and objects that repeats over the three iterations. This is
demonstrated in the 1st and 2nd layer in which the diagonal pathway that extends from Lee to
me connects the entire performing area. I perceived that such organization of the room
suggested sitting the audience in an end-on stage position.
Analysing the documentation of the development of Arroz con Leche using this strategy
of comparing layers of improvisations also serves to reflect upon the movement material, as it
highlights habits in my dancing. For example, I discovered a tendency to travel across
diagonal lines of the performing area (as seen in the 2nd layer). Interestingly, when the screen
was introduced in layer three, the composition of the choreographic place shifted. I became
aware of the strong effect produced by juxtaposing my dancing body with Lee’s silhouette,
who is sound-making behind the screen. As a result, in the third studio practice, I changed the
orientation of my travelling pathways (as seen in the 3rd layer) from the diagonal to a facing
forward position. I found that the further defined the choreographic place was, my
improvisation became clearer in terms of what I want the audience to see. This is articulated
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through the orientation of my body, movement qualities, the level of abstractness of the
movement vocabulary, and the emotional tone of the work.

2nd Layer

3rd Layer

3rd Layer

In the process of making in Arroz con Leche, I experienced a clear coupling of sensing
and perceiving, where what I saw, heard, and touched as I moved became the familiar
sensation of the given choreographic place. Such familiar experiences mutated as the work
developed. Yet in the accumulation of multiple layers of improvisation, the perceptual and
affective feel for this place grew in intensity. This brought refinement to the aesthetic identity
of the choreographic place. In this environment where relations are formed in movement, the
composition of bodies, objects, and materials produced new semiotics. For example, the
section in which Una Lee improvises at the piano forming and deforming the nursery rhyme
Arroz con Leche, I re-enact the game of rope skipping through my movement. In the context
of the particular composition of objects in Arroz con Leche, together with the musical
improvisation, the repetitive gesture of rope skipping stands as a provocation to think about
girls’ games as a practice that shapes the feminine body, while it may also represent a kind of
implicit self-imprisonment.

Here I suggest watching the documentation of the live
performance of Arroz con Leche (2019).

In the section that follows I will analyse the relational environment in Jazmin Chiodi’s
The Endless Story of Making New of Old Self (2016) as an example of a piece that involves
the making of a choreographic place through moving-with furniture and found objects.
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Though a critical analysis of Chiodi’s work my interest is on critically reflecting on how
perceiving a sense of place informs the spectator’s reading of the body in performance.

Jazmin Chiodi’s The Endless Story of Making New of Old Self (2016)
Building on the discussion of my own work, through the analysis of Chiodi’s piece I will
suggest the aesthetic and sensory identity of the choreographic place, as a living environment,
is not attached to a particular physical site. Instead, I will propose this place comes to life
through a composition of objects, things, materials, and bodies in the encounter of movement
and imagination. I have chosen Chiodi’s work The Endless Story of Making New of Old Self
in order to consider the making of the choreographic place in the work of another
contemporary choreographer In my analysis, I will pay particular attention to how my
perception of her choreographic place influences my reading of Chiodi’s body in
performance. This piece features a practice of moving-with things that shapes the
choreographic material as well as the physical environment of the dance. My discussion is
informed by my experience as spectator, and a personal interview with the choreographer,
which gives insight into Chiodi’s choreographic process.
The Endless Story of Making New of Old Self is one of six solos of the collective show
entitled Embodied at the GPO, commissioned by Dublin Dance Festival (DDF) for the 100year anniversary of the proclamation of the Irish Republic, often also referred to as the Easter
Rising. The piece is a ten-minutes live performance choreographed by Iseli-Chiodi Dance
Company and performed by Jazmin Chiodi. This work was created in collaboration with
Argentinean visual artist Martín Mele, including original music by Mexican composer Oscar
Mascareñas. Mele works with furniture, and found objects. His process involves the creation
of sculptural compositions that provoke alternative ways of perceiving everyday objects and
materials. Chiodi explained to me that in her choreographic process she incorporated Mele’s
‘practice of recycling, using the same materials to recreate new sense’ (Chiodi, 2016).
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Figure 12 The choreographic place of Chiodi’s piece in the GPO. Image by Luca Truffarelli. Embodied was produced by
Dublin Dance Festival and commissioned by An Post's GPO Witness History Public Art Commission.

The movement material in the Endless Story of Making New of Old Self evolved from a
process of improvising with various pieces of furniture, which Chiodi later adapted to a
location chosen by Mele within the building of the General Post Office (GPO) in Dublin —
the souvenir shop located in the new building of the GPO. Chiodi’s choreographic research
process was informed by a series of historical photographs of the 1916’s barricades (Chiodi,
2016). She explained to me that the more she immersed herself in the visual aesthetic of
barricades, the more defined her creative process became. Chiodi also mentioned that through
this process, personal memories of civil unrest in Argentina in the late seventies surfaced as
vivid recollections of fear and confrontation that permeated her studio work (Chiodi, 2016).
Here Chiodi refers to a period of military ruling and repression in Argentina known as the
‘dirty war’, which took place from 1976 to 1983. The affective traces of those events
surfaced as she investigated the Easter Rising within the realm of her own body. Chiodi’s
reflections on her studio practice appears to suggest that her choreographic process took a
clear sense of direction once she decided on the place where her choreography was to be
situated —a barricade. Landscapes of barricades become the inspirational motif for the
making of Chiodi’s choreographic place. A barricade belongs to somewhere and everywhere
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at the same time. For her, the barricades of 1916 ‘were very significant for what the
proclamation enacted. People built barricades to defend themselves, and then they had to
climb them up in order to be heard’ Chiodi asserted (2016). She described barricades as being
made of ‘the most intimate things put out on the street for protection…the things people had
inside their houses, their furniture, their sofas…’ (2016). Watching Chiodi’s performance, I
could recognize how her perception of barricades informed the movement material of the
piece. The structural shape of the barricade sculpted by Mele suggests the vertical plane as a
proposition for movement, affording movements of cutting through and getting across by
way of climbing up, which Chiodi explores in the context of imagining the act of a
proclamation. Such actions became significant components of the improvisational structure
of the piece.

Figure 13 The Endless Story of Making New of Old Self (2016) choreography: Iseli-Chiodi Dance Company, Image by Luca
Truffarelli. Embodied was produced by Dublin Dance Festival and commissioned by An Post's GPO Witness History Public
Art Commission.
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The performance starts before the audience enters the room. As people arrive, Chiodi is
sitting on a piece of furniture, with a thoughtful expression, her body blending in a sculptural
set that resembles a place of civil unrest. When the audience has settled, she dresses up with
builder-like clothing. As the solo progresses, she moves with mechanic actions: twisting,
sliding, pushing, grabbing, and bouncing against hard and soft, heavy and light pieces of
furniture. At times, she pauses in uncomfortable positions with her face hiding away from the
audience’s gaze, her body merging in the pile of furniture; she becomes a thing among other
things. With each pause, I experienced a new reading of her performance. One pause
suggested a dead body, another appeared to propose her body as a piece of furniture. Her
actions continue. The soundtrack composed by Mascareñas further intensifies the image of
barricades. Using sounds of scratching surfaces and string instruments that mimic machinery,
the music builds up from desolation and emptiness to a chaotic soundscape that evokes a
place of war. In the context of the barricade and Chiodi’s light and slim dancer’s body, the
act of dressing up suggests a metaphor for protection, a preparation for physical
confrontation. Towards the end of the performance, Chiodi climbs up to the top of the
barricade and in a gesture resembling an act of proclamation, she cries. But her crying is
mixed with laughing of a high pitch tone, in which I perceived a tone of sarcasm, as a
thought-provoking act challenging the meaning of commemoration. Following this cathartic
moment, her facial expression shifts to sadness. She pauses for a moment and pulls off the
long-braided wig that adorned her head throughout the performance. This gesture seems to
signify a transformation, a revelation that exposes multiple manifestations of the same self.
The Endless Story of Making New of Old Self is an example of a choreographic process
that involves a direct relationship between the development of the choreographic place and
the dance. In this work, the movement material emerges from a process of imagining and
creating a locus for choreography, and where the moving-with is indivisible from the objects
used in the performance (furniture, gloves, overalls, wig). In this sense, the piece stands as a
striking example that involves a practice of moving-with furniture and found objects that
creates a particular place, which results in a choreography that is indivisible of its
choreographic place. Although Chiodi’s piece may be regarded as a site adaptive work35 the
Endless Story of Making New of Old Self does not need the site in order to re-enact its
choreographic identity, but it cannot dispense with the composition of objects that sustains
the movement and produces its unique setting, the choreographic place.
35

American choreographer Stephan Koplowitz defines site adaptive work as ‘a process in which all artistic
decisions are inspired by the site, its design, history, current use and community, however the site in question
is generic and the work can be re-made and adapted to numerous sites.’ (Hunter 2015, 16).
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At this point in my discussion it is a natural progression to shift to my piece Silent Pact
as it features a process of making a choreographic place in response to a personal narrative,
and which coincidentally relates to the historical context of Chiodi’s piece. Yet the angle of
my analysis will focus on the proposition that the choreographic place appears as a
distinctive perceptual field that instigates a particular somatic experience for improvising
dance.

The Choreographic Place of Silent Pact (2018)
Through the analysis of Silent Pact, I want to propose a choreographic place that holds a
recognizable perceptual field, an aesthetic proposition for movement that emanates from
moving-with things. Upon reflecting on the relation between the making of this
choreographic place and the improvisation in Silent Pact, I noticed that both processes
informed each other, although their unfolding happened at different rhythms. The objects and
costumes used in this piece were inspired by my affective response to a personal letter from
my mother, received in 2015 (in Chapter Two I discussed my practice of working from
affective traces). In Silent Pact, I explore the story of a woman —my mother— torn between
her maternal feelings, and the religious and conservative values of her time, in the 1980s in
Argentina. Before the studio improvisation, my creative process consisted of noticing the
arising of images that were precipitated from the reading of the letter. One early visualization
included the bride in her bedroom, moments before dressing for her wedding. In this
bedroom, there was a wardrobe and two women: myself as the dancer embodying the re-lived
memory of my mother, and sound artist, Una Lee, representing my mother’s silenced voice.
It was later, working in the studio, that the idea of a mirror hanging from the ceiling in the
middle of the room (as seen in the image below) emerged as a more compelling way for
exploring this idea. The theme of ‘women’s silenced voices’ was the inspirational motif that
guided the choices in the choreographic process. The methodology used in this work
involved the creation of an environment productive for the practice of relational movement.
The interactions would in turn delineate the place and the composition of relations between
objects in the room. In the first part of the performance, the voice that is heard comes from
behind the mirror, and the dancing body is fully seen but I don’t use my voice. In the second
part this relationship is inverted when Lee comes out from behind the mirror and I recite a
section of my mother’s poem entitled Silent Pact 28/06/1981 – 28/09/1981. The semiotic
potential of our performing bodies is expanded through the field of relations produced by the
interaction between moving-with costumes and objects. The specific composition of objects
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informed the pathways for travelling the performing area, the interactive proximity between
our bodies, and the kind of speed, and choices of quality of movement.

Figure 14 Silent Pact, PS2 Gallery, Belfast, March 2018.

The still image above captures the opening movement of the first performance of Silent
Pact. For this occasion, the piece was presented as a continuation of a music performance (a
saxophone and electronics piece). The silence produced when the last sound left the room
was deep and fragile. I entered the performing area from the staircase (to the right in the
image) and passed through the embroidered silk art piece, which was part of the gallery
exhibition and was there for the first time. As I appear in the scene, I sensed Lee’s rhythm for
combing her hair, and attuned the brushing of mine to hers. I walked slowly, feeling the cool
floor under my feet. I noticed the audience gathered around the edges of the area lit for us,
shrinking my dancing space. Their presence felt close and penetrating. This experience of the
performance situation resonates with what anthropologist Kathleen Stewart suggests as the
sensory singularities of places. Stewart refers to the way habits, forms of socializing, and the
nature and climatic needs of a place press movements and actions upon the people that live
there. She proposes to think about places as if they have the capacity to move people: ‘all
places have muscle. They live in state of potentiality with recognizable tendencies and
affordances’ (2015, 211). In the performance situation, the place appears to act upon my
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dancing in a similar way. The unique layout of the textile artwork, the stretch of the area
available for performing, the shape the audience formed around us, the cold temperature of
the room in this particular evening of March, and above all the composition of objects in the
choreographic place of Silent Pact, this composite of elements can be seen as having the
capacity to provoke movement in my body. The proposition for improvising in this particular
show emerged from the choreography of set and contingent elements. For example, I could
allow my body to relax into a fall, or gather momentum to travel faster across the space,
when there was room to do so.

Figure 15 Silent Pact's choreographic place in live performance, PS Squared Gallery, International Women's Day
Celebrations as part of Still exhibition, 8th March 2018. Photo: Una Lee.

During the performance, I discovered that, at times, the audience would see themselves
in the reflection of the mirror, possibly becoming aware of themselves watching the dance.
This accidental element of the performance functions as what Gerald Siegmund refers to as
‘apparatuses [that] link perception and (re)presentation on the one side and incorporation and
mise-en-scène on the other’ (2007, 126). In the movement of the mirror, the gaze of the
spectator is incorporated into the choreographic place. This accident happens in an encounter
of movements, when the mirror sways with the movement of the air in the room that swirls
when somebody arrives late and opens the gallery’s door, and the spectator’s gaze moves
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from watching the dancer to noticing her/his own reflection in the mirror. In this instance, the
spectator’s gaze can be seen incorporated into the choreographic place as a moving-with.
This is an example of movement-becomings (which I discuss in Chapter Two) that interest
me as choreographic propositions in which the choreographic agency is distributed among
the movements I do, the sensory singularities of the place, and the many affective forces that
partake in the performance situation.
In the description of my phenomenological experience of this specific show in PS
Square gallery, there is a sense of a choreographic place that is ascribed to a particular site.
While in the previous section I proposed the opposite, this apparent contradiction takes me to
the realization that the perceptual field of relations will be likely to be re-enacted when
performing in the same venue. Nevertheless, this fact does not undermine my argument that
the unique conditions afforded by the choreographic place of Silent Pact exists independently
and prior to the setting of the venue. Despite the detailed phenomenological experience, I
registered a sense of familiarity in the sensory proposition of the choreographic place. A
certain feeling of fluency evolved from becoming acquainted with the composition of objects
and bodies of this work. This suggests to me a choreographic place that holds a recognizable
perceptual field. Similar to Chiodi’s work, the aesthetic identity of the work is not attached to
this particular gallery performance, but to the relational environment that re-emerges in each
encounter of movement and objects.
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Conclusion
As a form of experimental writing strategy, I apply the technique of distilling movement
material I use in my improvisation practice to the present discussion. From this exercise, I
extracted the following four propositions for a notion of a choreographic place:
1
The choreographic place is a relational environment.
2
The choreographic place is a living place. It is not attached to a particular physical site, but
a place that comes to life through a composition of objects, things, materials, and bodies in an
encounter of movement.
3
The choreographic place is an aesthetic proposition for movement delineated by a movingwith objects and things.
4
The choreographic place holds a recognizable perceptual field.
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Conclusion

Introduction
My doctoral project began by looking at the experience of affect in solo movement
improvisation. I was interested in making a contribution to choreographic practices by
connecting the dance improviser’s embodied knowledge on affect to the philosophical
understanding of the concept. Tracing back over the steps of my research journey, I came to
the realization that the focus of the project shifted from solo improvisation to collaborative
performance-making. This somehow accidental re-orientation of the project was due to my
immersion in the research environment of the Sonic Arts Research Centre (QUB). My open
disposition towards the opportunities available to me proved to be of great benefit for the
project. It allowed me to refine my approach by focusing on two qualities that are central to
the definition of affect —its transpersonal and processual nature. The shift has led me to reformulate my research question to in what ways is the affective experience of improvising
with others articulated in collaborative performance-making? As a result of this adaptation,
my interest centred upon the process of taking the compositional material from the studio to
the performance event. Drawing on Eleanor Gibson’s perspective on learning (E. J. Gibson
1969), the distinction between the explorative (in the studio) and the performative (the show)
phases of artistic creation allowed me to understand the relational dynamics intrinsic to the
negotiation of specific activities, ways of doings, and techniques for awareness required for
collective improvisation and performance-making.
The choice of collaborative performance-making had important implications on the
methods that I developed to present the outcomes of this project. I felt that solely using the
live recording of the shows as evidence of my artistic portfolio was not enough, nor
appropriate because of the joint authorship of the work. While the performance event stands
as a clear evidence of the choreographic outcome, the richness of all the research material
produced in this project demanded more elaborated methods of exposition. Therefore, before
I discuss the relevance that this research project might have for the field of choreographic
practice and improvisation studies, I will reflect upon my approach to documentation and its
potential as a model for performance research more broadly.
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A multi-modal approach for the documentation of performance-making
The practice of conversation emerged as a significant aspect in the experience of
improvising and creating performance work with other artists. The relationship between the
verbal exchange and its proximity to the experience of improvising appeared to suggest a
kind of channel for communicating the affective forces that we (the artists) experience in the
improvisation. This discovery influenced the development of my conversation-asdocumentation methodology, which involves using my spoken commentary (reflecting upon
my own performance) as well as the digital archives of conversations with my collaborators
in the making of visual essays (see Chapter One). Bearing in mind that the study of affect is
considered as a move towards the non-verbal and the unconscious dimensions of human
experience (Blackman and Venn 2010), the use of spoken language might stand as a
controversial or unsuitable approach for exploring affect. However, my unique way of
producing the spoken commentary and its juxtaposition over the video documentation of my
own movement practice and performance produces a new encounter with the artistic material.
Because of this I found that my model for documentation of performance practice and
performance pertains to the experimental field of documentation.
Documentation-as-conversation became a model for producing critical analysis of my
movement practice. The use of my voice in relation to movement was a technique that
evolved naturally from the need for articulating the affective experience of dancing in a form
other than a phenomenological written description. I felt that a detailed account of my firstperson experience couldn’t do justice for gathering all the qualitative elements of the moving
experience. In contrast, I found that recording myself talking aloud as I watch the
documentation of my creative process captured something of the affective forces moving
within my dance. In the practice, this served me to activate a kind of fresh encounter with the
choreographic material. I found that incorporating my spoken language in different relations
to the choreographic product extended my possibilities for articulating embodied knowledge.
In addition, this approach to documentation supported my underlying research interest which
was to develop a methodology that could inform my choreographic composition.
When considering ways to explore affect in solo improvisation, I asked myself: How
can I record the affective tone of a given instance of movement improvisation? This research
concern led me to develop the practice of dancing-languaging oscillations. Drawing on
Humberto Maturana’s idea of ‘languaging’ —the coordination of consensual languaging and
emotioning activities (Raimondi 2019)—, this interweaving of dancing and my spoken voice
evolved into a experimental practice of documentation that captures, into an audible and
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visual expression, something of the affective tone of movement improvisation. I have
suggested that such technique offered me a way to engage with the affective traces left
through the accumulation of various layers of improvisation. It helped me to amplify some of
the qualities of rhythm, speed, and effort as expressed across the movement and the voice.
The fact that languaging took place right after the moment of dancing connects to Deleuze’s
understanding of affect as a ‘passage of intensities’ (Deleuze 1988) that ‘arises in the midst of
in-between-ness’ (Seigworth and Gregg 2010, 1). In which case, it was in the in-betweenness of movement and speaking. In the juxtaposition of these two different modalities of
doing, I was able to contemplate a manifestation that gestured beyond what I felt in my body.
Reflecting on the broader implications of the use of spoken language in dance studies, I
found that including the dancer’s voice, in particular that of the female dancer, has political
implications for how the dancing body is perceived. While in Silent Pact I explore a woman’s
unspoken narrative through the story of my mother’s silenced voice, the intention of my
project was not to produce a feminist critique of women’s unrepresented voices in society.
However, my use of orality in relation to the dancing body highlights a potential area for
further research. While at the time I wasn’t consciously aware of these ramifications, I can
now see how this approach gives presence and value to the dancer’s spoken manifestation. It
also offers a far-reaching perspective on the kind of thinking that takes place in
choreographic composition. Hearing the dancer speaking might stand as a statement against
the idea that a dancer’s body is immersed in its own desire for moving and cut off from the
intellectual realm of ideas. Although this argument relates to the thinking-in-movement
paradigm that is now widely recognised in the field of dance studies, I found that my
methodology offers practical tools for the exposition and sharing of the embodied knowledge
of dancers in a more direct way. My position connects to similar debates currently being held
in the UK dance scene. An example of this is dancer Katye Coe’s project How does the
dancer speak? (2019) which interrogates ‘What does the experience of dancing bring when it
is spoken?’36 Looking further afield, in the Nordic context, the oral site project is an online
platform for the dissemination of research that involves ‘the materiality of language and the
importance of orality within processes of composition, documentation and publication’37 of
performance and dance.

36
37

http://www.independentdance.co.uk/programmepage/exchanges/research-space, accessed 7th April 2019.
http://oralsite.be/pages/Index, accessed 7th of April 2019.
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What understanding of affect have I acquired through the process of my artistic
inquiry?
Early in this thesis I suggested that affect appears to encompass two-sides: on the one hand,
the physical experience (what I experience in my body), and on the other, the manifestation
of the collective experience which communicates something to ourselves and others. When
dance improvising on my own in the dance studio, I found a tendency to concentrate on my
bodily sensations, and experience of perceiving things in motion. In this sense, I connect to
the way Shaun McLeod describes his personal experience of affect: ‘a shifting terrain of
feelings, sensations and actions that are inflected with particular qualities (vitalities) but
which need not be attributed to a specific emotion, or by implication, autobiographical
revelation or meaning’ (2016, 7). Yet, when improvising with other artists it was much harder
to focus on my inner experience of dancing. In collaborative processes, I found that the
number of stimuli (i.e. sonorous presence, words, movement, presence of others, place,
objects) I received from the overall performance pulled my attention in multiple directions.
This was particularly so in Falling.
In this sense, I found that my experience connected more to Deleuze’s perspective that
‘[a]ffects are no longer feelings or affections; they go beyond the strength of those who
undergo them. Sensations, precepts, and affects are beings whose validity lies in themselves
and exceeds any lived’ (1994, 164). Deleuze’s idea that affect exceeds the individual
connects to my experience that my movement choices were not solely responding to my own
sensations and feelings. Instead, my choices were responding to numerous layers of sensing
and perceiving. My trained sensibility to maintaining an expansive awareness over all that
was happening supported this process. The transpersonal quality of affect was heightened in
collaborative improvisation. It was a kind of co-shared experience, which was being
communicated at multiple levels: through our artistic mediums, our facial expressions, our
body language, our sensorial and perceptual sensibilities. In contrast, through the use of a
documentation approach that involved watching videos of my solo and collaborative practice,
I became a spectator of my own processes. In this case, my experience of affect feels more
connected to Thomas DeFrantz and Philipa Rothfield’s idea of affect as ‘signifier of change’
(2016, 31). When watching and speaking in response to my moving image, I engaged with
the work in the performance process as a whole, trying to become open towards the potential
of the work for future development. At the mid-point of my project, which happen around
that time I was working on Knowing the Dance, I had well integrated in my chorographic
process the practice of making visuals essays. As in the conditions given to the spectator in
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the dance event, there was a distance between the experience of watching the work, and the
taking action (as in further developing of the work). As I contemplate these multiple
perspectives of experiencing affects I sense the anxiety that brings the lack of one single
definition. However, what emerges from this apparent uncertainty is the richness of the
improvisatory and performance-making practice for engaging with multiple perspective of
the same affective process. This view reminds me of Brian Massumi’s idea of ‘the autonomy
of affect’ (1996). Perhaps it might be this characteristic of self-governing quality of affect
that prevents me from embracing one single perspective. While this could be considered a
weakness of the research, I want to propose that an original contribution of this project is the
recognition that the autonomy of affect demands for methods of inquiry that allow for
multiple engagements of the same process.
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Introduction
In this article, I present—from the perspective of the dance improviser—an
analysis of my practice-as-research project, entitled I-Reflexes. In this piece I explore
factors influencing decision-making in dance improvisation performance. I-Reflexes
captures the improvisational interaction of three performers: a solo dancer, a musician,
and a sonic artist; the audience also participates through the mediation of their mobile
phones. As the choreographic improvisation and original music composition evolves
and loops, the soundscape of improvisation created between the audience and the
musicians’ interaction merges, thus proposing new dynamics of movement for the
dancer. In this performance project, ringtones trigger unplanned, reflex-like movements
in the body, suggesting alternate terms of decision-making within dance improvisation
practice.
I-Reflexes evolved from my curiosity regarding the spontaneous physical
reactions to sounds emitted from communication devices, and my observation of
others’ physical reactions to ringtones. I then considered the involvement of conscious
awareness in this process, and how pre-set sounds may trigger an action response as
bodily reflex. This phenomenon suggested the title I-Reflexes: a metaphor to explore
the contemporary social phenomena of unintentional attention response to sounds
coming from mobile devices. The idea for including participation through the use of
ringtones was aimed at emulating and exaggerating the reality of mobiles phones in
western societies; the original aim was to explore the relationship between auditory
stimuli and decision-making in dance improvisation performance. My objective
became to develop a performance that would offer me a dynamic and stimulating
context, one in which the stimuli were arbitrary and random in each encounter. Since
most of the research would emerge from the performance experience itself, I facilitated
a multiplicity of experiences that would allow me to investigate a wider spectrum of
interactive participation in dance improvisation performance.
I discovered, however, that my affective experience in relation to the audience
influenced my dance improvisation in ways that I had not anticipated: the audience’s
gestures, bodily engagement with the performance and the interaction among audience
members took my attention. As a result, early in the project, the concept of affect
emerged as a significant concept for investigating decision-making in dance
improvisation. Affect theory seemed a fruitful approach with which to reflect upon the
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relational dynamic between dance improvisers and audience participation, and how this
relation influences decision-making within improvisational performance.
In his article, I will adopt—within the parameters of affect theory—the
perspective of an embodied meaning-making framework, as developed by social
psychologist Margaret Wetherell. The concepts offered in her model provide a
theoretical ground for understanding the intrinsically somatic and communicative
nature of dance improvisation practice. In addition, I suggest that kinesthetic empathy
is a key concept for examining the corporeal communication between dance
improvisers and their audience. The concept of kinesthetic empathy refers to the ability
to experiencing somebody else’s movement experience, emotionally and even
viscerally. Thinking in terms of the affective implications of kinesthetic empathy is a
fertile approach to studying dance improvisation, since bodily communication is the
primary medium of interaction. Due to this interconnectedness between perceptual and
affective processes in dance improvisation, I suggest, to advance understandings of this
practice and theory, that perception and affect should be explored together.
Drawing on the experience of performing I-Reflexes, together with my critical
reflection, I propose that the act of perception brings the world into the body of the
improviser, while the physical experience of affect places the body in relation to other
bodies in the world. My analysis will be centered upon my perception and affective
experience of the corporeal and expressive gestures of the audience in the performance
situation created in I-Reflexes. An important discovery that emerged from this
performance project was that proxemics in dance improvisation performance is a factor
that has the capacity to influence the dance improviser’s decision-making process in
the flow of the moment. Most significantly, this research project will advance the
argument that interactive participation in dance improvisation performance creates a
closer affective encounter between performers and participants, connecting them in a
stimulating way.
An Affective Approach for the Study of Dance Improvisation
Dance improvisation involves the practice of paying attention to the dancing
body. Through training, dance improvisers develop the ability to guide their attention
to specific sensations in the body, acquiring a sensitivity towards sensing and
perceiving the body, space and surrounding objects. This practice of attention
developed in dance improvisation practice involves narrowing the dancer’s field of
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awareness. At the start of her dance, the improviser pre-determines where she will place
her attention. This is often a flexible process. Movement invitations are sought from
within this responsiveness to the sensing body. In this process of attending to sensations
and experiences as they happen in the flow of dancing, the improviser may use a
question to interrogate her experience. Questions are used to activate and prompt a
deeper body-mind connection. This practice of interrogation is unique to each
improviser, reflecting a specific concern or curiosity. This practice of attention and
questioning through dancing is the core of what makes dance improvisation both a
skillful practice and a research methodology.
In my dance improvisation practice, I have been influenced by the work of
Australian choreographer Rosalind Crisp. She questions her dancing by asking: “What
keeps me interested?”; “What am I paying attention to?;” :What do I warm up for?;”
“How do I know that I’m not sleeping?” By engaging with these questions in my own
improvisation practice, I found that I was experiencing spaces and events (and all they
contain) as affective encounters. I noticed that my affective experience was allpervading throughout my experience of dancing, informing movement choices as well
as aesthetic decisions. In paying attention to this undercurrent of bodily sensations, I
soon became aware of the influence that affective experiences have on my body
dispositions and readiness towards movement.
From the perspective of affect, I placed my attention on the exchange of
affective states and movement qualities in the dancing. For example, attending to the
experience of speed, rhythms and vibrations in my body in a particular moment became
a strategy for starting an improvisation. Sensing the bodily sensation of a given
affective experience might direct my attention to a body part as a starting place for
movement. When developing I-Reflexes, I dance-improvised to recordings of sounds
from my everyday environment, moving both open-eyed and, at other times, blindfolded. I restricted my movement choices to selectively moving upper or lower limbs,
as well as at other times experimenting with fixed positions: sitting, standing, lying
down. Each experience was intense at an affective level. After rounds of thirty minutes
of moving to sounds, I felt emotionally drained; my auditory system felt saturated. This
experience suggests a close connection between the perceptual system and affective
processes.
My initial thinking around the notion of reflex was that the impulsiveness of my
movement would detach me from my conscious awareness, and that I would no longer
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produce a truthful (to myself) aesthetic movement expression in response to the
ringtones. The ideas on reflex-as a two-way response and interaction with the world—
from philosopher Maurice Merleau-Ponty—gave me a deeper insight into how to think
about this stimuli-response phenomenon. Merleau-Ponty writes:
Reflexes themselves are never blind processes: they adjust to the “sense” of the
situation, they express our orientation toward a “behavioural milieu just as
much as they express the action of the “geographical milieu” upon us. […] The
reflex does not result from objective stimuli, it turns toward them, it invests
them with a sense that they did not have when taken one by one or as physical
agents, a sense that they only have when taken as a situation.1
Merleau-Ponty argues that reflex is not a passive response; rather, it is a two-way
perceptual process. From this perspective, the dance improviser, in responding to
signifiers (such as ringtones), brings together his/her artistic identity in the act of
turning towards the stimulus in performance. From this understanding of reflex, I
devised a question to interrogate my dance practice during the development of IReflexes: “Towards what objects am I turning towards when performing?” Whilst my
original intention was to focus purely on auditory stimuli, during my first performance
of I-Reflexes I noticed how my movement was affected by my evolving connection with
the audience. Their gestures, such as laughter or nodding, pulled my attention away
from a focus exclusively on sounds. This connection with the audience gestures
occurred in I-Reflexes due to my physical proximity to the audience.
The first performance of I-Reflexes was at R-Space Gallery in Lisburn, Northern
Ireland as part of the International Envisioning Weekend in March 2016. The
performance space was an art gallery that could accommodate fifteen people. The initial
idea was to have the audience sitting in the round, however we had to adapt to an endon seating area. Nevertheless, because of the size of the room and the natural daylight
coming from three large windows, I could feel the immediacy of the audience’s
presence from any position in the performance area.
In the first iteration, I noticed how the audience’s bodily gestures fed my dance
improvisation choices. At the start of the piece, I sensed their expectancy as they
watched me: my phone rang and I texted back. This was followed by a short pause
(with only ambient room sound) that built up the atmosphere of surprise. Then all the
phones in the room sounded together with a welcome text message. At this moment in
the piece, I was sitting on a chair, observing the reactions of the audience. In this
opening sequence, I experienced a sense of delight as I watched the expressions of
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wonder in their faces when they heard their phones ringing as part of a dance show. In
this first performance (I-Reflexes, March, 2016), the audience members looked around
before answering their phones, almost as if asking for permission to check their phones.
This response was spontaneous; I perceived it as an expression of surprise.

Figure 1. I-Reflexes, R-Space Gallery, Lisburn March 2016.
In this transgression of pre-established rules for a performance event, I sensed—in
the group’s physical action—a sort of curiosity and playfulness that affected my
movement disposition. This first moment of active engagement was intended as a way
of allowing the audience to experience their physical and affective relationship to their
phones. The intimate performative situation created in this first encounter with the
audience pointed towards proxemics as an important factor in this work. Moreover,
because of the intimacy of the performative event, I-Reflexes resembled an ordinary
circulation of affect.
Margaret Wetherell describes the movement of affect in social practices via the
concept of “pulses of energetic relation.”2 She employs this concept to describe how
affective experiences are negotiated between bodies in the everyday. Wetherell is
interested in the “rapid, implicit and explicit, negotiation processes through which we
jointly begin to figure the affective moment we are in, and what should happen next.”3
In everyday situations, such encounters have the capacity to affect us in meaningful
ways; the affective encounter changes and transforms us in both subtle and powerful
ways. Wetherell’s approach locates affect in the body, as well as in the flow of ordinary
life events. This suggest that affect is not just a property of bodies but it is found within
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social encounters, events and structures. She defines affect as involving sense and
sensibility, encompassing the complexity of the contrasting nature of affective
phenomena: on the one hand, the embodied flow of the pre-reflective and nonconscious sensory experience; and on the other, the organized, recursive processes and
flexible orderings of conscious responses that facilitate social practices.4 By thinking
of affect in terms of sense and sensibility, I gained a deeper understanding of the
relational processes that took place in I-Reflexes. This analogy between an everyday
situation of affective communication and the affective encounter of bodies in I-Reflexes
points towards how the proximity between improvisers and audience has the potential
to affect the dancer’s decision-making process in the flow of dancing.

Figure 2. I-Reflexes at JamJar, Black Box May 2016.
The role of proxemics was a significant factor in my improvisation in the final
show. We performed I-Reflexes at JamJar, an event for female improvisers at the Black
Box bar space in Belfast, Northern Ireland (May 2016). On this occasion, the audience
sat in a cabaret-style room, and the performance area was a small space in the center.
My proximity to the audience was inescapable; many times I felt as if my movements
were entering their private space. This time, not only the audience’s physical actions of
reaching for their phones affected my movement choices, but also other casual
movements such as lifting a drinking glass. Their affective engagement with the
performance, along with the closeness between myself and the audience, produced in
me the desire to transgress some pre-established performance codes. For example, I felt
an urge to interact with objects that were on tables and to get into contact with
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participants as if they also were performers. In contrast to the first performance, this
time it wasn’t so much the audience’s gestures that influenced my dance improvisation
but the venue–being in a bar pushed my desired for movement out of the arbitrary
delimited performance area. Perhaps because the performance area was loosely defined
around a space between a wooden platform and bar tables, my perceptual boundary was
also extended to involve objects and situations outside of my dancing body and its
immediately surrounding area. In this performance, I felt that the intersubjective
negotiation of energies and gestures was more evident to the audience, as they could
easily trace my engagement with their actions as I moved closer, or away, from certain
audience members.
Different ringtones were also elements influencing my perception of the audience.
In the performance in R-Space, ringtones ranged from the popular I-Phone distinctive
tune to a duck’s quack—I linked this to the wide age range in the audience, including
young children to older adults, which was unique to this particular show. There were
some funny moments when the sound of a quack went off and I made a forward and
back wobbling movement with my head. I took the loud laugh of the audience as a sign
that they were attentively following the relationship between the soundscape and the
movement. When receiving the final text message that closed the performance, the
audience burst into a collective laugh—such responses did not occur in any of the other
four shows. According to Wetherell, understanding any particular instance of
circulation of affect involves “understanding a raft of processes.” By this, she refers to
processes such as “intersubjective negotiations”—this being the most relevant to my
analysis,5—as I wasn’t taking the audience’s feeling of amusement and re-enacting
their laugh, for example, but instead I found that their feeling heightened my attention
towards the action or movement that had initially caused their surprise. I came to think
that the circulation of affect was between the audience, myself as a dancer and the
performance. Wetherell suggests that in this instance of affective circulations within
social practices, affect becomes ‘supra-personal’ or “transpersonal.”6 From this view,
the performative event may be considered as the supra-personal body that contains the
affective experiences of all in the room.
In the field of dance studies, this focus on the relational dynamics in dance
improvisation is shared by dance scholar and improviser Susan Leigh Foster, who
describes the sensing and meaning making process that defines dance improvisation
practice in this way:
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This body, instigatory as well as responsive, grounds the development of
consciousness as a hyperawareness of relationalities. Each next moment of
improvising, full of possible positionings, develops its choreographic
significance as all participants’ actions work to bring the performance into
proper proportion or relation.7
Building upon the notion of circulation of affect proposed by Wetherell, this idea of
“hyperawareness of relationalities” points to the prominence of intersubjective
negotiations in dance improvisation practice. Foster’s description of the practice
highlights the relational counterbalance between both leading and responding to stimuli
during the improvisational event. Her account appreciates that in group improvisation,
every dancer has the capacity to affect the others, creating balance in relations within
the performance. Foster points to the proportion of such relations brought by the
aggregation of factors in the improvisational experience, for example she talks about
power circulating through collective action in dance improvisation.8 Foster’s
description of dance improvisation suggests a play of forces inside the performance
situation. Extending this perspective to the context of interactive participation in dance
improvisation performance suggests a counterbalance of affective forces that move
within the performance event, pulsating between performers and audience, advancing
and retrieving between bodies.
Foster offers an interesting view of how this relationship between bodies is
negotiated in the dance improvisation event—she proposes that in improvisation
“power can only keep on the move, running as fast as it can to partner, to empower
performers, never overcoming them.”9 I take the concept of power as referring to the
affective potential available in bodies, our capacity to affect and be affected by others.
This idea of power as being on the move resembles the notion of the “supra-personal”
nature of affective phenomena developed by Wetherell. Building upon Foster’s and
Wetherell’s arguments, the relationship between bodies in improvisation performance
can be thought of as an affective encounter, where affective forces can influence each
other through the experience of movement and the perception of that movement in
others. Both perspectives point towards the dynamic relationship between perceptive
and affective process involved in social interactions. In addition, I suggest that
considering the improvisational event as an affective encounter can be explained in
terms of the supra-personal nature of affect proposed by Wetherell.
Foster also offers a reflection on the effect that watching improvised dance
performance has on the audience:
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Improvisation empowers those who witness it as well as those who perform it.
Watching improvisation, consciousness expands out of a passive reception of
an event and towards active engagement in the actual making of the event.
Viewers participate along with the performers in the open field of possible
choices and the performers’ construction and selection of those choices through
which meaning is determined.10
She proposes that the viewer of dance improvisation is a co-maker, a concept that
extends the agency of the dance to those in the audience. According to this view, the
dance improviser is not a sole maker but she is joined by her audience in the creation
of the dance. Moreover, this perspective of the practice also points towards the
negotiation of affect between dancers and audience. This understanding of watching
dance improvisation highlights the fact that being an audience member requires
perceptual engagement, such as active seeing and listening; the viewer is already an
active participant in its role of audience member. In I-Reflexes, incorporating a set task
for the audience to enact aggregated an element that bridged different modes of doing
in the performance situation. Through their actions and bodily gestures, the audience’s
affective engagement with the performance was exposed. In addition, because of the
proximity between bodies, the audience’s presence was heightened, which empowered
their capacity to affect other bodies during the performance event.
Through this discussion, I have explored an improviser’s perspective on some
aspects of the experience of dance improvisation and audience participation in
performance. Furthermore, this discussion highlights the effectiveness of the notion of
affective encounter proposed by Wetherell as a useful concept to analyse the
relationship between improvisers and audience members. Wetherell’s framework for
the study of affect within social practices offered me a critical framework for
considering how the audience’s gestures and actions in I-Reflexes influenced my own
choices of movement and form. The relationship between affect and perception
emerged as a deeply interconnected process requiring conjoined consideration. In order
to explore the bodily communication experienced in I-Reflexes, I will now examine the
concept of kinesthetic empathy in the context of dance improvisation performance, in
order to explore the affective negotiation of meaning by means of corporeal
communication. I will discuss the affective implications of kinesthetic empathy, with
the purpose of establishing what these two concepts have to offer for examining the
fluid affective space between bodies in improvisation in performance.
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The Affective Implications of Kinesthetic Empathy in Dance Improvisation
The concept of kinesthetic empathy has a long been explored in dance scholarship,
starting from the work of John Martin11 who proposed the notion of “inner mimicry”
or “kinesthetic sympathy” to refer to the motor experience and traces left on those
watching the dance. Recent work by Susan Leigh Foster12 and Elizabeth Dempster13 on
kinesthetic empathy provide new critical approaches to understand the nuances of the
experience of watching dance. Broadly defined, kinesthetic empathy refers to the ability
to sense the corporeality of other bodies and empathize with their bodily experience. In
other words, it is not simply about registering movement, but it is about recognizing
our own physical experience, in the experience of another. It is difficult to think how
this relational experience between bodies—this responsiveness to the experience of
moving bodies—can be detached from its affective implications. As suggested by
Wetherell, sense, sensibility and meaning-making are all encompassed processes within
the experience of living in a social world. Considering the affective implications of
kinesthetic empathy highlights the fact that watching other bodies in movement has the
capacity to produce changes in ourselves; generating new ways of sensing and
experiencing, while also suggesting new meanings to our bodily experiences.
Research on affect and kinesthetic empathy has resurged as part of a paradigmatic
shift towards embodied cognition research—across the sciences, arts and humanities.
Although these two above-mentioned concepts are different and carry their own
individual conceptual frameworks, they are related in terms of the sensing body and its
capacity to impact others. Dance researchers are especially aware of the affective
implications of the experience of kinesthetic empathy. Cultural scholars Dee Reynolds
and Matthew Reason suggest that kinesthetic empathy is a significant intra-disciplinary
concept that contributes to the study of the effects of human communication, especially
through bodily expressions.14 Studies on kinesthetic empathy, however, tend to focus
on the experience of the audience watching dance. Wetherell, in contrast, approaches
the relationship between bodies using critical discourse analysis. Her embodied,
meaning-making model focuses on the fluid exchange of affect in the flow of social
life, producing rich and texturized analysis. She studies the embodied negotiation of
meaning in situated practices from a broad understanding of discourse analysis which
includes bodily gestures, utterances and all sort of affective expressions.
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In I-Reflexes, the idea of introducing audience participation using their mobile
phones was intended to enhance the empathetic relation between the dancer (myself)
and the audience. The audience’s phone numbers were collected at the start of the
performance and one of the musicians texted specific instructions to audience members
at an agreed-moment in the piece. Instructions included: 1) ring this number xxx; and
2) play your ring tone three times.

Figure 3. I-Reflexes, Brunel University, London April 2016.
At the International Meta-Body Symposium at Brunel University (London) in
April 2016, we performed I-Reflexes over three consecutive nights (see video reference)
for an audience of artists, scholars, and members of the public. At Brunel, the
performance area was a large studio space. On this occasion, we made use of stage
light, and the seating area was in the form of a thrust stage. During the first performance
night, the Ethernet connection was lost, causing the musicians to get disconnected from
the audience’s mobile phones. Instead, the musicians emulated the audience’s
interaction by means of playing ringtones from their sound libraries. While I was not
aware of this technical failure, in my dancing I noticed the lack of movement and
physical interaction in the audience. This made me feel they were not engaged in the
performance, and my responses to the soundscape became more automatic, falling into
movement patterns that I recognized from the rehearsal process. This technical problem
highlighted how important it was for me that the audience engaged physically with the
piece. It was my perception and interpretation of the audience’s gestures and actions
that stimulated my attention in the earlier show and this was missing this time around.
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This made me consider how the relationship between myself as dance improviser, the
audience and the performance were altered because of the lack of audience’s bodily
engagement. In this performance, I not only became disconnected from the sounds they
created, but from their corporeal engagement with the performance; this, in turn,
interrupted my experience of kinesthetic empathy with the audience. This unexpected
error appeared as a fundamental moment in which the intimately interrelated nature of
affect and kinesthetic empathy was revealed to me.

Figure 4. I-Reflexes, Brunel University, London, April 2016.
A second event supports my argument for the benefits of investigating dance
improvisation from the perspective of the affective implications of kinesthetic empathy.
During the last night of performance at Brunel, we introduced a new element which
transformed my dance improvisation experience. During the third night of I-Reflexes at
Brunel, we had incorporated the use of a mobile phone application called Sonolope.
This application enables the holder of a mobile device “to generate three-dimensional
sound-scapes as you move around.”15 Towards the end of this show, I wore an Apple
Watch that played the sound of a violin, and musician Martin Devek improvised with
me, using an acoustic piano. As I moved my left arm, a violin “played.” This body and
piano improvisation section offered a new experiment in which to explore the
relationship between auditory stimuli and decision-making in dance improvisation.
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While movement and sound were mutually responsive, in the original set-up of the
piece this new iteration created a physical disengagement with the audience. I was now
making movement choices based upon musical perception and choreographic form,
while at the same time I was disconnected from the audience’s affective response. I lost
my experience of kinesthetic empathy with the audience and I felt I was dance
improvising in a customary fashion.
Thinking in terms of the affective implications of kinesthetic empathy helped me
identify in what ways audience interaction influenced my decision-making in IReflexes. Building on the theoretical discussion, in this next section I reflect upon my
experience as improviser of I-Reflexes, offering the development of my ideas as the
intersection between performance and reflective practice.
Reflections on I-Reflexes
All five shows were performed under extremely different conditions; this
offered me a multiplicity of experiences from which to reflect on my research question.
My experiments in I-Reflexes were designed to explore possible factors influencing
decision-making in dance improvisation. I drew from Merleau-Ponty’s understanding
of reflex behavior as an active response of turning towards a stimulus, and this
motivated me to interrogate my performance practice by asking: what am I turning
towards, when improvising in the context of a live interactive soundscape of ringtones?
The process of performing in five different situations helped develop this inquiry.
Unexpected failures turned into opportunities for examining the interplay of relations
in each specific performance situation, and it soon became evident I was turning
towards the audience’s embodied presence. The qualities of their bodily gestures
informed my movement response more than anything else in the room. This observation
led me to investigate the notion of affect and the circulation of affect between bodies.
The idea of “pulses of energetic relations” as proposed by Margaret Wetherell became
useful for analyzing my experience of physical engagement and proximity to bodies in
performance. While I hold a wide multisensory awareness to all the stimuli in the
performative environment—and especially to ringtones—my attention was pulled
towards people. Wetherell proposes a useful model for the study of affect that can
contribute to advance understandings of the circulation of affect in dance improvisation
practice and performance. In I-Reflexes the relational dynamic between bodies involved
interaction between perceptual awareness and the affective forces of bodies in a space
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of proximity. This brought me to the conclusion that perception brings the world into
the body, while affect sends the body out into the world.
The space created in I-Reflexes involved interaction between moving bodies in
a performance situation (dancer, musicians and audience) mediated through the sounds
of mobile devices. Altogether, this had the effect of heightening the audience’s
perceptual awareness, turning their attention towards the relationship between
performers’ movements and sounds, as well as towards their own corporeal engagement
with the performance. At the end of the final show, an audience member commented:
“I realized that I don’t decide at all when I want to answer a call, I simply pick up my
phone and start reading a text and texting back. It’s only when I notice I’m annoyed, or
worried by the message that I think I shouldn’t have answered.”16 This comment
suggests that the interactive participation in the improvisational performance amplified
her kinesthetic empathy towards her own physical experience of responding to phone
calls.
Conclusion
One of the major discoveries that emerge from this performance research is that
interactive participation creates a closer affective encounter between performers and
the audience, connecting them in a stimulating way. Within this affective encounter of
forces, bodies have the capacity to influence each other in ways that can affect their
interaction, informing the dance in real time. Moreover, the idea of the supra-personal
nature of affect in social practices proposed by Wetherell suggests that the affective
encounter in dance improvisation performance is between performers, the audience and
a supra-body that is the performance. The idea of affect as “pulses of energetic
relation”17 proposed by Margaret Wetherell also provides a key concept to explore how
these affective encounters manifested in the performance event. This pointed me to pay
attention to bodily gestures, the speed of action and the sense of rhythm created by the
interactive participation. In addition, proxemics between performers and audience
appeared as a significant factor, influencing decision-making in dance improvisation.
The use of mobile devices and ringtones as a means for interaction had the effect of
heightening the audience’s perceptual awareness of the relation between performers’
movements and sound, as well as deepening their own sensorial engagement with the
performance—thus, the physical and perceptual interaction amplified the experience of
kinesthetic empathy for both performers and participants. From this dynamic process

http://scholar.colorado.edu/partake/vol1/iss2/9
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of sensing and perceiving that I experienced in I-Reflexes, I suggest that affect and
perception should be study together. For future research, the sonification of
participation seems a productive way to address issues on disembodied action in the
use of electronic communication devices. The potential of participatory interaction in
improvisation performance to explore understandings of disembodied action in social
practices would benefit from further research.
Video Link to Performances
https://youtu.be/zgrl5J1Wmko
https://vimeo.com/182750899
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